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SUMMARY
The research for this thesis and the artwork developed from it has drawn upon elements
of the tourist imaginary developed from tourism’s history and art’s contribution to this
history to create embodied actions that exhibit moments of dissent. Eight open-ended
performance, video and installation works were exhibited in Sydney College of the
Arts, University of Sydney’s Sculpture, Performance and Installation studios from
November, 2009 to February, 2010 as a part of the end of year, Postgraduate
Exhibitions. They reflect tourism’s contribution to globalisation which has seen the rise
in inequality between Western states and former colonial outposts. Political and artistic
engagements within the field of tourism gain institutional relevance as they become an
endemic force in the art and social arena.
The Modernist fallacy of the egalitarianism of tourism arose amidst the creation
of popular Museums and galleries, ethnographic and anthropological studies of
subaltern lives. These studies used the technologies of photography and cinema to
illustrate colonial endeavours, subjectifying bodies of the subaltern and creating a
discourse surrounding tourism that continues today within a tourist ideal. Egalitarianism
and modern leisure were limited to Western centres and to the workers within the
industrial environment. This study has centred on these inequities as they have arisen
and has attempted to inscribe the possibility of an alternative voice. The research has
found moments of potential within this history and knowledge, and has created a body
of work that intercedes within the amorphous, technological field of tourism. These
moments echo in actions that embody dissent within this field.

ABSTRACT
The following thesis and accompanying visual practice investigates the possibilities for
an artist’s embodied actions to intervene within the amorphous, technological field of
tourism. The research and the artwork that has developed from it has drawn upon the
expanse of tourism’s history and contemporary theories of its globalised politics to
enact a deconstruction of the power of contemporary tourism. This thesis investigates
critical, interventionist strategies in artistic practice and, importantly, examines artists
who have also used these strategies of practice to critique tourism; artists such as Ai
iv

Weiwei, Isa Genzken, Emily Jacir, Martha Rosler and Yin Xuizhen. The research
enquires into interventionist strategies to create an embodied moment of dissent. The
works that have been developed in relation to tourism’s broad field are intrinsic to the
urban environment. They highlight contemporary spaces that are increasingly touristic,
and immersed in the ephemera of the globalised, mediated landscape. It asserts that the
art developed within this disciplinary area should be open-ended, experimental and
ephemeral in order to be inserted effectively within the fluid space of production and
experience.
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THESIS

1. INTRODUCTION
The following thesis and accompanying visual practice investigates the possibilities for
an artist’s embodied actions to intervene within the amorphous, technological field of
tourism. Tourism is defined here as the movement of people between places for the
purpose of leisure. This research and the artwork that has developed from it has drawn
upon the expanse of tourism’s history and contemporary theories of its globalised
politics to perform a deconstruction of the power of contemporary tourism. The thesis
investigates critical, interventionist strategies in artistic practice and importantly,
examines a number of important artists who have also used these strategies to critique
tourism. Ai Weiwei, Isa Genzken, Pierre Huygue, Emily Jacir, Martha Rosler and Yin
Xiuzhen have developed significant bodies of work that examine tourism and have done
so using methodology that questions the media surrounding the contemporary tourist
field. This research has enquired into interventionist strategies of artistic practice to
create an embodied moment of dissent against the neo-colonial practices of tourism
described in this text. The works that have been developed in relation to tourism’s broad
field—both by the artists interrogated in this paper and the author—are intrinsic to the
urban environment. They highlight contemporary spaces that are increasingly touristic,
and immersed in the ephemera of the globalised, mediated landscape. It was discovered
that to act effectively, the art developed within this disciplinary area needed to be openended, experimental and ephemeral, in order to be inserted successfully within the fluid
spaces of production.
Travel and mobility are key features of economic globalisation and contemporary
forms of ‘Empire’1. People travel for political or economic reasons, as well as for
culture or pleasure. The term travel is intrinsically linked to the expansion of Empire
and the colonisation of countries, such as Australia. It is a broad discourse not solely
limited to the touristic. An examination of travel theory encompasses migration,
diaspora, colonialism and historical Imperialism. Tourism discourse is a particular
discipline within travel’s domain. It is for this reason that this thesis concentrates on the
field of tourism. Tourist leisure activities hide an ideological praxis developed over
centuries that contributes to a field of neo-colonial endeavour. This research has focused
on the way in which tourism is defined within the travel experience. The travel
experience incorporates elements of ideological neo-colonialism or empire—an empire
1

Political theorists Michael Hardt and Antoni Negri define Empire as: ‘a regime with no temporal boundaries…that
creates the very world it inhabits.’ Michael Hardt and Antoni Negri, Empire, Cambridge Mass. and London: Harvard
University Press, 2001, xv.
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defined by political commentator and theorist, Noam Chomsky as a ‘corporate
globalisation project’ created and influenced by ‘investor rights’.2 Ideologies of tourism
and the tourist economy were firmly established within Britain and Europe by the
Seventeenth Century. These ideologies of spiritual and intellectual growth through
tourism have spread via early tourists to new countries and developing markets, feeding
an economy hungry for idealised locations and cultures. Within this it has become
difficult to separate a tourist site from the authenticity of local sites and within this
framework authenticity is also a contentious and contested concept. The ideologies are
invested within tourist construction and maintain new forms of the colonial projects
throughout the British Commonwealth and in hybrid forms in post-colonial nations. The
search for authenticity is the imaginary stock-in-trade of tourist objects and locations.3
Contemporary sociologists and tourism theorists: Jorgen Ole Baerenholdt,
Michael Haldrup, Jonas Larsen and John Urry define the tourism discipline as a
‘particular mode of relating to the world…incorporat[ing] mindsets and performances
that transform places of the humdrum and ordinary into the apparently spectacular and
exotic.’4 Urry has written that the gaze and its operatives: ‘film, newspapers, TV,
magazines…and videos construct an anticipation that filters our perception of the places
we see or travel to.’5 This media builds upon historical sources to develop a
contemporary romance with tourism. New media such as the internet, web 2.0, blogs
and social networking sites contribute to this anticipation and knowledge sharing by
providing a participatory medium that allows for the perception of immanence, thus
engendering a ‘word of mouth revolution’.6 Interactivity is creating a buzz marketing
phenomenon that ‘captures the attention of consumers and the media to the point where
talking about…[the individual tourism] brand becomes entertaining, fascinating, and
newsworthy.’7
Media filters create a dominant dialogue that requires negotiation upon arrival in
a new country or in the planning of a holiday. It is critical to the foundation of this
thesis that the operatives of the gaze are examined in more detail in relation to
historical and contemporary moments of tourism. This requires a detailed examination
2

Noam Chomsky, September 11, Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 2001, 14.
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of the links between art history, tourism and the machinic gaze. The machinic gaze
reflects the historical usage of instruments such as the camera obscura and later the
camera proper with its negatives and transpositions. Historical motifs and stereotypes
maintain cultural, historical and imperial power relations between the colonial and the
subaltern figure.8
This research will examine contemporary art’s relationship to tourism and the
ways in which contemporary artists negotiate this space. This combined history will be
discussed in Chapter Two. It is crucial to consider the history of the crossovers of these
institutions and their effect on one another. Chapter Three: ‘The Modern Romance of
Tourism and Deconstructing Tourism’s Culture’ explores this paradigm as it was
catalysed during the late Seventeenth, Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries and the
avant-garde era in the Twentieth Century. It goes on to further examine the
dissemination of cultural tourism throughout the Twentieth Century and leads into the
research outcomes as they work to deconstruct this historically powerful combination
of media9.
The term tourist (one who tours) arose with the increase of European travellers
moving around conventional sites of the so-called European Grand Tour: Paris and the
early Nineteeth Century gallery, the Louvre; the antiquities of Rome, such as the
Colosseum and the Baroque marvels of Borromini and Bernini; along with the galleries
of Florence, such as the Uffizi.10 The Grand Tour could be differentiated from smaller
tours. It was an endeavour that lasted a number of months and took in a number of
countries or sites within a particular country. The tour was already a well-established
fact in 1678 and young Oxford students debated the positive or negative affects of
extended travel.11 The historical term ‘tourist’ grew out of a rise in the number of
travellers who embarked on a Grand Tour in the Eighteenth Century. During the
modern era the distinction between a traveller and a tourist consisted primarily of an
elitist debate based on means, cultural access and education. It was not unusual for a
8

Nicholas Watkins, ‘Review: Matisse in Morocco, The Paintings and Drawings, 1912 – 1913 by Jack Cowart; Pierre
Schneider; John Elderfield; Albert Kostenevich and Laura Coyle,’ The Burlington Magazine, Volume 133, Number
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traveller to use Classical or Renaissance art and literature to create an itinerary, or later,
Romantic philosophy, aesthetics or poetry. Tourists would derive their schedule from
guidebooks and other authorities on the Grand Tour. This argument became a classic
debate that continued well into the Twentieth Century and beyond. In reference to this
Hartmut Berghoff and Barbara Korte write that, ‘deriding tourist travel has rather
become an integral strategy of tourism itself’.12 The discussion furthers intellectual
engagement and subjective self-definitions in relation to the field. Whichever definition
fits for an individual, or their collective, mobility and movement through tourist
networks is intrinsically rewired as a symbiotic element of contemporary life. The
debate between the definitions of tourists and travellers would lend itself to the tourism
of the future and our present and became a daily facet of the cities and places within
which it flows. As tourists attempt to define themselves as travellers they hope to
assimilate and become closer to the places they visited. It is this seeming disappearance
that creates contemporary tourism’s virus-like status in the activity of globalisation
beyond the conspicuous tourist infrastructure necessary to cater for the movement of
large numbers of people. These constant actions of definition and redefinition,
contesting the individual and the masses would become a fundamental feature of
tourism and travel discourse during the Twentieth Century. Tourism became an
indicator of social expectations and was seen as a potentially reflective and useful
activity to encourage modernisation, (holidaying giving time to reflect upon the use of
work activity). The self-conscious ‘Modernity’ of the Nineteenth and Twentieth
Centuries became an all-encompassing social construction in the West built upon the
early constructions of pleasure travel.
The integration of aesthetics, capital and tourism began around the end of the
Seventeenth Century; the very beginning of the industrial period. Social capital and art
had been interlinked for centuries with artists taking commissions from wealthy traders
in the Eighteenth Century. During the Nineteenth Century museums were developing,
as were art tours and public gatherings for edification and leisure. An amalgamation of
cultural elements was combined within the new field of tourism. The development of
the art market and the growth of public and private galleries went hand in hand with the
development of tourism.13

12

Hartmut Berghoff, Barbara Korte ‘Britain and the Making of Modern Tourism,’ The Making of Modern Tourism:
The Cultural History of the British Experience, 1600 – 2000, Hartmut Berghoff, et al, Basingstoke, Hampshire and
New York: Palgrave Publishers Ltd., 2002, 6.
13
Groys, Op. cit., 103.
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The travel experience extended a concept of subjectivity that developed
exponentially from the Seventeenth Century when travel for pleasure, education and
reflection became commonplace for mostly European university-educated young men
who were touring to gain firsthand knowledge and experience of contemporary and
classical culture and Roman and Greek antiquities.14 The writings of Romanticism and
the culture of adventure and escape surrounding the Grand Tour crystallised once the
Tour became institutionalised during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries.15
The institutionalisation of the tour was interrupted intermittently, during the
Eighteenth Century, by the Seven Years War (1756 – 63) and later the French
Revolution (1789 – 1799). The Napoleonic years witnessed an abeyance in tourism until
1815. The return to peace in Europe after this year would see many changes in the
Grand Tour. The effects of the Enlightenment and later Romanticism continued to have
an increasing impact on tourists partaking in the joys described by their favourite
authors and seen in images from their favourite artists.16 Industrialisation made further
inroads into the lifestyles of the middle class and wealth would no longer be linked to
aristocracy alone. Merchants and leisure-seekers continued to travel to Italy, but wider
continental touring was becoming commonplace. More adventurous travellers would
seek novel enjoyments and less populated paths through the Alps (as Wordsworth did)
or further afield to Algeria. Parisians were influenced by the effects of Orientalism and
Colonialism and it was made especially more delectable through the literary lenses of
Gautier, Baudelaire, Nerval, Fromentin, and through painters such as Ingres and
Delacroix. Léon Trousset and others were travelling further afield to the Pacific or the
Americas.17 Illustrators such as Joseph Banks would travel to Australia as an alternative
to the popularised Grand Tour.18 This is also, in no small part, an aspect of the
emergence of a Romantic world-view, which included a transfer from seeking grandeur
in art to nature.
After the Napoleonic wars many of the treasures that visitors had travelled to
Italy for had been purloined by the Emperor Napoleon and his armies and taken to
Paris. Tourists would visit Paris and France to see the effects of Napoleon’s empirebuilding program—the addition of the broad path between the Tuileries and the Louvre,
and the creation of the Rue di Rivoli, following a symbolic line between the Louvre and
14

Chaney, Op. cit., 58.
Black, Op. cit., 1.
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Ibid. 57
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Ibid. 104.
18
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Unleashed, Carlton, Victoria: Miegunyah Press, 2005, 26.
15
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the Place de la Bastille. The Louvre was permanently altered from a palace to a large
public museum. It opened to the public in 1793, after Napoleon’s incursions into
Italy.19 It became the definitive storehouse for cultural plunder prior to the British
Museum’s appropriations of Greek artefacts.20
In the mid-Nineteenth Century the tour itinerary was becoming standardised.
Rome, Naples, Florence and now Paris were key sites on this new institutionalised tour.
Florence was an increasingly popular winter destination in the Nineteenth Century. The
British had populated this Italian city to such an extent that it contained an English
church and newspaper.21 One commentator makes the point that Britain’s prosperity
enabled its tradesman and other assorted professionals to travel/tour unlike anyone in
any other nation. While aristocratic tourists would make the most of the connections
they made when travelling tensions occurred when upper middle class travellers were
assumed to be of higher social standing than they were because of their ability to afford
such a lifestyle option. Authors Frances Trollope and William Thackeray wrote
cautionary tales such as ‘The Domestic Manners of the Americans,’22 and ‘Vanity
Fair’23 evolving from touring’s increasingly fluid social relations.24
One of the reasons for this endemic rise in British travel was Thomas Cook’s
group tours from England to Europe. His company is now the multi-national Thomas
Cook Group and its affiliates.25 Its heritage brand has added influence owing to its links
with the creation of tourism itself. Cook established his travel company in 1841. It
organised bulk train travel for people who wanted to travel to temperance meetings in
different parts of England. His tour groups could move around more easily as a result of
rapid industrialisation and the development of new transport systems.26 Tourist
infrastructure grew large enough to accommodate a mass market. Cook realised that
these arrangements could be used for pleasure travel, but it was an unusual concept for
working and middle class people to consider spending large amounts of their leisure
time touring for their own enjoyment. His package deals meant that everything from
train travel to hotel accommodation became cheaper, made possible by buying in bulk
and re-selling. In 1851 he organised some of the first trips to the Crystal Palace
19

Ibid. xiv.
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exhibition in London. He lost money on these initial ventures but he arranged for
groups to travel to Paris for the exhibition of 1855.27 His arrangements took in Holland,
Brussels and Paris. He also made efforts to create side trips to Germany. This allowed
visitors who couldn’t speak these languages to tour, as they hadn’t been able to
previously. Moving around in large groups allayed the fears of those who might have
felt vulnerable when touring alone in places where they were without connections.
Art was an important reason for touring to Italy during the Seventeenth,
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries. While French cuisine and opera could be
experienced in England, Italian painting and architecture was best experienced in situ.
During the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries artists didn’t have the means to
participate in a Grand Tour as the aristocrats did—missing out on the opportunity to
examine Classical objects and living spaces. Those who did travel to Baroque Italy were
heavily influenced by what they saw (particularly the art and architecture of
Caravaggio, Bernini and Borromini). This pattern of activity was to extend their work.
It wasn’t simply for pleasure.
As a matter of convention, if not expectation, tourists sent home letters and wrote
diaries (often geared toward later publication) that included accounts of their journeys,
contributing to the growth of a tourist imagination. These published, or unpublished,
journals and diaries were varied accounts, poetic and embodied actions or rites of
travel. This writing contributed to the development and definition of the new concept of
the ‘tourist’. The development of tourism proceeded with the growth of the art market
and the growth of public and private galleries. This history was part of the increasing
intensification of a contemporary visual environment. The institutionalisation of both
the museum and photography (that is a form of the mechanically mediated gaze)
captured the imagination of tourists. These industrialised mechanisms seemingly
allowed tourist sites to be more effectively imagined by those unable to afford the long
expeditions necessary to view cultures outside of their own. In many ways museums
and photography began to replace the extensive colonial exhibitions of the Nineteenth
Centuries. They also replaced the plays and tableaux of the Eighteenth Century. The
influence of this imaginary and its far-reaching effects on the contemporary art
environment is detailed here.
Since the 1960s critical practitioners of art have worked to establish radical forms
of intervention into larger social forces. Postmodern critiques of the institution of
tourism and the tourist sites suggest that we get lost in transit, that tourism distracts us
27

Ibid. 141 – 142.
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from the systemic, industrialised co-option of human experience. Guy Debord, the
founder of The Situationist International noted that the exploitation of tourism could
hide grievous political and ethical misdemeanours. He wrote that the ‘organised
alienation’ of Spain’s tourism and other leisure activities, for example, hid the violence
that lay at the foundation of Franco’s ‘humanized’ social order during the time of his
totalitarian regime. He also stated that the contained tourist stereotyping of the Iberian
region only exacerbated this.28
This historical context provides the basis for Chapters Three and Four, which will
outline how Postmodern and Contemporary artists engage with this immersive and
increasingly abstract space and examine the research outcomes, as exemplified by the
visual thesis. While open-ended art practice has been a modus operandi for artists since
the DADA experiments of 1917, during the Postmodern period artists used fluid
practices to argue against social immobilities. New media practice has grown
exponentially since the 1990s driven by the growth in interactive technologies such as
the World Wide Web and is indistinct from Postmodern ephemeral actions owing to
their multiple-layer platforms and rhizomic hypertext or coded links between nodes.
The use of video, performance, coded digital projections and embodied actions are
drawn upon in an open-ended variety of display. This increasing fluidity between forms
allows a condensation but also dispersion of images and greater access to global/local
politics owing to the speed of their line of flight.29 It also decreases response times for
critique or the play of ideas. Chapter Four will show how contemporary artists; Ai
Weiwei, Isa Genzken, Pierre Huyghe, Emily Jacir, Martha Rosler and Yin Ziuxhen have
considered tourism and its spatial discourse including its historical and cultural
influences and contexts. These
artists inform my own visual art
practice, not only as progenitors
but as relevant practitioners who
share a group of preoccupations
with my own, that is they
question the field of tourism and
its power nexes. They have
Fig. 1. Ai Weiwei, Fairytale, intervention and documentary
(detail) 2007.

developed works that deconstruct

28

Guy Debord, ‘The Situationists and the New Forms of Action in Politics and Art,’ Situationist International:
Anthology, Ken Knabb Ed., and transl., Berkeley, California: Bureau of Public Secrets, 2006, 404.
29
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this praxis and its dense media profile.
I will show how, for example, Ai WeiWei arranged for his fellow countrymen and
women, to travel to Kassel, in the year of Documenta 12 to highlight labour practices in
China (Fairytale 2007). I argue that his practice objectifies the people he works with in
his attempt to show privileged audiences their own security and comfort.
Isa Genzken investigates the markers of tourism as she critiques modernism and
its legacies. Her practice reflects on a modernist and avant-garde past with a critical
understanding that is implicit in her
assemblages and installations (Oil, 2007,
Da Vinci, 1996).30 She is mindful of the
effect globalisation has on manufacture
and object production, and deliberately
combines
objects

industrially
(for

manufactured

example

expensive

architectural foils) with cheaper retail
finds (small plastic figures, suitcases
etc.).31 Her variety of responses to this
field has created a significant body of
work

looking

at

tourism

and

its

knowledge base.
Fig. 2. Isa Genzken, Beach Huts, installation (detail),
2000.

Pierre Huyghe’s work examines
the fallacies of romanticism, art-making

and contemporary spectacle. His practice critiques media constructions while offering
alternative ways of negotiating the contemporary visual environment. He has spent a
substantial amount of time in the development of a multi-faceted project that looks at
the many sides of adventure tourism as they are disseminated throughout broader social
reference points.32 This is seen in l’Expédition Scintillante: A Musical (the Scintillating
Expedition, 2002). In this project he travels to the Arctic in search of a white penguin.
He later displays this work as a mixed media performance of vision and sound in the
park opposite to the Guggenheim Museum, New York. He endows his many sites with
specific references to historical constructions. His work often encourages a participation
30

‘Isa Genzken, the artist of the German Pavilion at the Venice Biennale 2007,’ Isa Genzken: Oil, Frankfurt:
Deutsche Bank AG, 2007.
31
Alex Farquharson, Diedrich Diederichsen, Sabine Breitwieser, Isa Genzken, London and New York: Phaidon,
2006, 12 – 15.
32
Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, Pierre Huyghe, Rivoli-Torino and Ginevra-Milano: Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte
Contemporanea and Skira, 2004, 398 – 399.
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that opens out to an alternate space of discussion and play. His discussion of tourism
questions the fantasy and utopian quality of contemporary media construction in its
relation to story-telling and the history of travel.
Emily Jacir’s work critiques the apparent fluidity of tourism and the ephemera
of travel in relation to Palestinian restrictions of movement between Israel, the
Westbank and the Gaza strip. A central tenet of her practice is the critique of social
dynamics. She specifically questions the politics of free or forced movement by people
between places and cultures.33 Jacir is a Palestinian woman living in New York, with a
United States passport. Her work comments upon the possibilities of inessential
movement as a result of having this passport. She is able to cross into Israeli territory
more easily, a fact that informs her work. These possibilities aren’t given to the
Palestinian people. She also questions identity politics and being limited to one cultural
definition. Her specific works exploring this freedom of movement and the ephemera of
tourism that will be analysed as part of this discussion, are Linz Diary, 2003, Where We
Come From, 2003 and Change/Exchange, 1998.

A consideration of her broader

practice teases out the complexities of her argument and her use of multiple open-ended
platforms such as video, intervention and performance layered to develop sophisticated
understandings and encapsulate her visual rhetoric.
During the 1980s and 1990s, Martha Rosler turned her attention to a series of
photomedia installations that engage with the experience of walking through the
supermodern architecture of airports34 (Fig. 3). The work built upon projects she
developed during the late 1960s and 1970s. Rosler’s practice routinely critiques systems
of authority and the forces of power. She was one of the few artists who reinvigorated
the avant-garde practice of photomontage for political, feminist critique. These
montages responded to the Vietnam War and domestic feminine clichés (Bringing the
War Home: House Beautiful series 1967 – 72). They were published in counter-cultural
journals, increasing their circulation and power as ‘mass-cultural iconography.’35 She
indicates that photography is a primary tool in the production of ideology and uses it as
an indexical site of protest. To Rosler, its popularity, accessibility and form allows a
common reading and understanding with the viewing public while highlighting familiar
media forms such as women working in the kitchen or lounge room contrasted with
images of men at war in the rear.
33
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Her later In the Place of the Public: Airport Series from 1990, were installations
of photomedia-based works in airports and in galleries, alongside text works naming
global airports and phrases regarding movement through the airport36, in order to
attempt to highlight the fragmented perceptions we routinely ignore as we move
through these spaces. The work draws upon the philosophies of Walter Benjamin. She
cites the passage through space and the fragmentary glances we accord it,37 attempting

Fig. 3. Martha Rosler, In the Place of the Public: Airport Series (detail), 1983-84, ICP

to reflect back to the viewer what they have perceived but not always registered. This
simulacrum of movement and thought via text works in two distinct spaces (the airport
and the gallery) to disrupt the easy passage of the tourist without totally mirroring her
desired response, as if they are moving through a womb-like tunnel. The technology and
architecture facilitates this movement, though it seems far from her conception as a
feminised space. The gendering of tunnels and open spaces could also be reflected
against the hard architecture and construction of the terminals denying her investment in
this theory.
In the past, Yin Xiuzhen has invited locals from the many places she tours for
36

Marc Augé, Non-places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity trans. John Howe, London and New
York: Verso, 1995, 78 – 83.
37
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New York: Schocken Books, 2007, 236.
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exhibitions to give her clothes, which she then uses to create site-specific sculptural
objects such as large planes (the clothes surround a large frame—in International
Flight, [Fig. 4.])40 and small cities in suitcases (for example: Portable City: Berlin,
2002 and more recently Portable City: Melbourne, 2009). These works attempt to look
specifically at the localisation of globalisation and how this affects individuals, though
it is difficult to make this point with the single conceit of the clothes collected at each
exhibition stop. The clothes production is also internationally constructed and the
monumental construction of her work overtakes the clothing’s original use value. The
value of the project increases as her branded forms are translated into expensive art

Fig. 4. Yin Xiuzhen, International Flight (installation view), c2005.

objects. The sites for the works at Biennales and gallery shows remakes the supposed
authenticity of the personalised objects into global product.

She discusses the

mnemonics of the political, historical and social environment around her, and her
sculptures and installations to attempt to create a détournement through a critical reuse
of materials. It has been suggested that she inserts ‘the personal and the vernacular as
an intervention against growing global culture,’41 but it is an undertaking that is
frustrated by Xiuzhen’s exhibiting so actively as a part of the same ‘growing global
culture’ activated by Biennales around the world. The context and themes that these
artists are working within are also taken up in Chapter Five: ‘Embodied Artistic
Interventions Into Tourism.’
My own practice-based research that impelled the thesis outcomes has
encompassed performance, collaborative installations and interventions, as well as
photomedia and video works that sought to explore the affects of tourism in relation to
globalisation. The configuration of these open-ended elements was driven by a
conceptual mobility in response to tourism’s structural history and infrastructure.
40
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Chapter Five will also examine a number of works created from research developed
prior to its commencement. The first is a collaborative installation from 2004, entitled,
The Schiaffo d’Anagni Travelling Arts Scholarship. This fictional scholarship was
informed by the Australian art touristic context. The predetermined finalists were the
real emerging photomedia, new media and installation artists: Zehra Ahmed, Anthea
Behm, Cameron Emerson-Elliot, Michael Moran, Ms & Mr (Stephanie and Richard
Nova-Milne), Patrick Swann (comprised of Todd McMillan and Christopher Hanrahan),
Elise Routledge, Rebecca Westwood-Jones and the author. As a critique of travel
scholarships, the work discussed them as a modern continuation of the grand tour
concept in the Australian neo-colonial context.
This chapter will also analyse a postcard project entitled Parlour Games
developed in 2006 to consider the effects of tourism on the development of Australian
domestic culture, as well as the continuing influence of heritage houses as tourist sites.
The first of the projects developed from the research is Fromonetouristtoanother,
it is followed by its companion project countrycitycultureartistcuratorhostguest, and
MOMENTO MORI: REMEMBER THAT
WE ARE ALL GOING TO DIE (the
photograph kills me/the artwork makes
me immortal) and MOMENTO MORI:
2001—delayed affects, travelling two
weeks after, By Any Other Name (Fig. 5.)
an installation of text and words relative
to

tourism

Reading,

a

and

mobility;

collection

of

Holiday
ephemera

sourced during a recent art tour compiled
as an itinerary and a reflection of the
stereotypically, antipodean desire to tour;
Fig. 5. Victoria Lawson, By Any Other Name, vinyl
installation, 2010.

and Five Words, a participatory project
based on the experience of research.

These new works develop the thesis that it is possible to intervene within the tourist
field to create an embodied moment of dissent using performance and works that
deconstruct the historical development of the machinic gaze as it pertains to tourism.
It will be shown that the globalised, cross-cultural movement is a great influence
on the artists examined in this thesis, as well as on my work. The works activate a
moment within the field to create possibilities for critical work, including discussions of
13

traditional aesthetics developed concurrently to tourism critique. The concepts and
experiments of this aesthetic critique are circulated through and within open-ended
artistic experiments and process-based works by the avant-garde, postmodern and
contemporary artists from the Twentieth Century and beyond. Ideas ‘ranging from the
everyday to the uncanny, the psychoanalytical to the political’42 became part of the
artistic field. Artists and curators have used elements of tourism and travel in
contemporary exhibitions, performances, interventions and installations around the
world (but primarily the northern hemisphere—working between the United States and
Europe). Photomedia interventions and installations have been developed to question
the constructed touristic identity and its related environments, particularly as they exist
in an Australian and Sydney-based context. This context is also increasingly global due
to networked and mobile environments. The industrially mediated or ‘machinic’ gaze is
referred to in these photomedia interventions, particularly as they become a selfreflexive means of deconstructing the medium of photography and cinema in relation to
the tourist trope.
While historically some travellers have spoken of their travels as an art form in
themselves, it would be disingenuous to do so now as the contemporary field of tourism
only reflects a memory of the construction of its elite search for beauty or the sublime in
all things. This endeavour has been roundly criticised and will be here as it is
confronted with the banal aspects of the quotidian that tourism has become an adjunct
to. The banal aspects of tourism have been accounted for in postmodern and
contemporary literature, and will be further discussed in Chapters Three and Four. Art
tourism has become a specific endeavour being defined as travelling for the purpose of
leisure to visit museums and galleries or for the purpose of art-making. Many artists,
curators and art-workers as well as cultural practitioners are conscious of having to
travel to exhibitions and the social politics involved in such travel. Site-specific
exhibitions and artworks, which examine mobility, new media and local politics are a
feature at major presentations of art such as the 2007 Biennale of Venice 52.
International Exhibition of Art and documenta 12 in Kassel, Germany. These
exhibitions along with Art 38 Basel and skulptur projekte münster no.3 were marketed
together by a consortium of the events administration in a website slated as the Grand

42

Iwona Blazwick, ‘Documents of Contemporary Art,’ series introduction, The Archive, Charles Mereweather Ed.,
London: Whitechapel Ventures Ltd., 2006, 5.
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Tour of the 21st Century43, a site that assisted with travel details and information relative
to this group of events.
Political and artistic engagement with the field of tourism also gains relevance
as it is now an endemic force in the artistic social arena itself. Artistic critiques of
tourism and travel have arisen out of the awareness that contemporary artists must travel
to further their success and that that career development is made more accessible or
more difficult based on geography and access to major art centres. Critiques have also
risen out of the broader awareness that some individuals have greater access to this kind
of touring and that it remains a privileged endeavour. This thesis examines a selection
of contemporary artists who work with open-ended practices of enquiry, critical
interventions and new media forms that reflect the ephemeral aspect of the tourist
imaginary. These works intercede within the abstract aspects of touristic behaviour,
which is to be discussed in relation to the global context. They disrupt the social field of
tourism, drawing on post-colonial theories of mobility and questions regarding the
dominance of European and United States citizens’ movement around the globe and the
effect of this dominance on their local environments. They engage with this
construction to rewrite the possibilities within this force of contemporary life and
challenge this hegemony within tourist doctrine.

43
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2. OUTLINE OF ART AND TOURISM LITERATURE
The travel and tourism industry is a major site of contemporary, globalised
enterprise—or ‘Empire’. It is difficult to describe the empire or ‘corporate globalisation
project’44 of travel as an aesthetic field when tourism multinationals, in many cases, can
claim to own every link in the tourism chain (for example travel agents, tour operators,
airlines, hotels and local ground transportation companies). A chain that ‘creates the
primary earnings for a third of developing nations and is the primary source of foreign
exchange earnings for most of the forty-nine least developed countries.’45 These chains,
such as American Express or Thomas Cook, operate across continents and knit together
complex fields of touristic engagement and in many cases maintain their own cultural
force. Artists’ engagement with tourism has been under-examined and is discussed here
in relation to artistic strategies of institutional critique and the critique of these power
structures in art practice, also as a means of questioning contemporary tourist imaginary
in Australia and abroad.
Postmodern and Contemporary Art has begun to intervene within the discourse of
tourism to create moments of dissent that transmit an alternative to a blanket economic
imperialism. Theorist Peter Wollen has written that the tourist art market, whereby
local crafts adapt to the souvenir market, has shaped the model for the increased
consumption of and commercialisation of art, with its contemporary infrastructure of
institutions, professions and technicians.46 In The Cinema Effect Sean Cubitt draws the
connection between the motion of the moving image and filmic motion of bodies as
characteristic elements of modernity47: Impressionist images of flaneur-like figures in
motion preempt the cinematic movement of people, reflecting the industrialised urban
environments and their inhabitants both at work and at play. This movement is later

44
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echoed in embodied performative tropes also seen in fragmented new media art critical
of cinema’s seductive power. They are redefined in Postmodern and Contemporary art.
The negotiation and critique of cinema by photomedia, new media, installation
and performance artists allow it to be a fundamental element of contemporary art
practice. As Ellen Strain writes, cinema and photography provided a colonial-nostalgic
aesthetic that is continually being constructed and deconstructed in present day art
processes. In Exotic Bodies, Distant Landscapes: Touristic Viewing and Popularised
Anthropology in the Nineteenth Century, Strain states that the rise of touristic viewing
occurred within the context of Nineteenth Century when missionaries, surveyors,
explorers, anthropologists and colonialists were filling in the few remaining blank spots
of European world maps and closing up the larger gaps in the knowledge of the Globe’s
various inhabitants.48 This resulted in unparalleled contact with cultures and
environments beyond the Western hegemonic centre. Satellite technology has since
erased any remaining gaps and centralised governments arrange their totalising space
and ideological maps across the spaces of the other or the subaltern.
While initially it seemed the exotic had become contained for the consumption
and purpose of Empire, inequities of power and wealth are continually called into
question. The discourse of national identity that arises with the negotiation between
cultures is constantly framed within each country in relation to their discourse of place
and their position within this global environment. Artists maintain diverse negotiations
within their national identity and locality and with international touring and sitespecific professional obligations. This redefinition and deconstruction/reconstruction of
cultural discourse is positioned in relation to the image technologies of anthropological
cinema and photography, both were intrinsic to the development of the global
imaginary.
Tourist images are an extension of the artistic, cinematic and photographic
historical project and their liminal power is a part of an ever-increasing body of ideas
within a globalised world. These ideas continue to be replicated for an elite neo-centrist
consumer. Tourism is still largely undertaken within Western and Southern Europe and
the United States of America, though it is increasingly occurring at large levels both in
and out of China49.It remains a vital element of the field of contemporary cultural
48
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politics. Chris Rojek writes that the engagement and renegotiation between cultures
involves significant ‘work, of memory, interpretation and reconstruction. Most
significantly it almost always involves travel.’50
Economic expansion through tourism remains the continuing expansion of
Empire, as defined by Hardt and Negri51. Large international events such as the
Olympics or Art Biennales, along with advertisements for the tourist industry, create
easily digestible access points and images for holidaying visitors. These occurrences
help define stereotypes of national identity and can also limit broad cultures and
simplify internal social relations. For example stereotypes of Australian indigenous
identity simplify complex cultural relationships for the sake of attracting a certain kind
of tourist looking for ‘authentic’ experience. Interventions are forgotten as Indigenous
art and history are packaged in safe visual motifs glossing over the difficult history of
colonisation and genocide52.
The development of Australia’s colonial, cultural history was initially formed at
the end of the Enlightenment period in Europe, and was intellectually constructed upon
the underpinnings of the coloniser’s interest in natural science. European narratives
were also being written across the antipodean landscape parallel to the popularisation of
the European Grand Tour. There were significant shifts in specific meanings applied to
the environment as a consequence of their subjection to the historical discourses of
tourism. These concepts were also a part of Australia’s pictographic formation. The
‘untamed’ became the ‘beautiful’ and the ‘scenic’ as the genuine and present dangers of
the physical environment were ‘sanitized and reconstructed in traditional Romantic
terms.’53 These definitions are often still used in advertising and to sell cultural
symbols. Contemporary examples can be seen on the ‘Scenic Tours,’ website
advertising tours to Norfolk Island with the header: ‘Explore the historic treasures of
Norfolk Island on this eight day tour and soak up the Island’s incredible natural beauty,
panoramic vistas and cultural icons.’54 Similar language is used on the ‘Rent New
European totals for visitations. Australia was listed as tenth in spending on tourism and eighth in the amount of
arrivals worldwide. UNWTO Tourism Highlights, Madrid, Spain: World Tourism Organization, 2012, 12 – 13.
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Cars,’ website where they state: ‘Beautiful scenery is something we do well, with
hidden treasures seemingly around every corner…Scenic drives sprinkle this great
southern land in plentiful supply, with many of them great places to explore all year
round.’ 55 Maintaining these concepts within touristic discourse continues the colonial
project and cultural definitions. Cultural imperialism occurs when we package our
history, landscape and culture for consumption in this manner, visually or otherwise.
Globalisation is without doubt one of the largest factors in Australia’s recent growth
and tourism is a considerable factor in its historical and cultural development. The
promotion of heritage sites and museums lends itself to a Western European cultural
and touristic construction: isolating Western European colonial history as the dominant
narrative of the development of Australia through the collection and display of objects
exhibited in a Europeanised museum system.
This local Australian history is an extension of Western history and stereotypes
constructed from representations of the indigenous people of Africa, North and South
America and the Pacific. In Unpacking Culture: Art and Commodity in Colonial and
Postcolonial Worlds, Christopher Steiner writes that, ‘the initial colonial contact with
these cultures constructed a standard and a concept of authenticity that indigenous
inhabitants were subsequently represented by.’56 These initial constructs and concepts
of what denotes an authentic art object inform much of the subsequent trade in tourist
art. Steiner notes that writers began to critique this process in the 1950s. The trade in
mass-produced art objects fed off this constructed trade and represents what tourists are
taught to expect from art, literature and tourist guides. He suggests that this concept of
authenticity shifts depending on an individual’s scholarly research into these objects.
Local knowledge also provides insights into the singular art piece and the awareness
that innovation and adaptation is a consistent element of any art practice. Massproduced pieces can be based on high-end investment objects, although gallerists work
to protect their investment and discourage copying. Tourists who are ignorant of the
difference are happy to purchase the replica.57
These artworks and contexts have also formed the basis of collections in museums
across the world. The Musée du Quai Branly is a museum of indigenous collections in
Paris, a rethinking of the ethnographic museum. Former French President Jacques
Chirac originally conceived of the gallery as a museum of ‘primitive’ art. It has been
55
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criticised for it’s labelling of the art that gives little information about the artists and
attributes the work to its geographic area or style rather than individual artists. The
design of the Museum with its abundance of greenery continues to maintain basic ideas
and historical, colonial stereotypes that have moved little beyond the concept of the
noble savage aligned closely with ‘nature’ as against the ‘culture’.58
A conference held in 2008 at Quai Branly introduced papers that discussed the
potential of the cultural and creative industries in relation to tourism. Nouvelles
frontiers de l’economie de la culture (New frontiers of the economy of culture) included
a paper by Luís Bonet, a Professor of the University of Barcelona in Spain titled The
enhancement of heritage and creativity through tourism.59 In A Handbook of Cultural
Economics (2003), he writes that cultural tourism is no longer an ‘unusual request for a
minority of travellers’, and that it has become ‘an additional product of the tourist trade
with all of its corresponding services.’60 Cultural tourism has been defined as travelling
for the purpose of visiting heritage sites, museums, galleries, monuments, Indigenous
sites and displays, artistic workshops, festivals, performing arts events and concerts.61 It
has also been defined more generally as: ‘embracing the full range of experiences
visitors can undertake to learn what makes a destination distinctive—its lifestyle, its
heritage, its arts, its people—and the business of providing and interpreting that culture
to visitors.’62 Mike Robinson and Melanie Smith write that:
In a European context, conventional conceptions of what we understand to be
‘culture’ have largely been dictated by our postenlightenment sensibilities
regarding the romantic, the beautiful, the educational, and also, by extension,
the moral. It is not surprising that what is now heralded as ‘cultural tourism’
broadly follows the patterns of the ‘grand tour’ of the Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Centuries indulged in by the social elite. Motivating factors of
58
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education, social betterment and basic human curiosity remain but have been
complemented by a range of other factors, which have assisted in the ongoing development of cultural tourist centres.63
As long ago as 1867–68, Matthew Arnold defined the idea of culture in Culture
and Anarchy with a quote by Charles de Montesquieu. Arnold states that: ‘the first
motive which ought to impel us to study is the desire to augment the excellence of our
nature, and to render an intelligent being yet more intelligent,’ saying this the ‘true
ground…for culture.’ He goes on to say:
But there is of culture another view, in which not solely the scientific
passion, the sheer desire to see things as they are, natural and proper in an
intelligent being, appears the ground of it. There is a view in which the
love of our neighbour, the impulses towards action, help and beneficence,
the desire for stopping human error, clearing human confusion and
diminishing the sum of human misery, the noble aspiration to leave the
world better and happier than we found it—motives eminently such as are
called social—come in as part of the grounds of culture…It moves by the
force, not merely or primarily of the scientific passion for pure knowledge,
but also of the moral and social passion for doing good.64
In the Eighteenth Century, Montesquieu’s statement was also an incentive to
travel, study and learn as much as possible about the world. It was the kind of statement
that led to the notion of travel and the Grand Tour as a means making an aristocratic
young gentleman of greater service to his country through the study of classical
material. In the latter half of the Nineteenth Century, Arnold’s view can be seen in the
context of greater and subtler imperial expansion for the European nations. It can also
be contextualised along with missionary, Christian and pastoral charity towards the
inhabitants of the British and French colonies, such as Australia. This resulted in the
rise of ethnography in relation to the indigenous peoples of the colonies, working and
middle class access to ethnographic collections and previously private art collections on
display in public museums. His statements also come at the time of the popularisation
63
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of tourism (giving lower classes access to classical art and the benefits of ‘the tour’).
The morals he propounded extended to his countrymen as they toured and were
influenced by the great minds of the classical and Romantic world.
In this context the culture that Matthew Arnold wished to ‘prevail’ was a
Christian Anglo-European one, which was seen as the epitome of modern thought and
human creation and, as such, to be shared.65 This concept of cultural purity would clash
with indigenous cultures and at the time of colonisation their lack of Europeanised
behaviour meant that indigenous people were often seen as non-subjective beings—
objects to be studied and classified. As Anne Maxwell tells us, photographs of
colonised people returned to the centre in the service of ethnographical and
anthropological studies and promoted the dark exoticism of foreign lands—they would
be viewed in Museums if the physical specimen could not be provided.66 Indigenous
peoples’ artistic output would be contained in art galleries in broad tribal classifications
without individual artistic notice, a fact that is only just being redressed today and then,
only rarely. When viewing the Musée du Quai Branly’s website collections page, a
number of objects from Australian Indigenous communties can be found with only a
regional attribution, making it difficult to identify the group of people responsible or
even the individual who constructed it. This can be seen in the case of a spear
propulsion aid attributed, generally, to clans from Victoria. On the website it does not
specify which clan created the object, for example the Wurunundjeri people. The same
can be said of a shield from the same region. Closer research would be able to state the
clan this work is from but no such grouping is attributed to the object. It is referred to,
broadly, as a piece from Oceania, Australia, Victoria (state).67 This Western view and
idea of ‘culture’ would put the Anglo-European self at the centre of the Modernist
project, a social totality that would take years to begin to be critiqued or questioned as
it did after the Second World War, during the period of expansive decolonisation. This
period also saw the emergence of a valent postcolonial discourse In the 1990s this
deconstructionist project became a factor in the making of artworks and in the further
development of postcolonial theory.
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Jim Butcher extends this critique of cultural tourism in Arnold’s exposition:
‘Culture and Anarchy’. His statement that: “‘the aim of the cultured individual’…is to
carry ‘from one end of the society to the other, the best knowledge, the best ideas of
their time,’”68 suggests that the activity of the cultural tourist is an intellectually
imperialist activity. The veils of cultural understanding and communication remain
layered with Imperial agency. The conference at Quai Branly was instigated by
European Commission experts chosen to deliberate upon the possibilities of
‘maximising the potential of the cultural and creative industries’, along with Eurostat
authorities on European cultural statistics.69 The context of museum history and its
development in relation to cultural tourism and display suggests that the ongoing trade
in authenticity, as noted above, contributes to the cultural capital of the museum and its
attempts to become a tourist attraction. The history of the collection of indigenous
artworks and their exhibition at Quai Branly lends this process of collecting objects to
the activity of tourism development owing to their high-end status.
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblet describes museums as nodes in a recreational
geography for nations as well as the globe.70 Hans Belting also describes a ‘new
geography of institutions’ that survives owing to local visitors who might not share the
globalised tastes catered for to attract global tourism— now an essential element of
contemporary museum development.71 The Musée du Quai Branly has become part of
the international trade in tourism along with Musée du Louvre (in Lens and Abu Dhabi)
and the Guggenheim museums (New York, Bilbao, Venice, and the upcoming
Guggenheim-Hermitage in Vilnius).
These museums and art galleries, along with Tate Modern (London), Tate
Liverpool and Tate St. Ives have been discussed by Beatriz Plaza in terms of reactivation and the diversification of their local environments in relation to ‘the extent
that they have become tourism magnets.’72 Many of them have been developed with the
concept that they will provide the regeneration of their host city, diversifying the brand
of the city as the result in the growth of visitors and the resonant publicity. Their
development and their Western origins reinforce Enlightenment ideals in emergent and
peripheral states. Artist and writer, Alex Gawronski suggests the spread of the
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‘seemingly globally incontestable Western image’73 also expands the Enlightenment
concept of the ‘universal’ museum (a museum exhibiting an outlook that pertains to an
outlook of one culture for all and that contains all cultures).74 An examination of
tourism and art’s engagement with it has been often overlooked, though its importance
cannot be understated, and the art-based strategy of institutional critique is implicit in
this thesis and the parallel artistic practice. This sits alongside critiques of power
structures within contemporary art practice. Contemporary artwork has shifted beyond
the gallery space and questions what it takes to make art beyond this reach and what are
the effects of such an endeavour. Archives of process-based, open-ended performance
provide documents that no longer limit art to a gallery space or museum environment,
but can become artworks in themselves that critique the institution of art, tourism and
culture outside of the domains that currently reinforce stereotypes for tourist marketing
purposes.
These institutions have contributed to a tourist field that has extended the
imagination of local zones, creating exhibitions and displays for an audience hungry for
‘authenticity’. These tourists have been taught to want what they want by these very
same institutions, albeit in another locale but remaining within the hegemonic space of
museum culture and ideals. The passivity of the gallery space appears altered once new
media and interactive technologies are factored in. The possibility of sophisticated and
discerning audiences developing a level of interest in art that engages concepts external
to
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online, in real time and throughout viral networks. As museums attempt to divert these
audiences to their galleries, artists shift between hyperlinked environments intervening
with process-based imaginaries that alter the disciplinary field creating a kraftwerk, an
operational space alive to participation beyond the field of the institution and
potentially the historical construction of the ideology itself.
In a preface to a book on participatory art entitled: ‘Participation lasts forever’75,
Hans Ulrich Obrist writes about curator, Alexander Dorner’s definition of the Museum
as an ‘energy plant’, a kraftwerk or a ‘museum on the move’. In his facility as Director
of the Hannover Museum in northern Germany in the 1920s, Dorner invited artists such
as El Lissitzky to develop works that operated in such a space. Later artists such as
Hans Haacke would create works that examined the space of the art museum and major
exhibitions. In works such as Photographic Notes, documenta 2 (1959) he
photographed moments of documenta’s development and its viewing for the audience
to review once they were on exhibit, highlighting the construction of the exhibition and
the movements of the audience to itself. More recently, contemporary artist, Emily

Fig. 7. Emily Jacir, Linz Diary, 2003, performance.
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Jacir, inserted herself into the live webcam of Linz everyday when she was on an artist
residency in the city, using stills of the screen to document the intervention in her, Linz
Diary, (2003, see below in Fig. 8). Her use of the webcam highlights the construction
of the tourist imaginary, webcams being used by tourists to see the city prior to
vacationing (and she highlights the fact that artists also use these tools prior to touring),
while also highlighting the process of the artists’ residency she was currently on
connecting to cultural tourists during her process.
Tourism theorists have sourced anthropological and ethnographic histories to
explicate the immersive visual field of tourism and what they have called
performativities (to be discussed further later in the chapter) of such. Maintaining this
social construction without greater critique at an academic level furthers these
idealised, romantic ideologies that contribute to a hegemony of European tourist
knowledge to the disadvantage of peripheral nation-states regardless of post-colonial
additions and concepts of hybridity, where the tourist affects the local just as the local
affects the tourist. The ongoing disparities between the centre and the periphery provide
a powerful space of potential critique for artists aware of its affects and privileges
within the tourist field. Dean MacCannell, an early and influential tourism theorist
writes of the movement of a singular cultural product flowing from cultural
dissemination to a cultural totality. He remarks that,
[w]hat begins as the proper activity of a hero (Alexander the Great)
develops into the goal of a socially organised group (the Crusaders), into
the mark of status of an entire social class (the Grand Tour of the British
“gentleman”), eventually becoming universal experience (the tourist).76
This judgement furthers the Western ideal of tourism theory rather than concrete
fact. It is the crossover of tourism into an abstract, yet generalising, field of knowledge.
It is this abstraction and historical, touristic monumentalization of contemporary cities
that art theorist Boris Groys delineates in his recent essay, ‘The Age of Touristic
Reproduction,’ in Art Power (2008):
A city’s monuments, after all, have not always been standing there simply
waiting for tourists to see them; instead, it was tourism that created these
76
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monuments. It is tourism that monumentalizes a city: the gaze of the
passing tourist transforms the relentlessly fluid, incessantly changing urban
life into a monumental image of eternity. The growing volume of tourism
also speeds up the process of monumentalization.77
He continues, ‘We are now witnesses to a sheer explosion of eternity or, to put it more
succinctly, of eternalization in our cities.’78 This idealisation is the result of centuries of
tourism for education, pleasure and sightseeing to places considered to be of historical
and artistic interest. Tourism theorist Judith Adler outlines the ‘Origins of
Sightseeing,’79 but within this context she also provides a performative theory of
tourism that draws upon semiotic theories of embodiment and social behaviour.
Problematically she also suggests that travel be considered a performed art and has been
practised as such since the Renaissance. She writes that social scientists of the 1980s
discussed travel’s process of aesthetic perfection but that its classification as such
wasn’t taken seriously. She notes Graburn’s suggestion that tourism theory could
benefit from ‘crosscultural research on aesthetics’.80 David Crouch and Nina Lübbren
have entered this terrain with their book, Visual Culture and Tourism,81 but it is a broad
look at the ephemera of tourism such as postcards and family photographs within the
context of social research and, as such, maintains privileges and power structures
contained within the fields of ethnology and anthropology. Studies such as that by
Jonah Siegel examine institutional critique and the confluence between Museum
development and the Nineteenth Century Grand Tour to Italy. He concentrates on the
promotion of the artist-genius and the romance of artistic ideals as they pertained to the
nostalgia for a lost civilisation and Italy’s relationship to Classical Greece.82 While
literary tourism has many of the same conceits as art tourism it is its own discipline and
has its own issues and definitions to address. An examination of the work of Mary
Shelley and other Gothic writers provides an insight into the potent combination of
script, landscape and Romantic affect but does not affect Nineteenth Century art history
in such a way as Lord Byron’s early tours and their subsequent influence. They build
77
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upon his aspirations and the aspirations of the Nineteenth Century tourist as they
themselves were. As Adler stated, the suggestions to examine art and tourism in more
depth had also not been taken up as it requires a comprehensive examination of the
history of art in relation to tourism and significant restructuring of the definitions of
performance in relation to artistic practice, rather than remaining within
phenomenological and structural definitions developed from performative theory. She
quotes an earlier article by Cosgrove and Jackson and states that it is: ‘the variable
about which least is known at present.’83 It has remained so as many tourism theorists
turn their attention instead to the broader field of ‘cultural tourism’ (discussed here
previously).
Art and performance both require a rhetorical process or conceptual, disciplinary
field and a sustained mode of activity. The broad metaphors outlined by cultural theory
gloss over a field of activity that has drawn upon fashion, literature, art and, more
recently, film and photography to display aestheticised themes that eventually engaged
interest in their source material. This is a multi-faceted theory with numerous
components. The Grand Tour, walking tours, Orientalism, Thomas Cook’s tours,
modernisation and resort ideals, the growth of the leisure industry in relation to market
production and globalisation have developed the historical axis of what we know as
contemporary tourism.
Adler lists the extensive work being done in the area of tourism research in the
introduction to her article on performance in tourism. She outlines these elements as the
‘various subfields of sociology, economics, geography, and anthropology, as well as
semiotics, for concepts and metaphors with which to illuminate travel behaviour.’ She
mentions MacCannell and his work on tourism and leisure, along with Valene Smith’s
early compendium, The Anthropology of Tourism… an important work on the effects of
tourism in outer-lying cultures, such as Eskimo tourism and tourism in Bali. Smith’s
edited work also includes an influential essay by Dennison Nash on ‘Tourism as a form
of Imperialism.’ In this he discusses the effects on local peoples by anthropologists and
the limited scope of some studies have, offering a restrictive effect on African cultures
and impositions these studies can have, projecting the guest’s ideologies on the people
they are researching. He calls for research into Western tourism rather than focusing on
peripheral studies without acknowledgement of the significant power relations
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occurring throughout.84 Adler continues writing about the many that ‘have been
concerned with tourism’s cultural, social and economic effects and all have helped to
highlight important aspects of both current and past travel practices.’85 The
afforementioned early theorists have influenced more recent works (though some are
now more than ten years old) such as David Crouch’s study of Leisure/Tourism
Geographies: Practices and Geographical Knowledge.86 In this work Crouch focuses
on encounters of leisure / tourism as a process rather than a product. He factors in the
complexity of human engagements and negotiations. His work, considering the
individual and their environments as social subjects, grounded in personalised context,
that they tour with, remains a thoughtful work influencing the practice coeval with this
thesis on embodied subjects and their interaction with their local spaces.
Chris Rojek in Ways of Escape: Modern Transformations in Leisure and Travel87
discusses situating the tourist against the concept of a traveller within Modern and
Postmodern periods. Rojek outlines the staging of exotic tourist environments for
tourists and how this is restaged in the tourist’s home environment, particularly in
shopping malls. He argues that the need for escape is frustrated by this reenactment and
potentially weakens the desire for leisure and tourism. He also introduces the term ‘post
tourist’ to contextualise this new performance of individuals’s travel memory within
their own local spaces and their confrontation with the “bourgeois ‘cult of the
individual,’”88 experiencing their own holiday actions replicated by others within their
home and suburban environment making it less attractive as a result. In this book Rojek
is one of the first to detail the effects of the urban tourist environment as it pertains to
‘home’ cities though he misses the opportunity of discussing how urban environments
engage with everyday tourist markets.
In 1997 he wrote another important text, with John Urry: Touring Cultures:
Transformations of Travel and Theory,89 which attempts the deconstruction of the term:
‘tourist’ and, in an early gesture, characterises the touring of culture and the movements
of culture and objects through touring. They also analyse the connections between
tourism and cultural change. They do, however, avoid a critique of the broad and often
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totalising concept of culture and its stereotypes. Defining tourism as a ‘complex set of
social discourses and practices,’90 they begin to analyse the ideologies of tourism and
the social constructs of tourists as they travel. Within the text they do take the time to
examine not only how tourism is reflected in urban spaces but how those spaces become
tourist environments. They discuss the packaging of home environments as ‘encultured’
spaces and the proliferation of signs inviting tourism that arose from the 1970s onwards,
globally.91 Their ‘cultural’ study avoids the implied morals and ethics associated with
this enculturation and deconstruction and as such becomes a power that often can be
read as a hegemonic text in itself.
In 1996, Ellen Strain in: Exotic Bodies, Distant Landscapes (1996), and her text
from 2003, Public Places, Private Journeys92 challenged these cultural studies in a
successful analysis of early social endeavours and their effects. She does so by viewing
early films and photographic evidence of tourists and the roles of the people who
supported their touring. She outlines the development of what John Urry calls ‘the
tourist gaze:’ the ideological construction of viewing tourist landscapes and locals
through a mediated gaze (examined further below). Strain further discusses the means
that artists and photographers had of turning these touristic environments into spectacle
for the consumption of viewers unable to afford the journey themselves. They are then
able to partake in the power play of tourism from home and receive the knowledge
benefits of these early colonial trips. It is this contribution to the tourist field that is
questioned within this research. Self-reflexive use of artistic means and photography in
an open-ended enquiry seeks to address this spectacularisation and commodification of
the visual and spatial field.
Jas Elsner and Joan-Pau Rubiés’ edited edition, Voyages and Visions: Towards a
Cultural History of Travel (1999)93 outlines what they call a cultural history of travel
through a series of essays on the construction of the tourist narrative. These studies
examine early documents of travel and their subjectivity as their authors move through
pilgrimages, Grand Tours and modern trips through the Americas. This is a useful look
of colonial touring outside of the rubric of Western environments, critiquing the
construction of a Western touring narrative woven though South American history.
However, it develops the culture as it describes it and contributes to the greater narrative
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of tourism theory by constructing it and adds to its increasing hegemony. The
investment in cultural tourism furthers a commodified logic of the peripheral locales
just as a number of writers begin to deconstruct this ediface.
One such writer is Peter Osborne in his book, Travelling Light: Photography,
Travel and Visual culture.94 Osborne’s work deconstructs the visual field of
photography and travel and the ways in which it has been used to create a powerful
tourist subject. He claims that ever since there was photography there was tourist
photography.95 He goes further to say that tourist photography and its parts are at the
core of the processes of Modernity, whereby images encapsulate the moment and yet
the possibility of multiple images created from a single negative allow for an industrial,
repetitive process, accessible to many.96 Such moments became illustrations increasing
the desire for tourism and its objects and ideologies. The visual culture the book
describes is a broad overview of the range of tourism and photography as it progressed
in the Nineteenth Century and, as such, it is an important document to begin a further
deconstruction of the power of the photographically mediated gaze. It begins the
necessary evolution of the critique of the performances required for photographic
capture and dissemination both in front of, and behind the camera, particularly as it
relates to tourists and their behaviours. This critique is examined, in more detail, below.
Jeremy Black’s Italy and the Grand Tour (2003)97 and Simon Ryan’s The
Cartographic Eye: How Explorer’s Saw Australia (1996)98 have influenced this
research and the concepts underlying the research outcomes. These works draw on
developing theories of globalisation, through exploration, and the effects of
international tourism through the examination of the European Grand Tour and the
subsequent ‘discovery’ of Australia, as it became another destination for privileged
world travellers. The latter book outlines the mapping on to Australian pictorial history
Romantic notions developed from the Grand Tour such as the sublime and the
picturesque. Both maintain a critical stance towards the disciplines of anthropological
and ethnographic studies of ‘other’ cultures that occurred in the late Eighteenth,
Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries and the ongoing examinations of culture, society
and Western hegemony, seeing this as a nexus of disempowerment for the cultures
being observed and written into theory. The Cartographic Eye outlines a critique of
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picturesque or sublime views and their projection upon the landscapes of Australian life
and Indigenous peoples, creating stereotypes and easily digestible, ‘exotic’ images that
would be valuable for the tourist consumption as the tourist industry continued to grow
in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries. Ryan’s mapping of the early explorer’s
Romantic ideology evinces its continuation within Australian culture and as such
describes and ongoing colonial project within the project of tourism.
The concept of performative tourism has been drawn upon by Simon Coleman and
Mike Crang in Tourism: Between Place and Performance99 and Jørgen Ole Bærenholdt,
Michael Haldrup, Jonas Larsen and John Urry in Performing Tourist Places100, to
extend the thought that tourism is more than just a visual experience, that it is an
embodied practice.101 They suggest that tourists perform their role as they travel and
that locals in a tourist environment also perform roles to satisfy the projections of the
tourist. They suggest this is a more complete theory in comparison to a visual
projection. Bodies are situated in space and the theorists suggest that they are complicit
with the projections as seen in their own actions. The performance they describe is
influenced broadly by stage acting and scenic production, rather than artistic
performance, but as Graburn highlighted, cross-cultural enquiries into aesthetics could
benefit travel theory. Unfortunately their use of performative theory allows for loose
definitions of performance and aesthetics creating less than rigorous critiques of this
environment. In this study rather than a self-reflexive view of the performer as one who
interacts continually with an environment that also interacts with them, the performer is
one who performs a role within a scene created from a schema they’ve already
developed from the information they’ve gathered about the place they are moving
within. These theorists suggest a person travels within time and space and therefore are
having an aesthetic experience. However it is an experience without a trope motivating
their actions. This limits the discussion of travel to a period in history influenced by and
influencing travel and already within the discourse of tourism. Drawing on Kantian
modes of experience limits the contemporary traveller and theorist to a critique that is in
of itself embedded within a power paradigm of tourism theory drawing on concepts of
the sublime, scenic and picturesque.
The theories of performance the tourist theorists are drawing from arose out of
‘artistic’ and linguistic developments. They link artistic and cinematic strategies to a
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similar starting-point though they draw many of their metaphors from stage practice or
cinema. Concepts of performativity were extended significantly by New York
University’s Theatre studies program from the Historical Avant-garde and
contemporary experimental performance.102 It examines interactive behaviour with
objects, the affective relationships with them, they are ‘practices, events and
behaviours…questions of embodiment, action, behaviour and agency are dealt with
interculturally…[and] cultures are always interacting.103 Drawing on Nietzschean
philosophy, French Post-structuralist examinations of power relations, and Feminist
argument, performativity extends the idea that linguistic speech acts are constitutive of
interiority and performed into being.
The term was first used by J.L. Austin in 1962 and elaborated upon by Adrian
Searle in Speech Acts (1969).104 It suggests that this interiority is a product of the body
and its interactions with disciplinary mechanisms or institutions. These interactions
cannot be separated into either interiority or exteriority. Vikki Bell suggests that those
drawing on performative theory ‘[r]eflect upon how their interventions themselves
perform within a contemporary context of power relations. The political question does
not come after the analytic therefore; they are entwined at the outset.’105
Contemporary theories of semiotic touristic performance as described above
outline a metaphor critical of the aestheticisation and commodification of the
commercial arena, while at the same time avoiding the discipline of art and the tropes
required for artistic performance. This metaphor morphs from a theatrical or cinematic
description of the tourist environment as backdrop for scripted local behaviour, to the
previously outlined semiotic, structuralist engagement with the construction of tourist
behaviour via sightseeing and the tourist gaze, to the stylised behaviour of the historical
tourist and their followers as performative art.
This thesis draws on theories of performance from artists such as Dan Graham,
and writers such as Rosalind Krauss,106 and artist and writer, Rose Lee Goldberg107 and
a number of performances as a source of knowledge and research. These theories clarify
the discourse absent from tomes on tourist theory and performance. They also examine
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aspects of performance paralleled in works exhibiting the dynamics and explorations of
power relations. These works are important to this thesis and clarify precursors to the
open-ended works developed through this research. Rose Lee Goldberg states that:
‘…conceptual art—which insisted on an art of ideas over product, and on an art that
could not be bought and sold—… performance was often a demonstration, or an
execution, of those ideas.’108 The embodied characteristic of art performance leads to
new works engaging the viewer in a participatory manner. Here we will examine works
such as Dan Graham’s project to outline the subjective/objective viewpoint in
Performance/Audience/Mirror, 1979. This work highlights the play of concepts
involved in tourism discourse and the slippage surrounding the notions of embodied
performance in tourism theory. In the first stage of the performance Graham describes
himself as he stands on the edge of a stage in front of an audience of people, he says:
Standing at the edge
of

the

platform,

almost falling off (one
shoe on my left side—
right side—audience’s
left

side),

falling

down, hitting the floor
then back up on the
stage and I slightly
walk backwards—my
hands at my sides.
The feet again are
half way across the
stage. Head goes up,
down—blinking of the
eyes—and turning a
Fig. 8. Dan Graham, Performance/Audience/Mirror, 1979,
performance.
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around the groin area. And on the groin area torso the body turns now to
the audience’s right side—my left side—turns while the feet remain
stationary and a little bit unstable…109
In the second stage of the performance he describes the audience watching him, then
turns to a large mirror set up at the rear of the stage and describes himself once more
(third stage). He returns to describing the audience, as they are seen in the mirror (fourth
stage). The performance continues with the artist repeating any configuration of these
first four stages in any order and this goes on for thirty-nine minutes. These performed
actions combine ritual, subject and audience. It is this trope and knowledge creation that
influences actions, performances and interventions within my own research. The
repetition of the chosen actions and the highlighting of the play between viewer and
performer distinguish them from everyday actions because they are “troped action[s]”
110

— actions created for rhetorical effect. Though it is notable that he still remains

separate from the audience. In this thesis the rhetorical question surrounds embodiment
itself and the interaction with an audience, or locals, along with an examination of the
power relations and ontology inherent in art performance theory as it collides with
tourist theory and the earlier, specific performances described here. The question creates
actions and processes brought into being and yet unlike art performance they remain
open-ended and inclusive of the audience inviting them to participate in this mutual
deconstruction and reconstruction.
Postmodern artists like Graham widened art’s dialogue with contemporary life.111
It is important to feature these works as they are also a precursor to the conversational
aspects of open-ended practice and interventions. Where the artist breaks out of the
picture plane to interact with the audience and occasionally to include them. In post-war
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Paris, in 1957, The Situationist International (surviving until 1972) and their most
prolific proponent, Guy Debord, outlined their thoughts in texts such as The Society of
the Spectacle and The Revolution of Everyday Life. Their work announced ways of
enacting resistance to bourgeois consumer society in the form of détournement
(‘détournement of pre-existing aesthetic elements’ and critical reuse of media in the city
streets) and the dérive (wandering to emphasise anti-institutional elements of culture
and the ambience of the streets of Paris).112 Their art practice involved collaborative
projects, dissolving text based works (often reducing them to single letters) and poems,
critical exhibitions and performances.113 They were influential on European culture
during their time, and continue to be so today, not only for their critique of the city and
the spectacular environment, but their introduction of this critique into the public
domain, and their negotiation of social forces, such as tourism, within the art arena.114
These artists saw their performances in relation to linguistic self-constitution.115 These
experiments and artistic reconstructions of structural linguistics challenged Kant and
Bourke’s aesthetic theory in as much as they expanded spatial practice beyond simple
formal elements, concepts of beauty and the sublime that would be such an integral
force within the tourist market. Their examination of semiotics referred to a poststructural practice that slipped between interpretations and created new ideologies and
definitions. As power paradigms were challenged in the art world, social sites became
an extended field for critique. The deconstruction of powerful ideologies extended to
society at large including aesthetics, it turned its attention to critiques of commodity
production and the areas in which that maintained a privileged position. They created a
new and multi-dimensional way of experiencing place through action contributing
directly to a contemporary practice of touristic viewing and experience.
Dan Graham saw this dialogue as crucial to culture and its critique of images. He
saw interiority being eroded by media images and advertising and created work in
response. He placed text works next to advertisements in magazines and created
photographic surveys of media constructed ideas (Homes for America, 1965). He
questioned the framing of the artist and the artwork in terms of society’s spectacle and
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Performer/Audience/Mirror.117 This viewer/viewed relationship is a powerful
construction, within art and Graham has deconstructed it as an institutional and
ontological, critique. This viewer/viewed relationship is intrinsic to the understanding of
touristic objectification, cultural stereotypes and maintenance of Empire or neocolonialism. This refers to the gaze that has been discussed so often. It is the
participation of individuals and their cultural immersion that is really looked at in this
paper, theories of practice that converses with locals and tourists alike outside of a
limited praxis, open-ended in their enquiry, moving away from judgement to discussion
and deconstruction. This also introduces a new element into tourism theory, an element
of dialogic interaction and responsiveness, deconstruction and reconstruction.
Lucy Lippard states that few artists have attempted to address the
institutionalisation of tourism discourse and its links to a globalised narrative. 118 She
has also written a book and exhibited a number of works that interact with the tourist
sphere. On the Beaten Track cites her tour into her own construction as an artist and her
growth in the area of tourism. This work has not been referenced further as she is
primarily concentrating on a visual quest on a road trip in the United States of America
and does not provide further opportunities to research open-ended artistic actions or
interactions. Though her emphasis on tourism and art does show the beginnings of
interactive and inter-disciplinary enquiry and as such has been mentioned here. Her
examination of museum display opens a critique of the power of the museum in
structuring cultural viewpoints, particularly as it relates to a potentially antipodean
audience. Her discussion of local museums on her road trip around the United States of
America describes her response to their touristic framing of local products for a touring
audience. It draws upon art theory to analyse her subjective construction, and the affect
of these displays upon her, in her past and in the writerly present. Reminiscent of
Nineteenth Century dioramas these displays exhibit a naiveté and a historical
connection to the immanently researched museums of the North American and
European capital cities and Exhibitions. She peers behind the spectacle to question her
relationship with these museological constructions and their local affect and their affects
upon tourists such as herself over a period of historical viewing.
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There are alternate means of reviewing this intersection between tourism theory
and art now that a number of contemporary artists have taken up this field as a theme
for their work, or to make individual artworks created in the context of their practices.
Broader concepts of artistic action and social theory have intertwined within the area of
cultural critique to define an area rich in interaction.
It is important to examine here the growing field of intersections between tourism,
tourist theory and art. There have been a number of recent exhibitions created about
tourism and the work that draws upon it, including one that cites MacCannell’s term
Universal Experience: Art, Life and the Tourist’s Eye at the Museum of Contemporary
Art, Chicago119 and All-inclusive: A Tourist World, curated by Matthias Ulrich at the
Schirn Kunsthalle in Frankfurt (2007).120 The latter project examined the virtual world
of tourism and its effects. This exhibition brought together thirty artists who were
quoted as examining ‘documentations, parodies and defamiliarizations of traditional
tourist motifs.’121 Two artists in the exhibition were Australian Tracey Moffatt
(Adventure Series) and German, Thomas Struth (Audience series). Both series undergo
significant shifts in subtext when they are framed under the touristic banner. Moffat’s
work was originally cited as a series of photographs based on Flying Doctors, an
Australian television series122. In this exhibition the work is described as being of tourist
operators.123 German artist, Thomas Demand’s images of people in galleries aren’t
specified as tourists. Nevertheless framed within this exhibition we question their basis
for viewing the artworks that set the scene.
In 2004 Italian curator, Francesco Bonami developed an exhibition with the theme
of tourism and travel, for the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, entitled
Universal Experience: Art, Life and the Tourist’s Eye. This exhibition asked artists to
put forward works based on this theme without examining the critical moment of
tourism as a power base in contemporary society. The exhibition catalogue purported to
provide a context for the works on display, based on the premise of tourism as a
universal experience. This context suppresses the affects of the works by framing them
in a manner that writes across the artists’ authorship and emphasises Bonami’s
curatorial premise. In the introduction to the catalogue the Pritzker Director of the
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Museum, Robert Fitzpatrick wrote: ‘we hope the selected texts in this book, which
provide a critical context for the ideas explored within the exhibition, encourage you to
take many different paths through it.’124 They want visitors to double as wandering
tourists, the exhibition becomes a tourist conceit drawing on the memories of their
travels as they map their path throughout the exhibition. Bonami’s sampling of Dean
McCannell’s phrase ‘universal experience’ removes it from its original context in
relation to McCannell’s study of western modernism, globalised media and the
historical developments of leisure. Several of the artists chosen to exhibit were Tacita
Dean with Trying to Find the Spiral Jetty (1997), an artwork more about the difficulties
of the search for another famous artwork than a self-reflexive project on art tourism, and
Robert Smithson with Hotel Palenque (1969), a series of slides of images taken from
the decaying hotel on the Yucatan peninsular in Mexico. This work bears little
reflection, by an artist from the United States, on creating work about the obsolescent
architecture of South American tourism. The power paradigm is obvious but it is the
romance of the decaying hotel that activates the interest in this project. The fifteen-year
photographic process of Peter Fischli and David Weiss, Visible World (1986 – 2001)
captured the fragments of a contemporary Grand Tour but is only a single work in the
oeuvre of these artists. Their sustained project does not consider their privilege in the
making of this work. As such these works have not been examined further in this paper.
Bonami invited artists whose works could be linked to ten broad areas of tourist
discourse: ‘Magical Traces; Reflections in the Tourist’s Eye; Fake Authenticity; All
Roads Slope to Rome; Longing for Places to Go; Landing in the Mind; Wish You Were
Here; The World for a Buck and Authentic Misery.’ These works are not spatially
defined in the display but are grouped together in the catalogue. Bonami’s premise is
that visitors would wander through the exhibition linking these works in their theme as
if on a tour. They’re broad themes but Bonami writes of them as ‘distinct spheres of the
tourist experience.’125 They are convenient generalisations as is Bonami’s rhetorical
question: ‘If we are all tourists, what is the tourist gaze and what is the tourist
experience?’126 Bonami draws on John Urry’s concept of the tourist gaze and Dean
McCannell’s phrase ‘universal experience.’ The universal experience McCannell
suggests is an experience that countries and people outside of these Western regions are
affected by, but not necessarily as tourists. Bonami’s curation also ignores the highly
probable fact of the tourist gaze landing on the artworks in the exhibition. This project
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is directed towards the home visitors and their touring experiences. His exposition does
not find room for artworks by artists from emerging economic countries, regarding their
desire to tour or their experience of touring, or what it means to be a host country and
the question of the negotiations, regarding power, that that imparts. The works, such as
Dean’s, focus on tourism by United States and European counterparts and also remains
unexamined on the terms of their privilege or, at least, it is not exhibited here. Bonami’s
curatorial auteurship mirrors the tourist paradigm by remaining within the parameters of
United States and European domination of the tourist industry and as such reinforces
the status quo that is being questioned within this paper. It is mentioned here as an
example of the interaction between art and tourism discourse, but both Bonami’s
curating and the artist’s activities avoid questions of power and a depth of self-reflexive
artistic engagement within these paradigms. Neither offer an affective, experiential
process opening out to new possibilities
It has been suggested that up until the very early Twenty-first Century, the bulk of
all travel occurred in the United States and Western Europe (as seen previously, Europe
hosts and creates guests for close to half of all international tourism)127, and while
citizens of other countries travel, it would be misnomer to suggest that tourism is
universal and that everyone travels. Not all have this privilege. Questions arise: ‘who is
the tourist gazing?’ What does it mean to look at artworks as a tourist? What effect does
tourism have on the concepts and coordinates of exhibition space? Most of these are
beyond the focus of this thesis as is a detailed discussion of ‘Universal Experience’. The
qualitative research necessary would steer away from the paper’s focus on open-ended
artistic interventions into the tourist field. Its focus is not concerning a tourist looking
but an art-tourist looking and researching. It is not a ‘Universal Experience’ that is
being examined but an artist’s experience and how it evolves into process work for the
creation of artworks. Bonami’s loose generalisations seem to encompass this discussion
while neatly avoiding it. He treads the line between a discussion of ‘Fake Authenticity’
and tourism’s circulation of empty signifiers while quoting Buddha, on travel, and
shifting the emphasis by selecting out of context quotes from anthropological studies on
travel and pilgrimage.128 The exhibition seems to promote a powerful hegemonic
viewpoint that samples other cultures without respecting the point of view of the people
who rely on tourism and its conceits in everyday life.
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One of the selected artists grouped under this rubric was Tacita Dean (b. 1965)
with Trying to Find the Spiral Jetty (1997). The work was based on her failed attempts
to find Robert Smithson’s earthwork, Spiral Jetty (1970) and reflects an art-touristic
exercise. Smithson’s earthwork had been under water for a long period of time, and
searching for it relied on co-ordinates that the artist had supplied previously. There was
no guarantee of finding the work and Dean created an edited video of the experience
and the failed attempt.129 It was an insightful critique of the heroic original work. The
tourism is an active and subtle element of the overall project. It is an ironic component
facilitated by an understanding of the frustrations of tourism and as a creative exercise
becomes touristic.
Robert Smithson’s own (1938 – 1973) Hotel Palenque (1969) was also a part of
this grouping. His work was originally presented as a lecture (a voiceover in Bonami’s
exhibition) with a series of slides of images taken from the decaying hotel on the
Yucatan peninsular Peninsular in Mexico. The exhibition catalogue aligns Smithson’s
work with a quote from his original directive for See the Monuments of Passaic New
Jersey, an advertised tour he gave of the Passaic River and the local monuments along
its banks. These three works are discussed in the context of ‘Fake Authenticity,’
Smithson takes tours to New Jersey to pan tours to large international monuments and
photographs a run-down hotel rather than the Mayan architecture of the Peninsula. In
the second project he is still an artist-tourist deciding what is of interest and lecturing on
it as an outsider. His work lambasts as it documents, but he remains separate, seemingly
removed from an industry in which he is implicated with his continual travel.
In another section Bonami draws attention to the fifteen-year photographic project
of Peter Fischli and David Weiss (born 1952 and 1946 respectively), Visible World
(1986 – 2001). Fischli and Weiss photographed the fragments of a contemporary Grand
Tour and installed the images over light boxes in a ninety-two feet display. They
arranged the images in thematic groupings. The compulsive ordering of a liminal,
stream of images mirrors the tourist’s groupings of photographs in albums, in digital
folders or on Instagram, Flickr or Facebook. This is a key work in Bonami’s open
weaving of visual and conceptual acuity. The monumental size of the work and its
ongoing thematic brings an importance to Bonami’s curated effort. It samples the
collection of photographic documents. The work loses veracity when compared to the
phenomenal abundance of images in contemporary circulation. It’s supposed
authenticity as an artwork is critiqued by the many images seen in applications like
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Instagram. Value is also attributed to it as a clever tourist artwork. Tourism art’s tenor,
based on genuineness, places this work’s conceit in everyday life and leisure. It is also
significant that the artists end this work in 2001, when the act of touring becomes
complicated by the Taliban’s actions and the United States’ ‘War on Terror.’ This
complication is dealt with in the visual thesis, Momento Mori. This series examines the
embodiment of images from September 11, 2001. Bonami has chosen to discuss the
theme of tourism in a post 9/11 environment. His selections briefly touch upon the
difficulties but dwell primarily on the modern ideal of tourism. He ends the catalogue
with ideas of the heroic traveller. Suggesting perhaps that it is important and heroic to
tour with the threat of terrorism hanging over Western minds and to support an industry
that had been dealt a paradigm-shifting event. Momento Mori chooses instead to remain
witness to a performance of the after effects of such a shocking event.
Tourism is a historically significant industry that has an immense influence on the
present and the future. Within this domain the arts need to do more than provide heroic
rhetoric on tourism. It is also possible to create self-reflexive narratives that intervene
within this contemporary dialogue and project the possibility of an intelligent agency by
subaltern voices. Bonami draws upon long held stereotypes and historical constructions
but his exhibition lacks impact largely owing to its limited scope and its avoidance of
networked artefacts and their impact. Tourists no longer travel with their eyes alone.
They are immersed in a continual, viral touristic presence before, during and after the
holidays they will take, this field doesn’t limit itself to theory, it is an ongoing spectacle.
From advertisements and word of mouth testimonies, websites, novels, history books,
art galleries, museums, magazines, social media, booking flights and accommodation,
and as such interactive media, games, uploading photographs, feedback, shared images,
tourist environments, airports, taxis, maps, conversation and the return through same,
surrounded by more ads and commodity productions that change tourism from an
everyday experience into not only a networked web presence but an exotic space of
experience and seduction, sometimes shared, sometimes quite isolated. Tourists aren’t
limited to performing a role or speaking their knowledge into existence in a tourist
space, they are also able to interact and participate in altering their knowledge of what it
is to be a tourist and how it is to interact with hosts and their environment and beyond
just a tourist experience they are able to learn from engaging with environments beyond
their ken, just as hosts and hostesses gain new experiences beyond the tourist
stereotypes and their own local knowhow beyond the virtual tourism. Aside from the
spectacle there is the sensuous, embodied material. An exhibition that samples without
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examining the material reinforces the negative aspects of hegemonic activity rather than
opening a dialogue on change and alternatives.
All-Inclusive: A Tourist World also seems to delineate the virtual world of tourism
and its effects. It brought together thirty artists discussing the static emblems of hotel,
resort, tour, transport, absence and presence.130 In Matthias Ulrich’s effort to draw
together works on this theme there were shifts in meaning and context surrounding the
works themselves. Tracey Moffatt’s work Adventure Series (2004), included in the
exhibition, became less about the Australian soap opera that it was based on, Flying
Doctors losing its original, local context with its criticisms of Australian racism toward
marginalised indigenous or migrant cultures. Flying Doctors’ cast primarily consisted
of white Australian actors and despite the series being filmed in country towns there
were no Indigenous or migrant characters to be seen. In the context of Ulrich’s
exhibition the flight uniforms of the Flying Doctors become the flight uniforms of
tourist flight operators. A similar shift in meaning also occurs with Thomas Struth’s
Audience series that depicts viewers viewing artworks in major galleries, such as the
Louvre. In the framing of All-Inclusive: A Tourist World it is assumed that the viewers
within the image are tourists. That had not been indicated originally (though it is highly
probable that many of them are). In this context these viewers are also seen in the broad
light of museum-based tourism. The curator effectively appropriates the work of the
artists for his own thematic purpose, shifting semiotic subtext as per theme.
Since the 1960s and 1970s the development of conceptual art practice and sitespecific artworks, as well as the ever-expanding field of artistic production has meant
that the comprehension of site as a term has expanded to include discursive and cultural
models, as well as social developments. These discursive models and developments can
be seen as places for possible intervention or critical practice. Tourism and travel, or the
movement of people from one point or place to another, in a potentially organised or
systematic manner, can now be considered a site for artistic critique in the same manner
as ‘AIDS or homelessness’ has previously been for many important art projects.131
Rather than viewing the globalised social field created by tourism as a aesthetic field it
is more productive to view its many outlets as a multiplicity of entry points for
intervention, whether political or artistic, or both.
Contemporary tourism has a significant influence on museums and galleries
worldwide. The Co-Director of the Serpentine Gallery in London and freelance curator,
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Hans Ulrich Obrist (b.1968) has developed a number of exhibitions and worked with a
number of artists on projects that discuss art, its effects on tourism and vice versa. It is
tempting to view Obrist himself as leader of a new breed of tourist-curator. He has
created exhibitions that play with the rudiments of touring experience and tourist
environments since the 1990s. His engagement with this area defines a playful critique
and understanding of his own complicity within the global exhibition framework.
Curators have risen in influence with the postmodern theoretical interpretations of art.
The Hotel Carlton Palace (1993) was an exhibition of sixty-eight artists who were
invited to create works for a particular room (763) in the Hotel Carlton on the
Boulevard Raspail in Paris. It was a month long installation and included the work of
one artist who asked him to continually enact instructions each day. Obrist cites On
Kawara as an influence on this activity. Kawara had spent time there in 1964 and
created a series of drawings based on a new idea each day. He also asked each of the
participating artists to create a postcard for the box catalogue.
In another work that references tourism he developed a ‘nomadic museum’ in the
Hotel Krone in Gais, Switzerland. The project was called the Robert Walser Museum
and existed as a monument to the author of Der Spatziergang (The Stroll or The
Pathway), Robert Walser., who was a local to the area. It was comprised of a vitrine in
the restaurant of the hotel. It was also an intervention that existed on the edges of the
hotel’s operations, not interrupting them but intrusive nonetheless. Walser was a regular
walker, or flaneur, and was hospitalised for a schizoid illness132. Obrist’s museum
draws upon the conceit of the flaneur to move beyond narratives of tourism, within the
hotel. It encapsulates his writing and dreamscapes, referencing its inner journeys but not
explicitly and grounds it in site by drawing on this writer’s interaction with his area
outside of the tourist purview. The placement in the hotel invites this construction but
Walser’s inclusion suggests the need for self-referential works just as his writing did.
Obrist allowed artists to exhibit within this container and referent. It eventually
developed into The Nano-museum.
Obrist describes The Nano-museum as a ‘hyper-portable, micro-museum that fits
inside a hinged silver frame, which can be carried in a pocket…[it] is always on the
move.’133 It is a sensitive critique of the activity of the Nineteenth Century flaneur, and
dandy using a Twenty-first Century object to reflect this cultured movement. This
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‘museum on the move’ relates to a quote by Alexander Dorner, Director of the
Hannover Museum in the 1920s, who suggested that the museum should be seen as a
kraftwerk, or energy plant. Obrist has also cited Dorner’s concept of a museum in
continual transformation.134 It is also reminiscent of Guy Debord’s détournement, a
reuse of an object, altering its purpose, here the small frame, carried in the pocket,
becoming a revolving exhibition of artists. The exhibitions in the Nano-museum last
for a few weeks. The artists Sylvie Fleury, Gilbert & George, Gabriel Orozco and
Gerhardt Richter didn’t always make definitive works about tourism’s purpose or its
elements.135 Obrists’ structural displacements provide this context and its critique. It is a
playful and knowing construction in which the wit invites insight to the larger field of
exhibition blockbusters and their unwieldy transportation around the world.
In a similar vein to this practice Belgian filmmaker and installation artist
Chantal Akerman creates work that attempts to redefine her cultural heritage through a
sustained examination of her own travels. She highlights the liminal and physical
adjustments of border crossings in Eastern Europe and also Mexico and the U.S.A and
a broad area of mobility that encompasses tourism and also migration. Her works,
Hotel Monterey (1972), Le Chambre (1972) and News from Home suggests a bereft
mnemonic of travel. They are filmed moments of hotel inhabitants and empty rooms.
News from Home is a film of her reading her letters from her mother while she stays in
New York. Her narrative is suggested through her intimate letters. It denotes the
mundane aspects of touring and day-to-day experience while touring.
Her recent exhibition Bordering on Fiction: Chantal Akerman’s D’Est is a
filmed installation depicting the transition from Summer to Winter in Germany, Poland
and Russia and a deconstructed tour through her process of making the film.136 The
viewer proceeds through a gallery containing eight triptychs of video monitors on
which twenty-four sequences from the film (fixed frame portraits or elaborate moving
panoramas) are shown simultaneously. The first gallery continuously displays D’Est in
a cinema space. Thereafter they travel through a filmic collage of fractured languages
and landscapes, music and portraiture, to confront a single video monitor with the voice
of Akerman reciting two texts in the final gallery. The first is a biblical passage in
Hebrew and the second is a selection from her writing on the film.137 Akerman chose to
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review the politics written across these landscapes at a time when Eastern Europe’s
construction of its own history was being questioned.138 Akerman’s engagement with
the places of her diasporic heritage mirrors her rite of return and the renegotiation of
documentary and filmic practice in relation to this mobility and her privilege.
Akerman’s practice does not, however, seek to redefine embodied, performance
and installations or interventions in open-ended ways, in contrast to the artists I will
focus on in the following chapters. Her work, while occasionally tourism focused, does
not intervene in or critique tourism, though she makes it apparent that tourism is a
major force in culture, as is the displacement of persons. She examines the inequality
between the tourist and the immigrant but does not attempt to alter the narrative of
tourism itself. Work that reflects this aspect of contemporary practice has been outlined
recently in an exhibition at the New York Guggenheim Museum entitled
theanyspacewhatever, using a Deleuzian term ‘used to describe a cinematic trope
defined by pure heterogeneity and endless potential. The catalogue describes Deleuzes’
definition of the ‘post-representational’ practice as
a perfectly singular space, which has lost its homogeneity, that is, the
principle of metric relations or the connections of its proper parts, so that
the linkages may be made in an infinite number of ways. It is a space of
virtual conjunction, grasped as pure locus of the possible.’139
Similarly with Richard Prince, whose sculptures of tourists are iconic but static in their
aesthetic. Carsten Höller was represented within theanyspacewhatever with a hotel
room (The Revolving Hotel Room, 2008) installed within the Guggenheim, available for
nightly bookings. Despite this, his activity is described as an exploration of doubt rather
than issues pertaining to tourism or the tourist imaginary.140
It is these potential mediations of tourism and theory within the local and
cultural environment along with these elements of art practice that reflect Homi
Bhabha’s post-colonial notion of the working space that exists at the core of any
dialectic. He states that there are liminal flows or interactions, moments, where the
negotiation between polemics remains unfixed.141 Immanuel Wallerstein contends that
this liminality, which could also be called cultural fluidity, is a social reality and ‘that
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each individual is the meeting point of a very large number of cultural traits.’142 Ivone
Margulies suggests that ‘[t]he progressive potential of liminality’ is a socio-cultural
process that is ‘not controlled by the clock, it is a time…when anything might, even
should, happen.’143 This concept outlines a space that remains a locus of the possible,
or kraftwerk. It is the exploration of the moment of the possible that this thesis sets
itself to explore.
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3. THE MODERN ROMANCE AND DECONSTRUCTING THE
CULTURE OF TOURISM
In this chapter the historical romance of touristic themes and ideas will be considered to
outline the ongoing culture, in order to examine the ways in which it has become
intrinsic to contemporary, western life. It is a deconstruction of the ideologies of
tourism that focuses on the ways in which tourism incorporates elements of neocolonialism in a new, digitalised and globalised Empire. This Western European
globalisation project, reflecting the neo-colonial, is a central point of investigation and
is the basis for the development of the interventions found in the research outcomes. It
is important that this deconstruction occurs here as it does within the artworks
developed from the reading of this history. This chapter highlights the need for
intervention and an intelligent agency within the abstract field of tourism to transmit the
possibility for interruption of the outlined centrist western hegemony of the tourism
industry. This outline discusses the development of touring in industrialised western
society and the effect of modern technologies such as photography, cinema and museum
conservation and archiving upon the rising working and middle class tourists. It
explores the combined discourse of art and tourism and the growth of the tourist
imaginary through the cooperation of the two fields. Internationally the European
tourist’s construction has spread beyond its many borders to countries all over the
world. It is important to discuss what exactly constitutes this construction and how it
has affected colonial countries such as Australia.
The developing Romantic touring literature in the late Eighteenth Century also
engaged the educated, aristocratic imagination. Narratives of travel from Britain to Italy
included harrowing accounts of crossing the mountains. Descriptions of surviving
circuitous paths were often followed by the tourist’s tale of the wonders of the scenes
before them. Tourist, Edward Thomas wrote in 1750:
It was at first a frightful thing to me to ride on the very edges of stupendous
precipices without daring to touch the bridle…I was almost in one
continuous agony not daring to take my eyes off the mule’s neck or the side
of the mountain which was like a wall on one side; for the stupendous
precipice at the other would have turned my head…But there was something
so Romantick and different from what I had ever seen before that when it
was over I would not for £50 not have seen these wild and extraordinary
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scenes of nature. But it is impossible for us to give you any adequate idea of
the prospect we had from the top of this mountain into an immense basin on
the other side below us surrounded with mountains of the same kind and
edged with snow which as the sun melted run down the sides in the most
beautiful and vast cataracts my eyes ever beheld and would put all the
waterworks of the world made by art out of countenance.144
This early account describes mountain scenes that would be replicated time and
time again in the Romantic ideal—sublime scenes made so by the awareness of the
danger inherent in the viewing of them. During the early period of the Grand Tour, in
the Eighteenth Century, artists were only occasionally taken to Italy under the care of a
patron. Though it was commonplace for young gentlemen to tour. It was also common
for Italian artists to paint commissioned, souvenir portraits in classical environments.
Bartolomeo Nazari depicted Mr Samuel Egerton in classical pose in 1733. Pompeo
Batoni painted Lieutenant-Colonel William Gorden of Fyvie in 1765. He was also
depicted in classical posture with tartan replicating a toga. Fragments of sculpture
surround him. In his portrait (1773) Pompeo Batoni painted John Talbot (later Earl
Talbot) in a similar manner.145
For a number of artists, the sale of Grand Tour souvenir paintings made up the
bulk of their living.146 In the Eighteenth Century Giovanni Antonio Canal—
‘Canaletto’—was one of the artists most actively engaged with the Grand Tourists. His
paintings were often commissioned as souvenirs.147 Canaletto’s paintings can also be
seen in the larger of context of the souvenir trade of painted views of Italy. He would
make his reputation by painting quiet, controlled scenes of Italy such as St Mark’s
Square Looking Towards the Basilica (1724). Lord John Russell, later the fourth Duke
of Bedford commissioned The Water Entrance to the Arsenal at Venice (c. 1731). Many
of his works ended up in the collections of Englishmen such as Henry, Fourth Earl of
Carlisle and his son Charles, Lord Morpeth.148 Earl and Lord Morpeth would purchase a
number of his works for their home, Castle Howard. His works were also in the
collections of William Holbrech, owner of Farnborough Hall and William Windham,
who had created a room called the Cabinet to contain mementos from his Grand Tour.
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The high opinion of Canaletto’s work echoed the prestige and the aesthetic content
of the tour and its educational, cultural capital. They were a physical, affective reminder
of la Serenissima (Venice). Their classical formalism and measured proportions were an
aesthetic, conceptual compound of the ideals represented by Venice. Canaletto’s works
were often the result of working through the camera obscura. These ideals were an
acknowledgement of the importance of the Renaissance painters to Italian art. His
colours were brilliantly evocative of Titian’s legacy to Venice. Each painting’s clear
combination of views, seen through the camera obscura, was a precursor to
contemporary digital compounds. The thoughtful composition renders a multi-form
intelligence that centuries later would be vital to new media and digital practice. Their
link to the tourist market also suggests an intrinsic historical connection between
mobility and digital media.
It was also important for tourists to visit the Louvre. It had contained the bulk of
the French monarchy’s art collection for many years and Louis XIV had already opened
it to the public (1792) for a time but it needed massive restoration. Napoleon completed
the necessary fittings and made way for the first permanent public art museum in 1801.
He also added the collections of many royal ministers to its display. Much of this work
would be returned after the French Revolution subsided, though pieces remained, for
example, pictures by Fra Angelico, Cimabue and Giotto.

Napoleon was also

responsible for the creation of art museums in a number of smaller cities in France, as
well as Milan, Venice and Bologna. His brothers, Louis Bonaparte and King Joseph of
Spain would found what would later become the Rijksmuseum in Holland and the
Prado in Madrid.149 These modern institutions would become important destinations in
an increasingly popularised and culturally significant development for tourism.
As touring became cheaper and more accessible artists occupied with the zeitgeist
would make their way across the Alps. They would paint divine realisations
encountered through experiences of extreme scenery. Vivid mountain crossings would
figure prominently in works by Gainsborough, Turner and numerous others. Caspar
David Friedrich would originate the concept of the wanderer in art as Goethe had
initiated the Bildungsroman in literature.150 He painted Wanderer Amongst a Sea of Fog
(1818), Morning in the Mountains, (1823) and Der Watzmann (1824) along with many
other paintings explicating the primacy of this theme. Their contemporary, the
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composer, Franz Schubert also drew on this new experience in his compositions Die
Schöne Müllerin and Winterreise.
Music historian William Kinderman writes that the highly constructed landscapes
of the Eighteenth Century gave way to the changes that were taking place in Nineteenth
Century art and thought. References to classical ruins and landscapes containing a
religious subtext became images of nature’s history, fearsome strength and continuous
renewal. Friedrich’s work drew on the dispossession of humans from nature. This is
seen and heard in both Friedrich and Schubert’s compositions. Kinderman writes that
the wanderer figure is the figure of the poet whose shadowy identity and dissolved
sensibility was manifested in the reflected natural world. This figure stares into the
unknowable, identifying with ‘the path from which no one has ever returned,’151 that is,
death. Later these naturalist images would be reflected in the movement of plein air
approach to paint on canvas in Impressionist and Post-impressionist works. During the
same era as Friedrich, Edmond Burke had written on the ability of nature to remind
humans of their mortality in Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of our Ideas on the
Sublime and the Beautiful in 1757.152 Kant also enunciated the link between the heavens
above and internal moral law. The works of Gainsborough, Turner and Friedrich
introduced the existential meditation on the human being’s place in nature’s cycle of
decay and renewal.153 Their work and more importantly for this thesis, Friedrich,
introduced the concept of the artist as the subject in an uncertain mobile universe.
During this time Orientalist ideas and subjects also began to condense into a
‘created body of theory and practice in which, for many generations there has been a
considerable material investment.’154 Edward Said attributes this to a hegemony of
cultural leadership. This hegemony is a contributing element to the concept of Empire
defined by Hardt and Negri. France’s colonisation of Algeria in 1830 played a large
part in the inspiration for Romantic, Orientalist ideas.155 Napoleon’s book: Description
l’Egypt was a precursor for Voyage pitturesque de Constantinople des rives du
Bosphore published between 1807 – 24. Both contained descriptions and engravings of
local scenes and topographical etchings.
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Algeria’s surrounding attractions, the Mediterranean coast and the colours of
Tunisia and Morocco attracted many artists and writers to this area. Delacroix
accompanied a diplomatic mission led by the Comte de Mornay to Algeria and
Morocco, in 1832.156 His Romantic Orientalist works The Death of Sardanapulus and
The Women of Algiers were separated by his experience of Algeria. Sardanapulus was
painted five years before his tour of the region and was based on an imaginative idea of
“‘the East’. The Women of Algiers was painted in 1834, two years after his journey. It
has been slated that he had had an experience of a harem when in Algeria, though in
fact this experience was also based on his imagination. The life and scenes he had seen
and experienced were reflected in the brighter colours and stronger paintwork. Lord
Byron’s descriptions of the Orient in Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage (1818) were also
mostly imagined. This poem is an element in a work produced from this research,
Momento Mori: Remember that we are all going to die (the photograph kills me/the
artwork makes me immortal).157 Childe Harold is a poem describing his journey from
England across the Iberian coast and into Spain. Works of this kind contributed to the
underlying thematics of colonial culture inspired by ideas, fantasies and mediated
experiences of the Iberian Peninsula, Northern Africa and India. Momento Mori seeks
to deconstruct this fictional tour by performing an embodied journey and a reading of
the poem contrasting the everyday with the florid prose of his imagination.
Tourism not only altered the experience of the landscape, but guidebook literature
written between 1820 and 1840 redefined concepts of the beautiful, the sublime and the
picturesque in more subtle contexts.158 The term picturesque had developed from the
concept of the voyage pitturesque in 1755. It had been used as early as 1740 by Thomas
Gray to describe views from which it was literally worth making a picture. In 1755 the
term was used to describe a tour of the pictures of Paris and by the 1780s travel books
became widely known in France as voyage pittoresque.159 This initially described a
voyage to France to view pictures but it altered in the Nineteenth Century to become a
broader term describing seemingly idyllic, provincial scenes. Edmond Burke’s
afformentioned book, Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of our Ideas on the Sublime
and the Beautiful expounds the potential of the extremes of nature to remind us of our
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mortality, through terror.160 Burke’s interest in the sublime had inspired and propelled
touristic action. The concept of picturesque beauty would impel visitors to walk miles
to see particular views, in the Nineteenth Century the term was appropriated to describe
regional scenery in a number of toured countries.161 .
Thomas Gilpin and William Wordsworth both forwarded the aesthetic of the
picturesque in their guides to British touring. Wordsworth had written a Guide to the
Lakes in 1820. He wrote it for tourists with taste who were interested in an intelligent
discussion of the paintings by Joseph Wilkinson, a landscape painter from the region.
The guide was further developed in 1822, 1823 and 1835 and in 1840 was expanded to
include his tour to Italy. The picturesque ideal had enough influence to warrant the
creation of new ideas in painting—Corot and Courbet’s plein air works became
particularly notable for their efforts in this area.
William Wordsworth opened up a new aspect of this continental endeavour when
he chose to walk around the picturesque, and what he called sublime, scenes of Italy. At
the beginning of the Nineteenth Century the average tourist easily confused the sublime
with the beauty of the picturesque. During Wordworth’s many walking tours he would
be critical of a particular kind of ill-educated tourist bent on enjoyment alone. The poet
felt that people should walk rather than make easy distances by train. He argued that
nature could only be fully experienced during a long ramble.162 The pedestrian tour
became a well-published enterprise far into the Nineteenth Century and beyond. It
allowed middle class tourists access to movement beyond their immediate
environments.163 Research outcome Momento Mori is a walking performance owing to
this prevalence of wandering literature. The poetry is read aloud as a reference to the
extensive history of romantic literature read in and about nature.
While Imperial travellers tour toward the colony it is rare and often financially
difficult for colonials to return to the centres of the U.S.A and Europe. The ideal of the
universal vacation is an ideal that travels with the vagaries of modernism. It is not
universal by any means. Settled countries, like Australia, drew upon this ideal in
forming its social agenda.
Australia was colonised during this era of widespread touring and extended
adventure travel. The history of encountering sublime scenes and picturesque
landscapes are a key element of Australia’s cultural life. The artistic language of the
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Fig. 9. Eugene von Guérard, Schnapper Point from 'Beleura',1870, oil on canvas

sublime and the picturesque informed Australia’s early writers and colonial artists
(including Thomas Mitchell, John Glover, Eugene von Guérand, Conrad Martens,
Augustus Earle, M. Louis Buvelot, and William Piguenit). The sublime was also
confused with the concept of the picturesque, as it had been by early tourists. An early
explorer, Ernest Giles echoes Edward Thomas’ romantic description of the Alps when
he writes: ‘At length I reached the summit of a high round mountain in the middle tier,
and a most varied and splendid panorama was spread before me or I was spread before
it.’ While not as sensitive, it would have been read with the understanding of the
sublime view presented to him. On a visit to tropical Australia, Thomas Mitchell writes:
At this time the outlines were wild, the tints sublimely beautiful…a
Ruysdael, or a Gainsborough, might there have found an inexhaustible
stock of subjects for their pencil….may we also hope that these beauties of
nature may no longer ‘waste their sweetness in the desert air’; and that
more of her graces may thus be brought back within the reach of art.164
The same touristic ideals that had permeated Britain and Europe during the
Eighteenth, Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries broadly influenced Australian art and
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society.165 Wild scenes were rendered in a picturesque way and were described as using a
‘picturesque vocabulary.’166 Trees were moved graphically to enhance composition.
Indigenous peoples were added to the foreground of paintings to generate interest and
important compositional detail. This also had the benefits of visually taming a land,
peoples and culture already framed within the antipodean as odd and unexpected.167
The poetic images that inspired a burgeoning national identity would later inform
tourist advertisements. Australia remains characterised by its Outback, the Northern
Territory and Uluru, an adventurous destination and a wild land. Not all Australians
could afford or were willing to travel the long distances to return to the mother countries
for education and inspiration. It would be many years before tourist packages made the
trip more affordable or even desirable. However, tourism is now one of Australia’s
largest industries and with air travel, is far more accessible than ever before. Australia
was settled by a colonial power but it is now under the influence of the new globalisation
(free trade-based, neo-imperial) movement. The mobility that allows for greater
movement across borders in the Twentieth and Twenty-first Centuries allows tourist
companies (now multi-national travel agencies, usually hosting all aspects of the tourist
chain of production) and their brands to slip digitally across boundaries and oceans,
superceding countries’ social spaces and lifestyles.
The clichés used by multinational travel agencies to publicise their endeavours
have developed after centuries of conversations, letters, diaries and fictionalised
accounts, they have drawn upon picturesque imagery and sublime clichés to sell their
tours with often limited engagement financially with the local communities that they’re
hosted by. Anthropological and ethnographic endeavours sustain the notion of the
exotic subaltern and despite post-colonial theory’s effort to particularise the voice of
the colonised and indigenous people outside of the Western arena, the hybrid of local
environment and tourism has helped redefine the stereotypes that allow European and
Northern Americans feel-good access to most corners of the earth.
As these tourists travelled they would also keep in mind writers such as Goethe
and Stendhal who had outlined their movements around Italy in Italian Journey 1786 –
1788 and Rome, Naples and Florence, (1817) respectively. They wrote seductive
descriptions of places and the people they encountered. Goethe established a new genre
with his novels Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship and Wilhelm Meister’s Travels based
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on his character of the same name’s journeys of self-discovery. Goethe’s novel Wilhelm
Meister’s Apprenticeship (1795) outlines the benefits of travel on a young man’s
character. Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister was one of the first Bildungsroman or novel of
formation: a genre that outlines the influence of a journey on an individual’s
subjectivity.168 It is a tale of a protagonist on a tour of self-discovery. Generally an
individual finds their life disrupted and is forced into a confrontation with social
expectations and their own moral and ethical development. One of the clearer sections
of Goethe’s fragmented narrative, Wilhelm Meister’s Travels (The Renunciants), details
a continuation of the character’s journey. The novel was incomplete on publication and
remains a loosely pulled together compendium of traveller’s stories. In a key scene,
Goethe creates an analogy between the Holy Family’s flight and a European painting he
had seen of it, rather than simple descriptions of Romantic wilderness and passage. He
draws upon the painting’s mountainous terrain to highlight what he sees as the pastoral,
spiritually uplifting tone in the landscape.
His account, Italian Journey, also describes vivid scenes of intellectual
doubling—those he saw before him and the romance and expectations of his intellectual
pursuits sketched across the surrounding environment.169 The poetic doubling provided
by this literature continues to be a rich source for tourist branding and the abstract
knowledge base that contemporary travel culture distinguishes as capital. As a result it
also provides an interesting site for intellectual dissent and experimental artistic
intervention. Goethe wrote of the day-to-day activities of tourism. The imagery and his
passionate portrayal of the experience attracted potential tourists to Italy, Florence and
further afield.
Henri Marie Behl or Stendhal also reflected upon affects produced by touring and
would describe the pleasures he encountered in Italy in The History of Painting in Italy
(1817), Rome, Naples and Florence in 1817 (his travel journals, published 1817, then
expanded upon in 1826), The Life of Rossini (1824), Walks in Rome (1829), The Red
and the Black (1831), Memories of a Tourist (1838) and The Charterhouse of Parma
(1839). His military and administrative career during the French Revolution did not
limit the effects of Romantic Italy on his constitution. Rome, Naples and Florence
became a pamphlet for the positive effects of Italian ideals on an individual.170 In it he
speaks to an imaginative, educated public sensitive to his experiences of these tourist
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destinations. His novels and journals describe them. They also describe the expectations
of the tour, felt and purchased by his education and the increase in opportunities for
middle class travel. This is an early contribution to what has become a touristic
supermodernity, a free-floating empire of European knowledge. The sophistication of
this material lends itself to continued romantic construction and tourists who want a
break from the vagaries of postmodern life and who return to an ideal of artistic escape
and pleasure.
In a key passage of Rome, Naples and Florence Stendhal ruminates on the city of
Dante, Michaelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci shortly after entering Florence and seeing
the Santa Maria de Fiore and Brunelleschi’s dome.171 His passion for art leads him to
Santa Croce. He is overwhelmed at his discovery of familiar and affecting masterworks
(such as the frescoes of Volterrano with their sybils), along with tombs of great men
(Michaelangelo, Machiavelli, Galileo). In the 1980s an Italian (Florentine) psychiatrist,
Graziella Margherini, pathologised extraordinary behaviour based on his experiences.
She recognised a number of symptoms that were common to the visiting tourists
who appeared at the local hospital. Margherini named this compound of symptoms—‘
the Stendhal syndrome’ after Stendhal’s description of the nervous anxiety he felt
during his visit. She described how a reclusive or sensitive individual could be
adversely affected by the sudden and overwhelming affects of the art, architecture and
environment of Florence.172 This syndrome has been the subject of numerous New York
Times travel articles, a piece in Frieze Magazine, a film by Dario Argento and now a
collaboration for this project (with Joel Mu). Stendhal describes it:
As I emerged from the porch of the Santa Croce, I was seized with a fierce
palpitation of the heart (that same symptom which, in Berlin, is referred to
as an attack of nerves); the well-spring of life was dried up within me, and I
walked in constant fear of falling to the ground.173
This syndrome is intrinsically linked to the continued, romantic concept of the Grand
Tour. The sublime experience affects the sensitive tourist to the core, altering their
perceptions of the world, as they know it. It is this ideal and contemporary abstraction
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of it that informs the projects intrinsic to this research—my collaborative work with
curator,

Joel

Mu,

From

one

tourist

to

another

and

its

extension,

countrycitycultureartistcuratorhostguest (both 2008). These works seek to readdress the
romanticism embodied in this touristic pathology and its links to historical art education
and the dissemination of this education and history.
This pastoral influence was disseminated in the broader intellectual sphere of
western nations. Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett suggests that modern galleries are
increasingly progenitors of area specific cultural tourism and provide touristic benefits
to smaller towns and attractions within their region. She writes that their public
accessibility gave those who couldn’t afford to tour, access to a simulation of the
experience through guided tours of the gallery. Panoramas were also set up to display
famous views, international city scenes or colonial environments. Their preservation of
natural materials, indigenous or colonial arts and examples of world industry and
society cites a link to souvenir culture based in Imperialism.174
The promotion of heritage sites, monuments and museums advanced Western
European culture. During the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries artists and culture
workers also began the habit of touring the world in search of new influences and
objects to feed a growing market for art. Tourist culture arose from combination of
artefacts, social and artistic awareness and post-revolutionary politics. It included the
new technologies of photography and cinema and saw a rise in a new kind of gaze. The
machinic viewpoint occurred as industrialisation was taking over western cities and
countryside. It extended to antipodean sites and bodies, returning new images of
colonial supremacy to western centres via ethnology and anthropology. This
colonialism still exists today within the field of globalisation. It has created a power
paradigm of seeming democracy between western European and Indigenous peoples
while extending a hegemony of images and ideals. Tourism is slated as a democratic
activity however the continuation of a historical tourist imaginary suppresses as it
proposes to give freedom.
In another new development, Courbet’s painting The Meeting, or Bonjour,
Monsieur Courbet, from 1854, suggests the informality that often grew out of touring
and depicts the apparently casual relationship between the figures. It shows the artist in
a relaxed and insultingly informal relationship with his patron, Alfred Bruyas. This
insult was noted in a number of reviews after it was exhibited in the Universal
Exhibition of Paris in 1855. It also depicts Courbet in travelling gear on the road.
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Serious art writers did not appreciate his modern realist style. One claimed of the work:
‘The Meeting is a page taken from Monsieur Courbet’s memory; it must be of a
palpitating interest for he and his friends: I confess that it means less to me, and I see it
as little more than a new portrait of the painter in travel clothes.’175 It was in fact based
on the Christian image of the Wandering Jew from his friend Champfleury’s book of
prints, Histoire de l’imagerie populaire.

Fig. 10. Gustave Courbet, The Meeting or Bonjour Monsieur Courbet, 1854, oil on canvas.

The image of an artist depicted wearing travelling gear was a relatively new
phenomenon in the history of painting. The academic portrait generally wouldn’t admit
such informality and in this context the picture was taken as evidence of the artist’s
conceit. Courbet appears to be the primary subject, with the patron relegated to
secondary interest, depicted alongside his servant. While this might not have been
popular with the academy it reflected a self-conscious desire to represent an egalitarian
view and post-revolutionary politics. This was a popular, modern subject that reflected
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the increasing popularity of art museums and large public exhibitions. This was a
painting for spaces such as these that reflected the increasing demos of the times.
With the display of the artist in casual clothing and touring, emphasises the point
that art had developed into a key aspect of the touristic experience. Tourism had also
become a major subject of the early moderns and their followers. Some of the artworks
that contemporary tourists travelled to see were themselves inspired by tourist
environments. In the late Nineteenth Century the French railway had expanded to
include the southern regions and resorts of Estaque, Collioure, Honfleur, Trouville, Le
Havre and Nice. Monet would paint plein air tourist scenes in his beachside, childhood
home on the Normandy Coast. His work The Regatta at Sainte-Adresse, 1867 and
Manet’s On the Beach at Boulogne, 1868 were particularly influential on the Fauves
who later depicted beach scenes, beach life and seaside harbours inspired by
Impressionist examples of the new scenes of leisure.176 It is interesting to note that
Monet’s images of the Mediterranean would make up one of the most popular
contemporary, travelling, museum exhibitions (Monet and the Mediterranean) for the
Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth, Texas and the Brooklyn Museum of Art, New York
in 1997. Both attracted between three thousand five hundred and four thousand one
hundred visitors per day.177
Artists such as Henri Matisse maintained their experiments with open-air painting
and concentrated on the movement of paint across the canvas. Touristic scenes
continued to be pertinent to the moderns and the Avant-garde.
Matisse would follow in Delacroix’s footsteps and visit Morocco, in two trips,
from January—April, 1912 and October—February, 1913. He painted twenty-four
paintings while there, including tourist sites and stereotypes encountered in postcards of
Tangier. It has been slated that he even used a postcard (kept in the Matisse archives) of
Bab el Assa for the right image of the Moroccan triptych, the Porte de la Casbah of
1912 – 13. An x-radiograph of the under-painting includes a figure standing in the same
position as the depiction of the figure in the postcard.178 His richly colourful paintings
would echo the plein air works of Corot and the saturated colour and light of Delacroix.
His modern scenes would reflect the mobility of paint as it would mobility as his
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subject. His Moroccan figures would reflect the common practice of looking to
previous motifs or stereotypes and works of art to maintain veracity within the genre
upon which he was drawing.179 Some of these motifs included photographic images and
postcards.
The Industrial and Imperial Age
also gave rise to the new technology of
photography. It has been said that ‘as
soon as there was photography there was
travel

photography.’180

Photography’s

creation in 1839 was swiftly followed by
daguerreotypes of the Acropolis and other
tourist sites (by Pierre-Gustave Joly de
Lotbiniére

amongst

others).

Peter

Osborne contends that photography was
an extension of the kind of picturemaking that already existed as the result
of touring—picturesque and sublime
images of landscape. A critique of the
ubiquity of photography in tourism is a
key element of this thesis and its
Fig. 11 Henri Matisse, Porte de la Casbah, 1912, oil
on canvas

outcomes. Photography’s truth effect
provides a registration of place and the

semblance of having seen a site before physically being present in the environment. The
concept of a photographic gaze evolves from the enlightenment project of machinic
vision. The flat one-angled view of the camera fed the notion that man’s vision was a
mechanical process. Scenic painting using the camera obscura, early daguerrotypes,
black and white and colour process photography, constrained the world in the concept
that vision is truth, what you see is what you get. Postmodern critiques of photography
have disseminated the idea that this is a constructed truth, that the image is composed,
posed for and edited. This also applies to film, video and digital media.
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Souvenir or tourist photographs are often given to others as proof of having
visited a place and encourage the social cache of touring. The contemporary digital
field of photomedia reinforces the previously subtle knowledge that photographs can be
altered during its process to manipulate the photographic effect. Photography’s power
to reinforce a seeming truth of culture or touristic social ascendency leads to an
awareness of the post-structural conceits of contemporary practice. The social
document of the photograph can be deconstructed to critique the praxis implicit within
its construction. This aspect of photography and its appearance, or discursive
construction of reality, is one of the fundamental investigations of this paper and
resonates in the artworks associated with it. From one tourist to another and
countrycitycultureartistcuratorhostguest

undertook

a

collaborative

artistic

and

curatorial reexamination of these conceits. This project highlights the subjective and
objective elements of photography from the point of view of the artist, the curator and
the tourist photographer, three influential positions within the tourist environment. The
diptych Momento Mori: Remember that we are all going to die (the photograph kills

Fig. 12. Victoria Lawson, MOMENTO MORI: REMEMBER THAT WE ARE ALL GOING TO DIE (the
photograph kills me/the artwork makes me immortal) and MOMENTO MORI 2001: delayed affects—travelling
two weeks after, 2009, performance/installation. s

me/the artwork makes me immortal) and Momento Mori: 2001—delayed affects
explored the discursive transitions from an auratic art object to the mimetic process
prompting the disappearance of the cultural artefact. It also examines the obsolescence
endemic to the ontology of digital media as it occurs across what could otherwise be
called contemporary tourist culture. New media is built to be replaced within a small
time period, its programmes and hardware are rewritten and made to be constantly
updated leaving the previous behind, no longer able to be used. Or pixilation highlights
the ubiquity of this new media degradation as the smaller size of the document allows a
more fluid virtuality and the ability to be used in a number of platforms, online and off.
Within the work Romantic themes of touring evaporate amongst a quotidian presence
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of daily life and physical performance of an itinerary. The historical fictions of cultural
truth are exposed as mobile values and ideas that can potentially be altered with the
awareness of and adaptation to new influences.
Cartes de visite were made as replicas of paintings and famous artworks.
Museums would sell the copies that were sent to the tourist’s relatives or kept as
nostalgic reminders. Osborne quotes Northern American Oliver Wendell Holmes’
description of the many popular views as ‘the sentimental greenbacks of civilisation.’181
Wendell’s remark indicates the growing commercial viability of tourism and touristic
endeavours. This merger between tourism, photography and industrialisation would
begin to bring about the conditions that we would recognise today as the globalised
imaginary. Osborne writes:
In this complex of travel, global distribution of imagery and circulation of
money much of the reality of Nineteenth-Century capitalist culture was
being manufactured. In time it would grow into the hyper-complex world
system of late Twentieth-Century neo-capitalism with its ‘abstract space’
made up of countless variegated pathways from roads and air routes to
fibre-cabling and wave frequencies along which flow commodities, people,
information, digitalised finance, political instructions and images (Lefebvre
1991: 53) [previous author’s note].
Walter Benjamin wrote that photography reduced the aura of the image by
mimetically reproducing what had to be physically drawn before its development.
Gestural skill was increasingly replaced with machinic capability. Photographic works
duplicated in books, magazines and on postcards encouraged tourists’ awed reception
of an original artwork’s aura.182 During the Twentieth Century people began to tour the
globe to see the sites and pictures of artistic, cultural and historical importance and the
Museums and galleries containing them.
Cinema was a part of this growing movement toward the so-called democratisation
of tourism. Images of far away places were an integral aspect of the growth of the
cinematic viewing experience. It created new frameworks for its discussion, as culture
was now accessible to the many rather than the aristocratic few and followed along the
same lines as the democratisation of tourism. As with photography, Benjamin stated that:
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‘with regard to the screen, the critical and the receptive attitudes of the public coincide.
The decisive reason for this is that individual reactions are predetermined by the mass
audience response they are about to produce’.183 This mediated reaction is Benjamin’s
view of the mechanism of the work of art in an industrial age. This also implies that it is
the mechanism of a work of art in an age of capital, that market forces are driven by the
consumer but the consumer is also driven by the market. Art and tourism are redefined in
a similar and crucial manner. This is increasingly evident in the contemporary world
with the growth of the blogging tourist (now that Web 2.0 is shifting the field further in
this direction). The expert tourist is now an influential aspect of the global branding of
tourism and viral marketing is used to capture their attention in an effort to secure
product placement.
The continued growth of the leisure industry meant that after 1911 British seaside
tourism would become the model for resort development across Europe.184 In the early
Twentieth Century resort culture was made glamorous by the stories of F. Scott
Fitzgerald, who would travel regularly with his wife Zelda, to the French Riviera. It was
also extended owing to the popularisation of touring in cinematic vehicles. Fitzgerald’s
novel Tender is the Night (1933) tells the tale of an American couple lost in the
hedonistic lifestyle of the idle rich in the Riviera. It begins with a cinematic scene that
echoes Impressionist and modernist paintings:
on the pleasant shore of the French Riviera, about half way between
Marseilles and the Italian border, stands a large, proud, rose-colored
hotel… Lately it has become a summer resort of notable and fashionable
people… The hotel and its bright tan prayer rug of a beach were one. In the
early morning distant image of Cannes, the pink and cream of old
fortifications, the purple Alp that bounded Italy, were cast across the water
and lay quivering in the ripples and rings sent up by sea-plants through the
clear shallows. 185
In Fitzgerald’s book the first few pages outline the characters, one of which is a film
actress. Another character describes the hotel guests via a film plot and in doing so
extends the machinic gaze as an important element of modernist, touristic discourse.
Film became a rich source of imagining, an anyspacewhatever that could reflect the
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absence of time with its fragmented edits, or a loaded narrative filmed from one point to
another chosen out of midair in anyplace the producer, director or screenwriter decided.
From its inception it reflected the tourist’s social patterns.
The book subtly describes the characters’ attempts to distinguish between who is
a traveller and who is a tourist or rather, between those with ‘connections’ to French
culture and social life and those without. Aristocratic relations weren’t the only desired
connections in the Twentieth Century. The Avant-garde were also sought after. In 1923
Picasso was photographed in Antibes on the beach near his home with wealthy
American friend and patron, Gerald Murphy. This home is now a museum of his work
and life. The colours and lifestyle of the Riviera also influenced Henri Matisse’s
artwork.
After the Second World War Postmodern artists responded to the fast-paced
changes occurring in the leisure field and tourism. The nineteen fifties saw the
beginnings of thought critical of modernist forces. During this period, tourist conceits
had become enough of an institution to warrant the production of movies that laughed at
their tourist protagonists. Two celebrated examples are Monsieur Hulot’s Holiday and
Playtime directed by, actor and writer Jacques Tati. Both include characters that tour to
regions of France and enact formulaic holidays. From the 1960s onward, artists began
to question the social field of tourism, and to make works that openly challenged it as a
dominant force in Western modernism. Tourism also grew in complexity and
conceptual sophistication during the 1960s. The basis for the contemporary digital era
had begun during the Second World War with the development of punchcard
technology by IBM for the recording of Holocaust victims and the expansion of Norbert
Wiener’s cybernetics. The war also introduced mass international transport and
increased publicity for international tourism. Ocean liners, then air travel, significantly
decreased the time taken to travel between destinations. Countries beyond the western
centres, like Australia, became feasible locations for expanded tourism. In the Western
world rising standards of living also enabled the desire for touring.
The mechanical image progressed alongside a painterly aesthetic that referenced
Byzantine flatness and colour affects rather than realism and trompe l’oeil. Christopher
Steiner writes in Unpacking Culture: Art and Commodity in Colonial and Postcolonial
Worlds that ‘the first representations of the indigenous peoples of Africa, the Americas
and the Pacific often established the model or standard idiom by which the inhabitants
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of such “exotic” locales were thereafter represented in visual form.’186 He also contends
that this constructs a notion of “authenticity” that informs tourist art and he examines
West Africa in detail. He notes that writers began to critique this process in the 1950s.
The mass-produced art objects sold at markets fed the trade for a tourist’s ideas of what
they are taught to expect via art, literature and tourist guides—an authentic art object.
Art theorist Peter Wollen has written that the tourist art market, often where local crafts
adapt to the souvenir market, has shaped the model for the increased consumption of
and commercialisation of art with its contemporary infrastructure of institutions,
professions and technicians.187
Steiner also notes that the idea of authenticity shifts depending on an individual’s
engagement with the art market and the knowledge of the trade in indigenous or
African objects. Mass-produced objects can be based on high-end investment objects,
but the gallerists work to protect their investment and discourage copies. Tourists who
might not know the difference are happy to purchase what looks like the original.
Scholarly research and local knowledge provides the insights to the singular high-end
object. Like Benjamin’s claim that cinema is created by filmmakers for an audience
who wants what they are taught to want, tourist art is often made for an audience
hungry for seeming ‘authenticity.’ The high-end objects have become part of
collections and remain in museums around the world.
The wealth of colonisation led to the rapid industrialisation of Europe and the rise
of colonial powers. Colonised countries were contrasted and compared with the
modernised nation-states. They were defined as places becoming modernised or in need
of modernisation rather than being seen solely within their own context.188 The
conceptual separation between non-work activities such as touring and work practices
left many of these countries outside of mainstream economic industrial development. If
a country based its progress on tourism it risked confining itself to a leisure brand and
leisure economy intensifying the perceptual separation: though this is often what
occurred.
Tourism theorists Dean MacCannell and Hartmut Berghoff have discussed the
transformation of tourism during this period. It became the embodiment of
consumerism. Vacations conceptually shifted from ‘privilege to human right’ through
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the increase in developments in the Fordist economy.189 This period saw the
establishment of the perception of universal entitlement to holidays within the Western
paradigm.
Postmodern theorists undertook the social and theoretical critique of the modern
institutions of work and leisure. In the visual arts it is characterised by expanded notions
of art practice, including critiques of museum and exhibition structures, social structures
and previous art practice. The artists in this thesis used performance, conceptual
artworks, installations, photomedia and works that incorporated a new level of
participation with an interactive public and digital technology to question the apparent
apoliticisation of tourism and its effect on the Western social space. The next chapter
examines these artists’ responses to this endemic and viral force as it developed and
became increasingly problematised.
The Second World War had significantly shifted centres of power. The European
vanguard influenced Neo-moderns based in the United States of America and then Postmodernism as theorists questioned the power bases that led to the War and
totalitarianism. Spain’s totalitarian General Franco adopted tourism and its growing
financial benefits as a part of his national plan to stabilize his country (Plan Nacional de
Estabilization, 1959).190 His Plan involved ‘growth at any price’ and the price would be
the near destruction of the very areas that he wished to popularise and the eventual
decline of Spanish tourism in the 1990s.
In The Situationists and the New Forms of Action in Politics or Art, Guy Debord
wrote that Danish friends of The Situationist International bombed travel agencies who
were organising tours to Spain, calling it an ‘organised alienation’ and stated: ‘not only is
tourism merely a miserable spectacle that conceals the real countries through which one
is travelling but the reality of the country transformed in this manner, into a neutral
spectacle, is the police of Franco.’191 The valence of the Spanish Civil War remained a
wound that hadn’t closed for the European Left. Debord responds to this stating that
tourism is a form of totalitarian propaganda, ‘human circulation packaged for
consumption’.192 Franco’s idea to use tourism to sell an opportune version of his country,
putting funds back into the government’s purse, was relatively new to the tourist
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discourse. He specifically created sites and drew upon historical precedents such as
pilgrimage to reinforce his extreme ideological line.
He used propaganda to sell the Alcázar of Toledo to the Spanish people as a
revolutionary site that would show the strength of the right-wing generals who took the
area from the left-wing elected coalition government in 1936. He aligned his cause with
the historical power of the Catholic devotional pilgrimage in a convenient manoeuvre,
that linked one of the general’s cries to his son, as they held out in the Sixteenth Century
castle: ‘Offer your soul up to God, cry out “Long Live Spain!” and die like a patriot’ to a
new kind of worship and heroism. The fight was displayed as a crusade to defend
Spanish Catholicism against Communism in a new museum on the site that was created
to commemorate the event. Since Franco’s death and the end of the regime this museum
has been altered to contain Spain’s military museum.193
Debord’s statements in regard to tourism reveal a change in the populist
hegemony of modernism and modern tourism. The popular growth of holidaying, resort
ideals and the labour/leisure divide would become evermore institutionalised. Tourism
continued to grow exponentially during this period but critical theorists increasingly
censured it.
The first hint of this endemic shift in tourism was the deeper Postmodern critique
of it. In 1973 Dean MacCannell wrote one of the first articles for a field that would
come to be known as tourism theory. It would consist of writings from such broad areas
as geography, social and cultural theory, art and art theory, museology, anthropology,
ethnography, political science, economy and the tourist industry itself. MacCannell’s
writing examined The New Theory of the Leisure Class, which suggests that tourists and
individuals search for an authentic self in their need for touring. This theory drew on the
extensive history of the bildungsroman. He outlined modernism’s almost totalitarian
bias and Western hegemony and how leisure time allowed for the apparent need of
individuals to reconnect with themselves. He exposed this falsity and showed how it
encouraged a greater connection to the mechanics of modernist production. MacCannell
was not the first theorist to propose such themes but he was one of the first to
concentrate solely on tourist experience.194
In Tourism as a Form of Imperialism Dennison Nash stated that it is only in
modern (or postmodern), industrial society that tourism becomes such a pervasive
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social force.195 He also goes on to say that a North American or European tourist’s need
for home-based luxury when travelling abroad constitutes neo-imperialism. He suggests
that at the broadest level, imperialism refers ‘to the expansion of a society’s interests
abroad…and evolving intersocietal transactions, marked by the ebb and flow of
power.’196 This is echoed in Empire, Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt’s study of neoimperialism. In this influential text it is suggested that historical changes in the
overthrow of previous colonial powers and the introduction of capitalist production to
the Soviet Empire introduced a new global order, in fact a new sovereignty. This
sovereignty was liberated from previous national and political boundaries. Empire is
created by the increasing autonomy of economic relations from regulation and nationstate’s controls.197 Chomsky has outlined a similar idea but rather than calling it
Empire, he called this neo-imperialism, the field of corporate globalisation that is
defined in relation to corporate investor rights. This globalisation project is an
extension of modernism’s western values and ideals. Tourism is a ‘calculated pleasure’
in the service of production and a tourist becomes a ‘capital-accumulating individual’
rather than a ‘pleasure-taking individual.’198 Tourism theorist Chris Rojek wrote that
during postmodernism ‘the old devotion to universalistic concepts such as “class,”
“religion,” “race” and “nation” had been replaced with the celebration of particularity
and difference.’199 All of these theorists mark an important change in the understanding
of tourism. It is the tourist field’s extended consciousness and self-creation that is now
an accepted element of global, social life. This abstract force is marked by its physical
power (the strength and consistency of air travel, the sheer numbers of individuals
touring at any one time), its social influence (the continued relationship with and
influence on subaltern cultures), and its rising effect on cultures of the imagination.
With the development of air travel and digital environments, this globally
incontestable Western image is also encouraged through art fairs that dominate the
contemporary art environment. Many international biennales are held each year. The
Venice Biennale’s visitors participate in the influence and prestige of the artistic
industry and this has been the case since the fair’s inception in 1895. In a recent
evaluation of New Zealand’s participation in the Venice Biennale it was stated that the
Biennale allows New Zealand’s artists, gallerists and collectors to engage with the
multi-billion dollar international art industry. It also stated that this engagement
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highlights New Zealand as a creative country and raises brand awareness, divesting the
national tourism agency of the need to create a specific campaign that targets ‘the
influential, upscale traveller and valued clientele normally at the biennale.’200
Likewise, every five years Documenta brings a large number of visitors to the
town of Kassel, Germany. In 2007 one-third of these visitors came from outside of
Germany, from western countries and there was an increase in visitors from Australia,
South Korea, Japan and China.201 These countries don’t have the major participation
that they do in the Venice Biennale’s pavilions but cultural identities there are also wellconsidered. Furious debate had taken place over the inclusion of the African pavilion in
the last Biennale and whether this should be seen as a neo-colonial attempt to make up
for past lack of provision.
Many artists, curators and art-workers travel to and for, exhibitions. In a recent
edition of Fucking Good Art (#12, The International Edition—Berlin) Michael Baers, as
‘The Suitcase Artist,’ created a cartoon for Meta-Comics in which he discussed his
work and the upcoming ‘International Edition’ with the editors and publishers of the
magazine. One of the editors, Rob, speaks of a previous edition of the magazine where
he and Curator, Catherine David (curator of Documenta X, and the Lyon Biennale in
2009), talk about globalisation in art. The text speaks of the current tendency of artists
to ‘leave their own sphere and collect the strange images of another culture.’ Rob states:
‘in response she said, “tourism is not art”.’ Catherine David likened international artists
taking on local motifs and political issues to tourists.202 Artist’s site-specific
installations can be critical and insightful but occasionally they can seem to purchase
the capital of the other by drawing on local examples and questions without examining
their own complicity with the dominant Western imagination. It is possible to make
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artwork with this complicity in mind. This will be seen in the pertinent examples shown
in the next chapter.
In a conference titled Curating the Other, Curator as Tourist (2007) the attendees
pointed to the fact that this ‘tourism’ can also be a problem for curators. Paul Domela
writes:
Culture is supported as a purveyor of economic development, a tourist
attraction and a tool to remediate social inequality. Curators are not only
tourists but increasingly they are curators of tourism. How may curators
retain a criticality in the face of the tourist gaze?203
He suggests that with museums, art galleries and art fairs becoming such a feature of
contemporary tourism, curators curate touristic displays for tourists. He also suggests
that their travel to other countries to curate exhibitions makes them see the country that
they are curating in as a tourist would. This is unless they maintain a critical
perspective—of the visited country and also of themselves.
The popular imagination is aware of post-tourism. Novels such as Alex
Garland’s, The Beach, reflects a dystopian search for an authentic, primal escape, a
myth that still resonates centuries after the end of Orientalism.204 Irony or a knowing
nod isn’t enough to counteract an economic touristic reality that sits comfortably within
its history of subjugation. Postmodern and postcolonial particularity has grown out of
an awareness of the subaltern’s speech but identity politics can also lead to a new
marketability within tourism, a new kind of socially accepted exotica. Post-colonial
readings of tourist discourse suggest that models of tourism hybridise across borders
and that non-western locals choose to engage with the tourists as much as the tourists
engage with their chosen holiday rituals. Within this theory it would suggest that the
locals are as much a part of the process of the capital-accumulation as the tourists.
Hardt, Negri and Chomsky’s discussions of the neo-liberal movement suggest that the
locals are still in the disempowered position of limited negotiation as the result of their
economic and geographical isolation.
Nicholas Oliviera speaks about the problematic of artist’s, art galleries and
institutions as an international brand. He draws on Nicholas Bourriaud’s theory of postproduction and likens mobility’s effect on contemporary art, and artists’ inspiration
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taken from historical art movements, to brands mashed up internationally and played to
each individual country or gallery audience just as a DJ or computer programmer would
display their endeavours. He writes:
The artist is no longer responsible for creation (the realm of the new or the
original) instead becoming a selector. No homage of other works is intended
here: rather, they are plundered by the contemporary artist in the search for
information…The corporate identity of Conceptual art is then harvested like
a brand and inserted into new contexts. This re-branding of contemporary art
results in a new International style, one which can be seen in galleries from
Djakarta to New York and Mexico City to London. It is a direct consequence
of this new International style that the artist has returned to being the central
focus of the work, not as an original creator or thinker, but as a master of
ceremonies, as a host. The transferable nature of these works propose a
portability which allow the artist to travel in search of new audiences.205
The portable art object becomes a commodity fetish. We have also seen this occurring
with tourist art. This kind of packaged ‘branding’ of an artist, their artworks and a
previous generation’s labour, would also seem to turn them into travelling salesmen
and women. These artist’s subject their work to an empty, ritualistic performance of an
‘authentic’ art practice rather than maintaining the necessary awareness of complicity
and the possibility of action and intervention.
The theory of the constructed image--a critical concept akin to the theories of the
machinic gaze--develops through the transferral of Ferdinand de Saussure and Claude
Lévi-Strauss’ linguistic models onto Roland Barthes’ semiotic analysis of the image.
This theory reads the language of symbols or signs and their representation is analysed
for an insight into the image’s social or psychoanalytical purpose. This was a Modern
Structuralist ideal of the image, Postmodern Post-structuralism contends that there are
moments in this translation where alternative readings occur and new understandings
are formed. Michel Serres contends that the noise or temporal interruptions of the new
digital electronics (the digital environment and its parasites) allows different elements to
emerge (new possibilities for programmers) and for new combinations to open up
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dialogue on the breakdowns of the seemingly impermeable electronic field.206 This
critical moment transmits a general intelligence allowing the culture of tourism to be
deconstructed. The veil of perceptions that Urry discusses can be intervened within and
artists can use these moments to write a different interpretation of this history.
Early modern technology such as photography and the cinema became a major
agent in the promotion, capture and passing on of the tourist experience. Tourist theory
draws heavily upon John Urry’s ideas of the touristic subjectification of locals via this
machinic and photographic gaze. He suggests that this filter creates a dominant
dialogue that must be negotiated upon arrival in a new country or in the planning of a
holiday. Digital technology and social media have increased this anticipation and veil
of perceptions. He also suggests that these filters create a programme for the tourist;
tourist workers; and the local’s performative embodiment within the touristic
environment. He uses a structuralist, linguistic model to describe the absorption of this
diffuse knowledge into routine patterns of behaviour. He avoids post-structural
discussion of artistic performance and the critiques of these linguistic models.
In tourism theory ideas of performance and critical embodiment are reinforced by
post-colonial theories suggesting that cultures hybridize across borders both into the
West and from the West, each altering the other. Both sides draw on these perceptions
and history to deconstruct the discourse that has developed over centuries. Tourism
theories of embodied performance become increasingly cathected owing to the rise of
digital interactivity and digital theory. We now know that human relationships are
affected by feedback from their surroundings. It is possible to find locals performing
their roles for their own advantage. However it is based on a powerful history of
subordination. Postmodern, post-structuralist digital technology and theory may have
altered how tourism is read and how it functions. The processes of a digital
contemporaneity have challenged structural, performative theories of subaltern
embodiment.207 Open-ended artworks can transmit the possibility of dissent within this
culture, finding moments of critique within historical antecedents. The power to
challenge the machinic gaze is now firmly in the subaltern and antipodean’s hands.
As an artist examining the contemporary open-platform media environment this
ongoing construction of touristic meaning seems an important space for the insertion of
dissent. Previous tourism theorists have drawn on anthropological and ethnographic
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constructions of culture and society to explain the dense visual field that surrounds
tourism and its historical narratives. However, these terms also remain problematic in
the historicized Western interpretation of peoples beyond the Western centre and their
lives. Continuing the anthropological or ethnographic discussion at this academic level
can contribute to the uneven balance between heterogeneous Northern American and
European culture and peripheral nation-states, regardless of the growing field of postcolonial studies and notions of hybridity. The extended conversation maintains citing
and studying the other for information. Information that is pertinent and useful to the
knowledge economy, while it is also useful for the circumnavigation of contemporary
tourism. There is a growing element within the Academy that is critical of the
structures of power and history, but they are limited and often unheard within the wider
economy. The powerful disparities between these states and the periphery remain a
vital area of critique for contemporary artistic practice and the number of artists who
have chosen to examine these gaps in privilege relative to tourism (discussed in
Chapters Four and Five).
Historical analysis of tourism finds many themes that echo in the contemporary.
The romantic journey of self-discovery, the search for authenticity outside of the
Western paradigm, the pilgrimage to sights resonant with poetic transcription and
artistic capital, all maintain continued veracity within the tourist genre. The privilege of
tourism has shifted from an aristocratic privilege to a primarily Western privilege,
transporting a Western image and ideal to the global reaches. This Empire as
characterised by Hardt, Negri and Chomsky, shifts across borders and continues its
economic progression beyond the force of sovereignty, borders and geography. The
tourist imaginary provides the language and ideology that are seductive as propaganda
for its furtherance. The links between art and tourism are profoundly enmeshed within
this discourse. With Postmodernism the critique of tourism is accelerated—there is an
increased scepticism as to the legitimacy and worth of an exercise that is a cultural
construction, lively and synthetic. Critiques create a sophistication within the
conversation of tourism. During this time tourism becomes even more complex, fluid
and accessible—people find themselves inserted within its discourse both knowingly
and unknowingly. Postmodernism’s post-tourist meta-narratives are used to drive a
viral discussion that keeps tourist fascination and fantasy within the minds of potential
customers. It is this abstraction and sophistication that lends itself to artistic dissent.
Consumers understand the knowledge base even if they don’t comprehend the depth of
history behind it. Their active engagement is encouraged and even highlighted within
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the practice linked to this research and analysis. It is crucial to this engagement that the
art/touristic field is analysed in more detail for an understanding of its parts. These
components become operative within the context of the art institutional critique and a
discussion of their power relations.
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4. THE CRITICAL MOMENT
The previous chapter outlined the cultural, museological and industrial effects of
tourism as they arose. This chapter discusses how artists have drawn upon and
instigated critical strategies that examine these areas. The artists and the works
discussed are singular, influential examples of artists who intercede within the tourists
discourse and reflect upon its complexities. Ai Weiwei, Isa Genzken, Pierre Huyghe,
Emily Jacir, Martha Rosler and Yin Xhiuzhen will be examined in relation to the
development of critical, social strategies and tourism, and all are noted influences on a
contemporary generation of artists. These artists create open-ended strategies conscious
of the history of tourism and institutional critique; consistently maintaining open-ended
ideas, critical interventions and new media forms. They examine the site of tourism and
insert themselves within the ephemeral space of global production, its super-modern
context and critiques of related institutional frameworks. They are aware of these
touristic complexities and are mindful of their specificity as artists touring to
residencies, international exhibitions and conferences. Most of the works that will be
discussed in this chapter are intrinsic to the urban environment. They highlight the fact
that contemporary environments have become touristic, influenced by the immersive
fragments of this global, mediated territory. Their practices transmit an idea of dissent
connected to Historical Avant-garde art practices seen in DADA and Postmodern
institutional and social critique. This research has focused on their connections with this
history and the ways in which tourism is defined within its links to travel experience, its
incorporation of elements of neo-colonialism or empire and the ‘corporate globalisation
project’ a contemporary development in the modernist, economic project.
In their environmental context the growth of the internet and new media, the fall
of the Berlin Wall, the rise of globalisation during the 1990s and the United State’s War
on Terror after September 11 has affected art practice in ways that have seen artists
return to political critique, albeit in a manner that exposes the ambiguity of that
endeavour. The mobile field of tourism has become endemic to the Western world.
Peer-to-peer sharing of tourist information is a far more prevalent experience through
social media sites, as it is across the ephemeral media seen in urban galleries, cafes and
on streetscapes. It has become difficult to separate a tourist site from sites for locals—
inhabitants can have a different relationship with a local site other than its branded
tourist value.
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Beijing born artist, Ai Weiwei (b. 1957) has consistently challenged the historical
in art and its production of value and consumption. In 1995 he shattered a Han dynasty
urn (Dropping a Han Dynasty Urn), recorded in a triptych of photographs. This work
challenges the Chinese Governments reification of its historical dynasties and their use
in Chinese State propaganda and the growing market, in China, for significant works
from historical periods. This marked the beginning of a mode of working that was seen
again in Coloured Vases (2006, vases from 5000 – 3000 B.C.). In this later work Ai
dipped Neolithic urns into multi-coloured industrial paint causing the marks of history
and value to disappear. It was an action that evaporated the lineage of time and distance
and is a critique of the Chinese government’s totalitarian reinterpretation of history. The
reconstruction of a glorious Chinese past is one element of a propaganda-based
nationalistic identity.

Fig. 13. Ai Weiwei, Collapsed Template (detail), 2007.

His exploration of Chinese identity continues with Fairytale (2007). Just as
Debord criticised Franco and his touristic propaganda Ai criticises the Totalitarian
Chinese government and also the culture surrounding the international art fair
Documenta 12. In this work he invited one thousand and one Chinese labourers to
Germany as a part of the fair’s democratic push. In an essay on the project Charles
Mereweather writes that the overarching premise of the action was to ‘make three
interlocking projects that extend the critical engagement with the concept of China not
only in its conception of China as a physical construct but as a constructed identity.’208
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The first intervention began with a post on Ai’s blog in which he invited Chinese
citizens to apply for a free tour to
Kassel,

Germany

to

visit

Documenta 12. The documentary
archive illustrates the process of
selection

and

individual

application for travel papers,
passports and visas. It takes the
viewer on a tour through the lives
Fig. 14. Ai Weiwei, Fairytale (detail), intervention, 2007.

of the workers, some of whom
are

also

bloggers

and

they

navigate the Chinese governments censorship of their activities and the red tape of
touring.209 The multiple elements of the work consist of standardised images of each
subject, specifically designed suitcases and a wardrobe of clothing. Mereweather
suggests it is everything the workers would need to have ‘the absolutely correct
conditions for the travelling and being in this Documenta as viewers and at the same
time as part of the work.’210 Their accommodation in Kassel was photographed and
exhibited post-action and a documentary was created of the visitors on their tour.
The second element of the three-tiered work explored the notion of a Chinese
identity materialised by one thousand and one late Ming and Qing dynasty chairs placed
in small groupings across the multiple venues of the exhibition spaces in Kassel. The
chairs were to be used by the public, individually or as a collective place to meet and
reflect. They were historical intercessors in the modernist (and postmodern tent-like)
gallery constructions of the sprawling display. After the Chinese tourists who had
participated in Ai’s action left Kassel, the curators of Documenta organised the chairs
into ‘circles of enlightenment,’ a reading that writes itself across Ai’s consistent
abolition of historical privilege.211 This gesture echoed the modernist, Western
appropriation of Chinese motifs seen in works such as Vincent Van Gogh’s paintings of
blossom, Orchard with Blossoming Apricot Trees (1988) and Pink Peach Trees
(Souvenir de Mauve) (1988) and Piet Mondrian’s early work, Still Life with Ginger Pot
(1911–1912) but also works toward Ai’s examination as a metaphor (literally and
physically) of Western interventions into notions of Chinese identity.
209
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His third project, TEMPLATE, was an edifice of 1001 wooden, late Ming and
Qing dynasty doors and window frames built from houses from many parts of China,
houses that had been destroyed in the country’s race for contemporary buildings. The
centre of the work opens to the volume of a traditional temple. The five layers of each
side form open verticals which surround this. Ai discusses the inner volumes in relation
to an inner void, of the culture and the reconstruction of this culture as an empty relic.212
Echoing the disappearance, it is somehow fitting then that the sculpture collapsed
because of the soggy ground of Kassel’s Orangerie, where it was installed.
The sculpture’s engineering had not accounted for acclimation to heavy weather
conditions, perhaps another unacknowledged aspect of cultural integration. This
threefold work does highlight Ai’s attempt to create a moment of intervention into a
Western art fair, but in highlighting this artistic purpose the workers disappear amongst
branded objects (wristband USBs, suitcases, shirts) and the installations that housed
them in Kassel for Documenta. These standardised goods reinforce the power
paradigms of the artist and branded capital, rather than totalitarianism. The work stands
as a good example of open-ended experience and as a powerful action that also
questions this kind of branding.
The German artist Isa Genzken (b. 1948) also explores open-ended signifiers of
tourism and leisure reflecting on the legacies of industrialisation and the Historical
Avant-garde. Her investigation is implicit within her spatial installations and threedimensional collages.213 Her critique of industrialisation extends to globalised forms of
production.
purposefully
highly
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Fig. 15. Isa Genzken, I Love New York, Crazy City, 1995 – 1996, collage.
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associations and lifestyles to the compositions.214
Her work often challenges the accepted norms of tours and touring. I Love New
York, Crazy City (1996) is an atmospheric alternative to stereotypical travel guides.
Here she collaged three scrapbooks with images and texts on her idea of New York,
describing it as ‘a guidebook for New York—not a normal one, but something for
people who wanted to explore New York differently for a change: a lot crazier, more
special, more multi-faceted and beautiful.’215 Although Genzken offers this service of a
tour guide with her artist books, they remain confined to exhibition spaces. While
Genzken’s work is not an active agent for tourism it outlines potential touristic
engagement with the urban environment of New York beyond a branded touring
experience. It is a rhetorical activity rather than a performance, or a document of
performance. The work concerns a spatial engagement in the same way that many of her
sculptural pieces engage with the physical environment.216
Another of Genzken’s works, Beach Huts (2000), draws on wider themes within
tourism discourse such as a critique of the sexualisation of the body in tourist
advertisements. The installation is a sophisticated interplay of modernist and
postmodern design. The architectural concepts she uses draws upon Le Corbusier’s
Radiant City ideals and Charles Jencks and Robert Venturi’s critique of them. The
physical construction echoes architectural models and urban materials—carpet lining
and fruit packaging sit alongside billboard-sized photographs of sunbathing women,
beaches and young men having sex.217 The seven orange awnings that line the opposite
wall of the gallery space invite memories of beach holidays and images. Images to be
critiqued and questioned. A later work, Da Vinci, (2003) examines art tourism with an
installation of four pared-down aeroplane windows, one of which is covered with
abstract expressionist gestures in paint. Genzken’s critique of these practices links the
pared-back aeroplane windows to the heroic (dripping) aesthetic of Jackson Pollack and
the dissemination of the United States art historical model through touring images and
blockbuster exhibitions.
Her consideration of the circulation of art and its relationship to tourism is
extended in Oil, her major work for the Venice Biennale 2007. Oil combined
mannequins in NASA flight suits; a large number of suitcases in formation and personal
effects arranged together; nooses hanging from the ceiling, a cast of an Oscar, a poster
214
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Fig. 16. Isa Genzken, Oil (detai), 2007, installation.

with the initials ‘XXL’; blindfolded, scarf-clad heads on quirky plinths and small cast
figures on very narrow plinths.218 Oil examines the function of tourism in relation to
politics and its relationship with the environmental issue of oil distribution. Juliana
Engberg has described this re-emergence of collage post 9/11 as a display of incisive
perception but not compassion.219 Her use of this media does not sustain empathy
towards the countless thousands of people who travel everyday but, it could be argued
instead, that Genzken is taking a critical view of the Iraq invasion in relation to oil and
its economic manipulation by the United States’ ‘shock and awe’ intercession. Genzken
is compassionate towards the invaded nations rather than the relatively small number of
U.S. victims of the terrorist’s action. Inasmuch as it makes no didactic or obvious
statements and leaves the viewer to make their own associations about the artist’s
intentions. It is a complicated but thorough engagement with the problematic field of
contemporary touring.
Pierre Huyghe’s (b. 1962, Paris) practice since the late 1980s has also drawn on
the sophistication of contemporary agents, implying that it is impossible to separate
oneself from the capitalistic construction of globalisation, he uses the spectacle to
218
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suggest moments, forms, of alternate possibility. Much of this open-ended work
developed out of art that critiqued aesthetics in the same manner as DADA or The
Situationist International. Huyghe’s work intercedes within everyday life to examine the
fictions within ‘reality’ and also the reality constructed by the immersive media of film,
television and advertising. The artist states that his images and images in general,
represent activity. In his early photographic installation series Billboards (1995), he
highlights the construction of a photograph and the performance of it being
photographed. The documentation included photos of people who are living the banal
reality depicted in his billboard fiction—someone waiting at a bus stop, an elderly
woman walking home with her groceries, someone working at a flower stall (Fig. 17).
Something has happened, it is just about to happen; the sequence of events
becomes ambiguous…The posters bring together two types of projects:
events are activities occurring directly in the public domain; billboards are
activities in the urban domain, expressed through several stages, like
sediments of time. First, an advertising billboard is located. Actors are
called in to interpret an everyday scene linked with the site. The scene is
photographed, printed and then stuck onto the billboard. Finally a new
picture of the site is taken that incorporates the billboard.220
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Fig. 17. Pierre Huyghe, Billboards,1995, photographic installation.
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return the fictional narrative to the so-called real. These works also highlight the
slippage in memory narrative of the ‘real’ individual. The work Remake (1994)
interrogates the narrative function of the filmic fiction and the romantic myth-making of
film. He asked actors to reconstruct Hitchcock’s Rear Window. In it the viewer is
conscious of a doubling of affect. They see and remember the original film while also
noticing the awkwardness in the physicality of the reconstruction.221 In Casting (1995)
he used his first solo exhibition in Milan as a casting call to choose amateur actors for a
future film project, Les Incivils/The Uncivils, 1995. Les Incivils was a partial remake of
Pier Paolo Pasolini’s film, Sparrows and Hawks (Uccellacci e Uccellini, 1965). In Les
Incivils he asked two of these actors to travel the path of Pasolini’s protagonists.
Pasolini’s film transported two vagabonds from Marxist Rome in the 1950s to St
Francis of Assisi’s Thirteenth Century Italy in order to contrast the politics of the two
eras. The contemporary film crew and actors were conscious of imitating the movie but
also disrupting the remake with meetings/consultations with local residents that were
included in the work. The artist’s film shows the elements of the filming—‘the casting,
the processes of interpretation, the hesitations, and the different choices [that could be]
made.’222 The work tours through the process of ethnographic construction just as it also
avoids the structural framing of that discourse.
In another aspect of Huyghe’s practice he has created open-ended events similar to
the initial casting of Les Incivils. For an exhibition in 1996 he invited a group of
students who had just returned from their holidays and the Director of their school, to
join him on a bus tour to an unspecified destination. He suggested that they were being
invited to join someone else’s holiday. He left a sign on the gallery door that said it was
closed and he took them on a road trip for three days. During this time they watched
movies. The tour finished in his Grandmother’s village, Catalonia, where he often spent
his own vacations.223 Huyghe took the students on a bus tour to experience delimited
time beyond the circumscribed experiences of capitalistic time (the work/leisure divide).
He invited the students on his own holiday to offer them time that is neither owned by
an employer (or the university, which is the training ground for employment) or time set
aside simply to recuperate for work.
His friend and collaborator Philippe Parreno writes:
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Rest allows the work force to reconstitute itself; it is productive and useful.
Its time is included in the list of merchandise whose price determines
salary. For leisure, it is different, even if it takes on all the exterior signs of
rest. If a basic salary pays for rest, it does not pay for leisure. That is the
logic of capital.224
Leisure is a space of consumerism and consumption, conceptually separate from the
space of rest that allows the return to work, refreshed. Huyghe attempts to give these
students free time, to explore, to do what they will, but they remain within his artistic
construction, subject to his artistic devices. There are no recordings of the students’
experiences. He alludes to the restrictions of contemporary bus tours. During this kind
of tour cities are only seen for hours or maybe days at a time and a lot of the tourist’s
time is eaten up by sitting passively on a bus, waiting for the next stop, watching films
to escape the tour taken to escape the work routine—they remain captured within
capital. Here the students remain captured within the artist’s time, in other words his
possession of that leisure space. He has been paid for his project. His artist’s fee and
contract allow him this conceit. He has made a point of separating art from the
modernist divide of work and leisure. It is not a utopia but a compound of ambiguous
impulses, as complex as our complicity with capital itself. It is a multiplicity of
viewpoints that combines the experiences of contemporary tourism and art practice. As
Bourriaud writes: ‘the issue no longer resides in broadening the boundaries of art, but in
experiencing art’s capacities of resistance [and perhaps its own ambiguities] within the
overall social arena.’225 In a similar fashion Huyghe places himself in the compromised
position of institutionalised artist critique that draws upon the realities of social
institutions, such as tourism.
His l’Expedition Scintillante and A Journey That Wasn’t presupposes this
linguistic construction and continually slips around the discussion, visually, to provide
an avenue of thinking beyond this branded field. Apropos of the works, ChristovBakargiev writes: ‘the exhibition provides the scenario of an expedition.’226 She
describes the multiple levels of the exhibition galleries as differing stages of an
expedition, each an act in a musical. The first floor displays an ice-carving of a boat,
melting, and a radio playing the log of a boat at sea (she suggests the boat is both a
224
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symbol of a vehicle of travel and a boat made from the material of its destination—the
log broadcast was written by Edgar Allen Poe for a character in an unfinished novel).
The gallery undergoes changes in temperature and atmosphere relative to the novel’s
changing scene. The second floor (Act 2) consists of a box-like stage doubled above and
below—one white rectangular structure mirrored by another over and above it. It
contains a light show and music synthesised digitally, from the topography of an
anonymous mountain. The final act is a skating rink of black ice. In Christov-

Fig. 18. Pierre Huyghe, A Journey That Wasn't (detail), 2005, staged event, photos: Public Art Fund/Tom Powel
Imaging.

Bakargiev’s words it is ‘a stage for the performance of the preceding acts, a skating rink
of black ice waiting for the presentation of the event and its program in three acts.’227 In
this description she suggests the exhibition is a loop of staged conceits. It is a journey
into culture’s past, just as contemporary tourism is a replaying of its own historical
moments. It is difficult for an expedition or a journey to be considered an adventure into
the unknown or a sublime act, generally it is a fantasy replayed and re-enacted.
This expedition was enacted in 2005 as A Journey That Wasn’t and was later
restaged for an audience in Central Park, New York. Huyghe’s work often encourages
an immersion that opens out to an alternative space of discussion and play. His
discussion of tourism questions the fantasy and utopian quality of contemporary media
construction and its relation to story-telling and the history of travel. He travelled to
Antartica with Maryse Alberti, Jay Chung, Francesca Grassi, Q Takeki Maeda,
Aleksandra Mir, Xavier Veilhan and ten crewmembers. They departed from the Port of
Ushuaia in Tierra del Fuego, the southeast point of Argentina in search of a white
penguin and a newly exposed island (newly exposed as the result of global warming).
227
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They travelled on a polar research vessel and when they finally found the island, they
transformed its physicality into sound. Huyghe hoped to use the electronic recording to
attract the penguin. He recreated this journey in Central Park amongst Frederick Law
Olmsted and Calvert Vaux’s design of re-created landscapes. The island was rebuilt in
Wollman ice-rink, the sounds were scored by Joshua Cody for a light and sound show.
The score was performed by a symphony, ostensibly to make the penguin appear. The
performance was watched by viewers and filmed for re-presentation at the Whitney
Biennial.228 The spectacular display highlights adventure tourism and art as adventure
tourism. Huyghe undergoes the difficulties of the journey but the outcome is assured as
a result of the technology and can’t be designed as a journey of discovery in the same
way that adventurers travelled to unknown lands to search for sublime regions. The
search for the albino penguin is akin to a search for any other albino animal, but Huyghe
promotes its awe-inspiring qualities as a conceit of his publicity and the tour’s romance.
His quest critiques the moment between industrialization and romantic adventure
tourism. It draws upon the contemporary romantic to highlight the fictions of
contemporary tourism and its liminal power. This threshold is the space of Empire
renegotiated.
Another artist negotiating this space of contemporary Empire is Emily Jacir (b.
1970) who was born in United Arab Emirates and schooled in Palestine. Her practice
critiques the restrictions on mobility for Palestinians and the seeming fluidity of
movement for those with passports from less politically tense countries. She lives in
New York and maintains a United States passport and her work comments on the
possibilities of inessential movement, or touring, that this document provides. She has
questioned contemporary mobility capital in a number of embodied, open-ended works.
Her recent work is less about identity than a critique of the social dynamics that
underpins it.229 She has been described as ‘play[ing] with [the] curious economy of
travel.’230
Some of the works that display this embodiment are Change/Exchange (1998), a
performance consisting of the action and receipts for the exchange of one hundred
French francs for U.S. dollars—until there were only coins. This work was begun while
staying at the Cité Internationale des Arts in Paris. The physical installation of the work
consists of the documentation of the receipts and leftover coins. It examines the cultural
228
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capital of the touring artist and the economics of leisure. Sexy Semite (2000 – 2002)
asked Palestinians living in New York to place personal ads seeking Israeli mates in the
Village Voice ‘so they could return home, utilizing Israel’s law of return.’231 Linz Diary
(2003) also examines this freedom of movement and the ephemera of tourism. It was

Fig. 19. Emily Jacir, Where we come from (detail), 2001 – 2003, United States of America passport, video, 30
framed texts, 32 photos.

produced while Jacir was in residency in Linz, Austria. The performance consisted of
the artist entering the field of the city’s webcam everyday. The work was documented
with digital screen captures. It shows a series of moments that endeavour to display a
critique of subaltern depiction in an environment of Western privilege. In a similar
manner in Where We Come From (2003) Jacir asked a number of Palestinians ‘If I
could do something for you anywhere in Palestine, what would it be?’ As the holder of
an American Passport, she provided what cannot be given with a Palestinian passport,
explicitly, mobility into the Westbank. Crucially she is able to achieve what the
Palestinian agent cannot. With this external passport she has been allowed an
experience of return’ that is generally inaccessible to those living in Palestine.
Travelling between the West Bank and the United States, Jacir says that she has
become very aware of the things that most United States citizens take for granted: ‘It’s
completely amazing to be able to drive here [the United States] without stopping…it’s
in the precise moment of being able to experience something like that that I’m least able
to enjoy it.’232 Jacir’s awareness of the limitations of experience for her own culture
place limits on her pleasure in inessential tourism. The reminder of the alternate
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experience is ever-present and actively engaged with to transmit moments of dissent
within the heavy burden of centuries of discourse, war and colonialism.
It is this kind of political dissent that American artist Martha Rosler (b. 1943,
Brooklyn, New York) has been actively making work about since the late 1960s. Her
work is seen as important to feminist and gender discourse and enacts photographic,
performative interventions and open-ended strategies. It also consists of performances
and installations that expand the field of the gallery. She uses art institutional critique to
delineate systems of authority and presents constructs of art and society as discourse of
power. She has written that she felt that it was necessary to reflect artistic practices into
silent places and to confound difficult presences. In 1996 she wrote:
From an early age I felt oppressed by a conspiracy of silences, silences
about things in the wider world most of which were perpetually present,
unspoken but forming the unmarked boundaries of the possible. I felt the
passivity and fatalism that went along with this silence. I was also moved
by my private responses to images, responses apparently shared by no-one,
to look deeply into images and to mine what was unspoken and
unacknowledged there.233
Her awareness of the uncomfortable social silences led to a long-term critical practice
intervening within social media and contemporary ideas.
Rosler was one of the first feminist artists to extend the Historical Avant-garde
practice of photomontage for Postmodern, political, Feminist critique. Her
photomontages responded to the Vietnam War and domestic clichés of the ‘feminine’
(Bringing the War Home: House Beautiful series 1967 – 72). The project points to
photography as an influential element in the production of ideology and draws upon it
as an indicator of dissent. These photomontages were published in counter-cultural
journals, increasing their circulation and power as ‘mass-cultural iconography.’234 She
has also made video works. In the celebrated work Semiotics of the Kitchen (1975), she
questions the significance of the feminine relationship with kitchen tools in a statement
of de-sublimated aggression and a performance of liberation as the video of a woman in
an apron (Rosler) at a kitchen bench becomes increasingly violent with kitchen utensils.
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Rosler draws on photo-documentary practice but makes the distinction between
participation in documentary signifiers and the creation of documentary works. She is
careful to distinguish between a critical, reflexive photomedia practice and documentary
truth as used by news journalists and media practitioners.235 In a work that discusses
themes of homelessness, The Bowery in two inadequate descriptive systems she uses
both black and white photographs of the Bowery’s streets in Manhattan, New York and
textual captions describing the effects of alcohol and synonyms for alcoholics. It also
outlines the failures of humanism and the difficulties in defining concepts of inhabited
social space. In her recent works she furthers this discussion and heightens the
awareness of social spaces and their affect on and relationship to the movement of the
human
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Fig. 20. Martha Rosler, In the Place of the Public: Airport Series (detail), 1990,
installation.

a

photomedia

depiction of the
experience of passing through airports in Frankfurt-Am-Main. This project has also
been installed in a smaller format in a gallery installation (Jay Gorney Modern Art, New
York, 1993) and included wall-mounted text pieces. It related to the idea of moving
through postmodern spaces, for example, ‘I don’t say map. I don’t say territory,’ or
descriptions of the sensations of airport movement.237 In this work Rosler performs as a
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photographer and as a traveller/tourist: the displaced evidence of this travel was also
exhibited in airports from other cities. Her images are documents of the moving
glance—blurry and fragmented. She writes that she used photography, video and
installation to examine air travel and its associated environments. She has stated that she
believes air terminals are ‘the quintessential space of postmodern life with texts
circumscribing western cultures, traditional landmarks, and structures by which it has
constructed physical and social space.’238 Her photomedia installations create a dialogue
with the heterogeneous spaces of the transit terminal and its globalising postmodernist
forms—forms that remain the same across numerous cities regardless of proximity to
Western centres.
Rosler likens airport transit spaces to birthing canals in a feminist re-embodiment
of the alienating postmodern architecture of the air terminal. Marc Augé suggests that
these spaces alter our awareness of what we perceive, that we see them in a fragmented
and disjointed way. Rosler uses the blurring of the image and the movement through
these spaces to suggest a fundamental transition in human spatial production.239 Augé
sees this globalisation as a kind of super-modernity, a practice of reduction and
modernisation—removing the indicators of human intervention and living. Rosler
indicates this super-modernity with seemingly modernist photographs and a discourse
reminiscent of Benjamin’s. She reflects the Western dominance in transit architecture,
an architecture resonant with the power and ideals of tourism’s Imperial past, but she
appropriates it for a new critical, open-ended discourse, a discourse in production and
an ontological discussion of the female body and it’s performative potential. The
utterances she illustrates intervene within the masculinist discourse of tourism and
display a fragmented possibility within the moment of embodiment. The images reflect
a multiplicity of voices and images translating a disturbance felt but not often spoken
of. She transforms the environment from a Modernist place of movement to a
Postmodern space of embodied discourse. This transition allows for moments of
intelligence with the potential for a critical agency. This accessibility is also reflected in
the touring work of Pierre Huyghe and Ai Weiwei.
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It is also found in the contemporary work of Yin Xiuzhen (b. 1946). Xiuzhen’s
sculptures and installations belong to a field of critical interrogation of urban materials
and the mnemonics of the political, historical and social environment of China. She
examines global and tourist culture. Her work is increasingly open to be misread as her
critiques become contained, and even instigated, by Biennales, the institutions of the
globalised, cultural and touristic phenomenon. In Beijing (1999) she reconfigured the
roof of a Huotong house in a gallery space with images and tiles from the destroyed
neighbourhood from which they been originally derived.240 It is a work that highlights
the erasure of cultural memory that Ai Weiwei also discusses in his practice. This
neighbourhood had been destroyed for the sake of corporate development; Ai sees this
kind of reconstruction as romantic, capitalistic, for tourists, and thus futile.
After 2001 in a work titled Dangerous Things in Baggage, her work shifted
when she began to knit a series of weapons and travelled with them in response to the
increased security checks at airports. Emphasizing the contrast between the tourist
narratives and new terrorist narratives. In her Portable Cities series (2002 to the
present), she transferred her critique of the corporate destruction of local cultures to the

Fig. 21. Yin Xiuzhen, Portable City: Melbourne, sculpture, 2009.
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global environment. This work consists of site-specific sculptures. As she travelled to
cities for exhibition she began to invite locals to give her clothes that she then used to
create objects such as the small replicas of cities in suitcases for the series Portable
Cities (for example Portable City: Berlin, 2002 and more recently Portable City:
Melbourne, 2009). She highlights the local elements of the clothing as a means of
grounding her work in a particular site as she tours from one destination to another. She
has also made large planes (the donated clothes surround a large frame—in
International Flight).241 In the 2004 Sydney Biennale, Yin made a large sculpture of an
aeroplane covered in the clothes of Sydneysiders. In 2006 she recreated Berlin’s
Templehof airport in her Berlin Gallery (Alexander Ochs, also in Beijing) with clothes
collected from locals. In another shift she exhibited a series of ‘weapons’ installed in the
Chinese Pavilion of the Arsenale at the 2007 Venice Biennale (and later in a number of
galleries around the world) made from the soft materials of the Venetian locals’
clothing. This work Everyday Miracles continues her examination of weapons seen in
Dangerous Things in Baggage but shifts it to weapons of war in response to the
continuing conflict in Afghanistan and Iraq highlighting the difficulties arising while
touring from exhibition to exhibition. Her original critique of the global environment by
locals, symbolised by the clothing, in conjunction with the touring problematic becomes
lost in the speculation of her aesthetic value as a biennale artist. The clothing attempts
to bring global economic realities to the local’s attention. Her work becomes a tour of
global culture and attitudes. It also becomes difficult for her to make the point of
corporate mishandling with the single conceit of the clothes collected at each exhibition
stop. These works attempt to look specifically at the localisations of globalisation and
how this affects individuals. She attempts to make this assertion with the single conceit
of the clothes collected at each exhibition stop. Her work overtakes the clothing’s use
value. She discusses the environment of the political, historical and social space around
her and her sculptures and installations to create a détournement through a critical reuse
of materials. It has been suggested by Lenny Ann Low that she inserts ‘the personal and
the vernacular as an intervention against growing global culture’242 but it is difficult to
make this point while being exhibited so widely as a part of the same ‘growing global
culture’ activated by Biennales around the world. These works are also often exhibited
in places other than their specific location (All-inclusive: A Tourist World shows a work
from Hamilton U.S.A in Frankfurt, Germany). This removes the power of the site
241
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specificity and highlights its aesthetic value rather than the original discourse. She
returns to the romantic gesture and it’s a space of privilege.
Since the 1990s artists have been making work that intersects with the poststructuralist thought of Michel Foucault, Gilles Deleuze, Michael Hardt and Antoni
Negri and the critical, aesthetic theories of Theodor Adorno, along with the actions and
theories of The Situationist International. These artists are aware of the critical past and
attempt to make open-ended productions that leave the viewer (or more accurately, the
participant) with a number of possibilities for interpretation, interaction or dialogue.
They create works that highlight the discursive (or conversational), social construction
of art practice and everyday life—an everyday life that includes the banality of tourism
for both the subaltern and the privileged tourist.
The international artists examined in this chapter show that after the Second
World War and particularly after the 1960s tourism became intrinsic to art practice and
it was impossible for the history of art to separate itself from the capitalistic
construction of international tourism and globalisation. Globalised, cross-cultural
movement is a great influence on the artists with whom I have engaged here. The
interventions cited create possibilities for further research and critical work and have
influenced my practice. Artists and exhibition makers have drawn upon elements of
tourism in contemporary exhibitions, performances, interventions and installations
around the world (but primarily the northern hemisphere—working between the United
States and Europe). This intersection of artistic practice, theory and tourism is part of
the nexus of globalisation that also sees art becoming an industry coeval with commerce
and cultural capital. While it is difficult to see action within that dense field it is
possible to highlight the knowledge relationships and the ‘general intelligence’243 active
within the arena.
The artists discussed here have drawn upon the semantics of tourism to open a
dialogue with the practices of the tourism industry and art’s relationship with it. They
have also questioned their own cultural identity in relation to tourism’s history and
globalisation (in the practice of Ai Weiwei, Martha Rosler and Pierre Huyghe). They
have examined mnemonics of local historical materials and globalisation in relation to
touristic indices (Yin Xhiuzhen) and the circulation of touristic imagery and objects,
culturally defined and endorsing a Western hegemony (Isa Genzken, Emily Jacir). It is
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within these subtle specifics that a ‘general intelligence’ lies. These artworks transmit
an idea of tourism beyond the positivist or even cynical readings of commercial art and
media. They transmit the dissent against a Western idealism and maintain the potential
for a life beyond the systems of Internet, capital, mobilities and sovereignty. They
attempted to go beyond the spectacle of the tourist industry’s advertising and media
campaigns and created sophisticated responses, drawing upon art theory, to the
ubiquitous Western leisure. Fundamentally these artists inserted fleeting glimpses of
airport terminals and tourist environments back into that environment, extending its
discursive life and allowing these participants to question their own mobility and
experience. Contemporary artists continue to question the rubrics of globalisation,
tourism and the politics of mobility. The aforementioned artists share moments of
dissent and allow for the possibility of critical response. Their endeavours suggest that it
is possible to create moments of discursive intervention into the field of tourism and an
alternative body of work that draws upon the deepening history, technological field and
sophisticated textual present of tourism itself.
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5. EMBODIED ARTISTIC INTERVENTIONS INTO THE TOURISM
FIELD
During the research for this thesis and the artwork developed from it I have drawn
upon elements of the tourist imaginary developed from tourism’s history and art’s
contribution to it to create embodied actions that exhibit moments of dissent. The many
facets of the romantic tourist ideal discussed in Chapter Three provide a rich knowledge
but also a problematic political and economic polemic. Tourism’s contribution to
globalisation has seen a rise in inequality between Western states and former colonial
outposts. Political and artistic engagements within the field of tourism gain institutional
relevance, as they become an endemic force in the art and social arena. Art critiques of
tourism and travel have arisen out of the awareness that contemporary artists often need
to travel in order to further their success. It is an understandable and natural way to
combat the difficulties of not being part of a major centre such as New York or London
and living on the periphery in Brisbane, Australia. Critiques of mobility and access
within tourism theory have also arisen out of the broader awareness that particular
individuals have greater access to this kind of touring and as a result it marks its status
as a privileged endeavour confined to those who have the money and a passport. It is a
privilege John Urry calls mobility capital244. The Modernist fallacy of the egalitarianism
of tourism arose amidst the creation of popular Museums and galleries, ethnographic
and anthropological studies of subaltern lives. These studies used the technologies of
photography and cinema to illustrate colonial endeavours, subjectifying bodies of the
subaltern and creating a discourse surrounding tourism that continues today within a
tourist ideal. Egalitarianism and modern leisure were limited to Western centres and to
the workers within the industrial environment. This study has centred on these
inequities as they have arisen and have attempted to inscribe the possibility for an
alternative voice. The research has found moments of potential within this history and
knowledge and has created a body of work that intercedes within the amorphous,
technological field of tourism. These moments echo in actions that embody dissent
within this field.
The expanded field of contemporary tourism provides an acknowledgement that
the subaltern now speaks and has their own embodied knowledge and history that is
recognized, theorized and discussed. This knowledge is a post-colonial hybrid of
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Western precursors and local discourse. It is embodied in ritual, performance and
assorted actions that provide a powerful conduit to an identity based postmodern
experience. This is also true of antipodean contemporaneity. The settled culture of
Australia is a multiplicity of experience and post-colonial thought. Its development is
based on Romantic antecedents and Western duopolies. It is not surprising that tourism
is one of our major industries. The processes of this industry have been built on a
Western/Indigenous divide where the former is seemingly in power over the latter. This
paradigm continues to be challenged and while it is not the aim here, it needs to be
acknowledged and supported. Antipodean culture is also at a disadvantage provided by
institutions developed abroad and adapted to peripheral localities for a society
uncomfortable with its environment, creating cities that are populated by migrants
looking to the cultural centre, predominantly, the Western centres. This urban space
provides any number of opportunities for intervention as will be seen here. Including
two works MOMENTO MORI: Remember that we are all going to die (the photograph
kills me/the artwork makes me immortal) and MOMENTO MORI: 2001—delayed
affects, travelling two weeks after, by any other name (2010) developed on residency in
Europe.
I have collaborated on actions that sought to explore possibilities to deconstruct
the effects of tourism in relation to globalisation. They will be extending on the subject
matter of earlier works in my oeuvre such as the The Schiaffo d’Anagni Travelling Arts
Scholarship (2002 – 2004) and Parlour Games (2006). Both of these works explore the
art/touristic context and the institution of European travel with its close ties to the
Australian imaginative identity. The research outcomes have drawn upon this prehistory
and developed works including From one tourist to another, its companion project
countrycitycultureartistcuratorhostguest (2008), the diptych MOMENTO MORI:
Remember that we are all going to die (the photograph kills me/the artwork makes me
immortal) and MOMENTO MORI: 2001—delayed affects, travelling two weeks after,
By Any Other Name (2010) as well as Five Words (2009–ongoing), Holiday Reading
(2008 – 9) and Where in the world… (2008–ongoing). These works have tested the
theory that it is possible for an artist’s action to intervene within the formless, digital
environment of contemporary tourism. This amorphousness challenges the romantic
aesthetic with its banality but also reinforces it by opposing previous discourses of
sublimity and the picturesque. The egalitarianism of the industrial past is reinforced by
the information age and its ubiquitousness. Digital media that is built upon the
discourses of photography and cinema reinforces the technology of the machinic gaze.
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The interaction with digital content provides interesting spaces for interruption, action
and open-ended works.

Fig. 22. Victoria Lawson, Five Words, 2009 – 2010, performance/installation.

In 2004 I was a part of a collaborative, fictional construction, The Schiaffo
d’Anagni Travelling Arts Scholarship, working alongside the predetermined finalists,
emerging photomedia, new media and installation artists: Zehra Ahmed, Anthea Behm,
Cameron Emerson-Elliot, Michael Moran, Ms & Mr (Stephanie and Richard NovaMilne), Patrick Swann (Todd McMillan and Christopher Hanrahan), Elise Routledge
and Rebecca Westwood-Jones. The installation consisted of a collaborative video of
each finalist singing her/his own version of Sinead O’Connor’s, nothing compares to
you… to a pre-recorded backing track. There were wall texts outlining the premise for
the scholarship and Peter Hill, the art critic and artist, well-known for his fictional
interventions, had given permission for us to use his identity for the opening night
speech: it was performed by Euan MacDonald, Chief Operating Officer of the Museum
of Contemporary Art, Sydney (formerly a professional actor) under Hill’s moniker.
After the opening night the performance was indicated or referenced by the continued
presence of the microphone and amplifier/speaker and wall text in the gallery space.
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The art-touristic context and the institution of European travel informed the
collaborative, fictional scholarship. It was intended as a critique of travel scholarships
as they are a modern continuation of the Grand tour concept in an Australian neocolonial context. Scholarships such as the Anne and Gordon Samstag Scholarship and
the Helen Lempriere Travelling Arts Scholarship allow sixty thousand dollars each year
for an Australian artist to travel for education purposes to an international institution of
their choice. Because the awards are so lucrative, they provide the artist with
considerable entry into the perception of success and artistic promise in Australia. This
travel affords these emerging artists245 mobility capital. It is the new currency of touring
that in particular stratifies culture into a class-structure based on the freedom of
movement around the world.
In

another

progenitor, Parlour
Games

was

a

postcard project and
installation

(2006)

developed for the
consideration of the
effects of tourism
and

international

travel on Australian
domestic

culture.

This work studied
the

seduction

tourist

of

Fig. 23. Victoria Lawson, Parlour Games (detail), 2006, postcard project,
Westspace Gallery.

ephemera

with postcards produced as an active element of the installation. This work recognizes
the power of the cartes de postale as an object of tourist knowledge and their circulation
as a substantial contributor to the tourist imaginary. The subject of the project was the
Heritage Houses Trust property, Vaucluse House. The house was owned and decorated
by William Wentworth’s family with objects and artefacts gleaned from their European
tours. Its influential social force was a part of the development of a Europeanised
culture that propounded the picturesque and the beautiful. The postcards framed the
245
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influential construction of the domestic in a museological and touristic context. They
also questioned the value of this seductive construction and the heritage houses project
with its links to the formation of an anglicised, Australian historical narrative. The
project was designed to elicit from the viewer the consideration as to whether or not
they would receive the offered gift of the postcard or leave it, based on the concept of
the ongoing moment that constructs the colonial and aesthetic past. Among the concepts
that underpins Parlour Games is Marcel Mauss’ concept of the gift as something that
presupposes an obligation or social payment in return. The social obligation in this work
was the continued legacy of the neo-colonial (the work was produced as the Howard
government continued its refusal to apologise for the stolen generation and for the
inhumane acts carried out upon the Indigenous peoples of Australia by the Colonials).
To take a card implied, indirectly participation in this ongoing activity and tourism’s
complicity, as it ignores the problematics inherent in stereotypical Australian tourist
packaging.
The recent works testing the thesis question have drawn upon the research into the
romantic history of tourism and also the museological deconstruction seen in Chapter
Three. They also reflected upon the critical moment of anti-aesthetic practice and
contemporary open-ended actions seen in the work of the artists in Chapter Four. Out of
this developed further actions, which are the product of this investigation, including
ope-ended, collaborative artistic and curatorial interventions, performances, and
installations that contribute to the dense discourse of tourism’s field and its theory. In a
number of the works I enacted the tropes of the art tourist, self-reflexive and critical,
touring to art museums, galleries and a month long residency for embodied knowledge
of these European environments, to find the means of intervening within the tourist field
reflected within these constructed touristic spaces.
From

one

tourist

to

another

and

its

companion

project

countrycitycultureartistcuratorhostguest engages with the pathology of Stendhal
Syndrome in response to tourism in Sydney and Berlin. The first element of the work,
From one tourist to another, was a collaborative intervention developed between the
curator, Joel Mu and myself, for an exhibition at Firstdraft Gallery, Sydney, entitled
THISISCURATING1-40 (2008). It was created to examine critical notions of the
touristic and the power paradigms of curatorial practice within the tourism field.
Drawing on performance theory and the research seen in the previous chapters. The
exhibition THISISCURATING1-40 grew out of an emerging curator’s grant for
experimental practice, which was awarded to Joel Mu. The collaborative artwork
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developed prior to installation during the curatorial process. Mu’s focus for his
exhibition was on the concrete poetry of Vito Acconci. Each artist was to draw upon
this theme and Mu’s further directive relative to a Google search of ‘this is curating’
and the first forty responses—the artists were to respond to one of these:
Fromonetouristtoanother was based on ‘curator as tourist.’
Early

curatorial

discussions concerning
the

site-specific

artwork

for

the

exhibition led to my
invitation to the curator
to

perform

collaborative

in

a

work

based on my research
into interventions in the
global, social field of
tourism. I invited the

Fig. 24. Victoria Lawson and Joel Mu (curator), Fromonetouristtoanother,
2007 – 09, performance, collaboration, installation.
performance/installation, 2007 – 2008.

curator to attempt to contract the cultural pathology of Stendhal’s Syndrome (nervous
exhaustion resulting from the viewing of an over-abundance of art—usually sustained
in Florence). This collaboration that developed out of a desire to intervene within the
tourist field initially existed in three parts:
1. Concept: the curator composed four lists, of ten, tourist sites—moving
from the highly generic to the deeply personal. An itinerary of forty mustsee, must-discover, must-feel and must-forget, sites were selected and listed
from guidebooks obtained from the artist. The artist sent the curator source
texts such as Stendhal’s Rome, Naples and Florence;246 Graziella
Magherini’s la Sindrome di Stendhal;247 Melinda Guy’s ‘The Shock of the
Old’248 in Frieze Magazine and articles on Stendhal’s Syndrome from The
New York Times.249 One list, which documented the affects of the action,
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was created post-performance. These source materials were available for
reading during the exhibition.
2. Performance: the curator visited one site, taken from each of the four lists,
and the performance was documented. At the visited site an unknown
fellow-tourist was approached and asked to take a snapshot of the curator
with his back to the camera (with both curator and landscape in view).
3. Installation: on the wall were five frames that contained alternate word
images created by the artist, inspired by the curator’s (Acconciesque)
premise for the exhibition: ‘Stendhal,’ ‘Lahdnets,’ ‘Stendhal,’ ‘Lahdnets,’
‘Stendhal,’—each in a single frame. Under the framed wall images the four
lists of tourist sites made by the curator are printed on paper and pinned
against the wall. One blank piece of paper (alongside the four, under the
frames) awaited the list of documented affects (from the attempt at achieving
Stendhal’s Syndrome).
After the performance the word images were removed from their frames and five
documentation snap-shots replaced them. The fifth list, a poem, of documented affects
was pinned alongside the previous lists. A series of white porcelain coffee mugs printed
in black text with either ‘Stendhal’ or ‘Lahdnets’ replaced the word images and were
stacked on the table below. They were for sale as cheap souvenirs of the performance.
Mu’s final poem discussed the affects in relation to fatigue and ‘Lahdnets Syndrome’
which was expressed here as the excess of touristic experience rather than the viewer
being overwhelmed by an experience of beauty and discovery.
Mu and I were invited to discuss the project for Runway magazine’s
‘conversation’ issue.250 The conversation shifted the domain of the work. Photos
documented this interim stage as an ongoing process-based work. This discussion has
been printed onto a large form sticker available to be taken as a souvenir. And like
Parlour Games asks whether or not engaging in this manner extends the discourse or
Daisann McLane, ‘Frugal Traveller: Stendhal’s Florence With Email and Pucci’ New York Times, New York: New
York Times Co, May 20, 2001, http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9CODE7DB173A…date accessed,
22 April, 2009.
Ian Fisher, ‘Blush if You Must, For Art’s Sake, but Don’t Panic’ New York Times, New York: New York Times Co,
November 11, 2005, http://query.nytimes.com/2005/11/11/international/europe/11floren…date accessed, 22 April,
2009.
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continues an obligation of critique. During the conversations the companion project—
countrycitycultureartistcuratorhostguest was conceived as a revisitation of the original
work (also based on Acconci’s poetry). The curator offered an itinerary of Berlin—a
city with which he was familiar to which I was about to tour: it is also one of the many
‘centres’ of the contemporary art world. Stendhal began his narrative on Italy after he
left Berlin.251 The project was returned to with the clear problematisation of the power
paradigm of the curator-directed performance of the artist as tourist. My complicity with

Fig. 25. Victoria Lawson and Joel Mu, Fromonetouristtoanother—countrycitycultureartistcuratorhostguest,
2008, performance/installation.
.

this paradigm as an artist undertaking curatorial direction would play a role in the sixhour walk through Berlin. It fit into the premise of asking whether an artist’s embodied
actions could intervene into the amorphous, technological field of tourism. The final
path was an F-shape (for fuck—both sex and exasperation) written across a lonely
planet guidebook map of greater Berlin. When the book was closed it created an
alternative path on the opposite page where the yet-to-be-dried ink formed a ghostly
imprint. This alternative path was plotted using Google maps. Individual screen
captures of the maps were made into stickers, to be markers of the points of the reverse
‘F’ on the map at street level. As the performance was underway, I documented these
stickers in situ.252 I navigated the map’s many odd turns and detours as the result of a
route that didn’t always follow a straightforward path along obvious roads. Quite often
it meant crossing and recrossing the Spree, back-tracking and looking for bridges.
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While it was possible that I could have contracted Stendhal syndrome as I was tracing
the backward ‘F’, what I contracted was closer to Lahdnets Syndrome. The sheer
logistics of the touring experience overwhelmed the experience of the site or the
environment.
These actions arose from a desire to question the machinic gaze and the
performance by both the curator and the artist, an attempt to attain Stendhal Syndrome
was a means of finding an embodied critique of the indices of tourism, the tourist map,
the endless walking (also found in Romantic history) the photograph, souvenirs and
created a conversation surrounding the exhibition of such commonplace materials. This
engagement found a critical moment to transmit dissent amongst the ubiquitous digital
paradigm of tourism. The stickers and documentation allowed for a notice of the
performative walk. They return as an archive of action to acknowledge this
achievement.
Urry’s discussion of the tourist gaze and embodied tourist performance
describes how the anticipation and construction of the experience can only provide a
limited engagement, or atmosphere of the tourist site. This idea influenced the diptych:
MOMENTO MORI, REMEMBER THAT WE ARE ALL GOING TO DIE (the
photograph kills me/the
artwork

makes

immortal)

me
and

MOMENTO

MORI

2001: delayed affects—
travelling two weeks
after. They are two
elements of one process
based work involving
performance,
intervention
installation
Fig. 26. Victoria Lawson, MOMENTO MORI: REMEMBER THAT WE ARE
ALL GOING TO DIE (the photograph kills me/the artwork makes me
immortal) 2008, performance/installation.

and
developed

on residency in the
UNESCO-listed
outside

of

town
Évora,

Portugal. The work explored actions including site-specific performance and art
tourism. It was a mediated experience of the environment in relation to art and theories
of art practice. Artists who have travelled for residencies or exhibitions have often made
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site-specific work in relation to the environment in which they are touring. It has been
slated previously that local indices can occasionally become a nominal aspect of a work.
The limited time period of a work’s development can at times limit the depth of the
engagement with a place. Previous experience, research or relationships can aid the
maturity of a work. The process of MOMENTO MORI is as relevant to it as its final
outcome as projected documentation in Powerpoint and an artist’s edition.
The
began

exploration
with

an

investigation of local,
culturally

significant

sites: the Capella dos
Ossos momento mori;
the Alentejo (the area
containing Évora) as a
site of Byron’s Childe
Harold; Roman ruins;
the area is a site of
pilgrimage as the result
of the presence of the
Baroque university and

Fig. 27. Victoria Lawson, MOMENTO MORI: REMEMBER THAT WE ARE
ALL GOING TO DIE (the photograph kills me/the artwork makes me immortal)
2008, performance/installation.

famous Public Library.
The Capella dos Ossos’ memento mori’s Baroque azulejos— white tiles painted with
religious scenes in blue glaze—and walls lined with human bones and skeletons, were
linked, to Barthes’ concept of the death of the image and the end of the reification of the
artwork in relation to religious works. The reification of the artwork’s aura is
diminished owing to the reproducibility of the photograph and cinema. The negative
and film allows for multiple prints. This is further reduced owing to the digital
documentation. The Alentejo region was also a site of marble quarrying.
The performance continued with the chiselling of two marble tablets: one with the
artwork makes me immortal, the other—the photograph kills me. The second piece of
marble was too brittle to carve so instead, I painted the title on it. I hid one piece in the
Capella and the other beyond Evora's walls, on a quiet road near Manizola, a significant
distance away. I walked back and forth between the two points following the line of a
Roman aqueduct, while reading and meditating on Childe Harold, Padre António da
Ascenção's untitled poem from the Chapel and the popular song: Flame Trees. The
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chapel poem reminds travellers to pause and consider the bones in front of them and
their own immortality. I also sang Flame Trees by Don Walker as a nostalgic Australian
anthem of love and return. I was videoing as I walked. I decided to use the small
Quicktime excerpts, in preference to the original documentation. The digital noise of
these works speaks to the erosion of memory and time between the performance and the
exhibition and as such it also connotes the original theoretical elements at play in the
work. The lo-fi video is also a critique of high-resolution advertising images and
cinematic grandiosity. The digital gaze follows my path and my embodied action.
Reminding one of the extensive history of perception and tourism as I walked.
This tour through theory led to my sites of return in Australia, Sydney and Home
Hill, North Queensland, which are linked to my biography—I was born in Home Hill
and lived and worked in Sydney. The nationalistic site of return in Australia is Cook
Park, Botany Bay, coincidently now in view of the runway for Sydney airport. On my
return I filmed the slow movement of the aircraft on the runway at Cook Park. The
unfailing connection between aeroplanes and a project called MOMENTO MORI was
the vision of September Eleven in 2001. I had travelled to Bali and Europe two weeks
after these events (the experience of which led to this project on tourism discovering the
economic disparities between Indonesia, Australia and Britain while reading Culture
and Imperialism by Edward Said and a series of essays on power by Michel Foucault).
Although this title links to Kubrick’s film (2001: A Space Odyssey) and the question of
the future it also links to adventure tourism and it’s romantic history, ethnography and
anthropology and the delayed political effects of 2001—political tensions that led to
riots at Cronulla and the simmering racial tensions that Cook Park, Botany Bay still
represents a nationalistic crucible, mentioned previously.
It is an ambiguous work that speaks to the embodiment of the artist touring, the
effects of education and distance on a desire to tour and the possibility of intervention
within the nebulous field of tourism. The poems and songs that accompany the
performance, along with documentary images, were made into an artist's edition,
Momento Mori: Poems and Songs for an Extended Walk Through Portugal by an
Australian who is unfamiliar with the terrain, and given to the Burdekin Library (the
site of my previous home) as well as the Évora public library. One copy was also on
display at OBRAS: International Centre for Art and Science (the residency) and as this
is a Dutch foundation, according to the necessities of the ISBN one copy was deposited
with the Dutch Royal library in the Hague. This work questions Romantic poetry and its
circulation as well as present-day usage of romantic signifiers. It is enacted as a walking
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performance and displays the processes of art-making to materialize dissent against the
digital overwriting of the tourist moment. It achieves a quiet interruption into the
heritage-listed town, its monuments and history. The PowerPoint is displayed as a
diptych to record a moment in time that questions the romantic construction of
contemporary tourism and art’s contribution to the tourist imaginary. It displays a
moment of dissent that gives pause to the digital construction of this UNESCO listing
and its subsequent web presence. The marble tablets are left in the field as signifiers of a
critique of this history and its pretense to immortality.
The effects of time, education and distance also inform By Any Other Name, an
installation of text and words relative to tourism and mobility and the project’s context
as a body of research and a kraftwerk. The work acts as a field of knowledge and as an
archive of institutional exploration. The installation uses a font available from the
website of M/M Paris, a French design firm notable for its collaborations with the artists
Pierre Huyghe and Philippe Parreno. It was designed for the Palais de Tokyo under
Nicholas Bourriaud’s directorship and has since been discontinued. I’ve used it here in
reference to the Palais de Tokyo’s relationship with the development of relational
aesthetics and the understanding that digital developments are rapidly overtaking the
dialogic component of relational work. This is also why I have prefer to use the term
open-ended practice rather than relational aesthetics.253 The extended Historical Avantgarde and Postmodern exploration of anti-aesthetic practice is negated by the return to
the concept of aesthetics within this definition. This easy forgetting of the social basis
for critical practice is echoed within the social media environment that is becoming an
intrinsic force within contemporary relationships and can undermine embodied contact.
As Henry Cowling, Head of Viral Factory, (based in London but Cowling is the Head
of the United States of America’s branch)—advertising agency known for its
concentration on viral marketing) suggests, ‘…when you have discussion, you have
viral…it’s a brand that taps into that broader metaconversation, as it were.’254Openended practice allows for conversation and relationship but links it to process and
kraftwerk rather than aesthetic theory. The text was also chosen as it references the
noise of digital communication and the prospect of interaction and difference.
The words themselves derive from a list of words compiled by Mike Wessler, a
researcher at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and are originally taken from
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Roget's Thesaurus (1911).255 The deliberate sampling of his research highlights an
academic meta-conversation of tourism theory that this practice has had to negotiate to
explicate a theory of embodied contemporary art practice in relation to globalisation,

Fig. 28. Victoria Lawson, By Any Other Name 2010, installation.
.

tourism and Empire. The yellow colour was chosen to reflect the use of yellow in
advertising to denote the consumption of food. The absorption of food and the
absorption of knowledge references the cannibalistic absorption of colonial influences
denoted in the work of Hélio Oititicica. This large body of text immerses the viewer in
an experience of colour and knowledge, seen in its entirety from a distance or in
peripheral vision, close-up. It is a material form sharing the artist’s experience that
creates an awareness of a discipline and provides a moment of acknowledgement and
affect, acknowledgement of mobility, its history and discourse. This moment transmits
the potential for self-reflexive, embodied action and response by both the viewer and
the artist. The affect of the colour and the movement alongside the wall interrupts the
lists of words and creates a discussion of différence. It also interrupts the tourist field as
the viewer is invited to come to understand it.
Text is an important precursor for tourism. It informed people’s itineraries and can
be a seductive impetus to move beyond what we know. It is a vital element in our
255
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relationships and within the tourist field. When we tour to another country language can
confuse our communication with one another and we return to an increased physical
understanding as we look to other people’s bodies to tell us their intentions and purpose.

Fig. 29. Victoria Lawson, Holiday Reading, 2008 – 9, installation.

This différence is the impetus behind the next two works to be discussed: Holiday
Reading and Five Words. Both draw on the desire to collect a souvenir of experience as
a reflection of a negotiation with text as an element of the tourist experience. The first
project Holiday Reading is a compiled series of ephemera displaying a fragmented
itinerary of the galleries and cultural sites I visited on my art tour. This printed matter
contains the traces of the places I toured to see and also the desire for touring. The
souvenir pamphlets and cards from galleries, books I bought on holiday and information
from museums were initially displayed in my hotel room and photographed for my
website, Where in the world… In the gallery space they are organised into random
arrangements on a long table, to be read and perhaps to invite another itinerary. They
are the recorded activities of a tour and its archive of visitations and interactions. They
mark an art tourist and in displaying them in this manner exhibit an admittance of
complicity in the tourist venacular.
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In this thesis the mobile text alters and tours the minds of those around me as I
share its ideas and concepts. With the artwork Five Words I offer the chance for others
to engage with the paper directly, to give me a five-word quote that might become the
last five words of this paper and my tattoo materialising the experience. The work itself
consists of a sticker on a wall containing a statement informing viewers of the conceit
with the current, final five words of the paper, a plinth below holds a pen and a pile of
small stickers on which participants can write their five words. They can then stick this
to the wall for consideration. The fifth edited draft is available for viewing on a resource
table. I gave myself the option to remain with my words if I don’t see an alternative
ending that resonates with the experience.
The tattoo will remain on my skin as a reminder of the physical assimilation of
knowledge but it is also a reminder of mutability and immutability of thoughts, a
concepts’ physical materialisation and their intrinsic link to art practice. It is the final
action founded on the research and institutional critique. It is a moment never to be
repeated that resides outside of the amorphous environment of tourist theory. The tattoo
is an added component that potentially parallels the official documentation of
graduation and will only occur if I receive the doctorate. It is also a reminder of the
slippage between the visual and the liminal. The skin tattooed can never reflect the
embodied effects of knowledge entirely but it can transmit an intervention, the
completed paper is also a fragment of the ongoing research and the open-ended modes
of working that are contained within this body of twelve-point text. It is an ongoing,
material action intervening within this research and its contribution to knowledge. It
takes the research out of the formless and into the physical.
One of the last works of the research was the website I used to document my tour.
Entitled Where in the world…it drew on anthropology to create a ‘scientific’ blog
documenting my ‘fieldwork’ suggesting I was also touring as a social scientist. It
entailed documenting tourist pamphlets from galleries, sites on my itinerary and the
research projects as well as personal information (biography, contact information). It
was created to investigate whether it is possible to intercede within a digital tourist field
by archiving my own experience as a tourist and my actions as an artist. The blog began
before I left Sydney on my tour and continues. It recounts exhibitions I’ve seen, forums
I’ve been to and the experience of the residency, including that of experiencing the
processes of curatorartistculturecityhostguest and Momento Mori. Its colour palette is
written in deepening tones as you move further into an interaction with it, starting at
golden yellow and ending with red. The initial titles are in turquoise, a colour bound to
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reflect water and the stereotypical idea of a beach holiday. It was important to design
this website myself and it was completed with only a little technological help to undo
glitches in the blog by Mr Snow and Zina Kaye. It was a series of actions outlining the
possibility of intervening bodily within the formless, technological (here digital) field of
tourism. The digital photographs, text and ideas reflect the research into this question
and record critical moments of deconstruction and process.
All of the works discussed here draw on a critique of photography founded by
people like Martha Rosler and Roland Barthes. They attempt to find a moment of
embodied dissent within the construction of tourist history and development creating an
awareness of subject matter that is shared and goes beyond the picture plane. The works
invite the viewer to become a participant in the tourism field. They suggest that an
open-ended conversation is a means of acting against the economic inequalities of a
Western globalised discourse and allows voices and actions to intercede within the
tourist imaginary. Relationships move beyond the static subject/object construction
provided for by an archive of actions, knowledge is free-flowing and built upon a
deconstruction of the technologies of tourism. Participants take away the possibility of
intervention in the immersion of By Any Other Name and the text of Holiday Reading.
They are invited to contribute to a knowledge base in five words and to take a sticker
souvenir of Joel Mu’s and my discussion of countrycitycultureartistcuratorhostguest.
They stand in the place of the tourist in fromonetouristtoanother and activate alternative
readings by performing this role. This participation moves beyond pure knowledge to
engage with previous artistic actions questioning the possibility of dissent within the
formless, now digital field of tourism and its endeavours. They are open-ended works
committed to a practice of intervention within the global, economic field of art and art’s
endemic intertwining with tourism. This practice draws on a general intelligence to
transmit the possibility of dissent within this institutionalised environment and its
imaginary.
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6. CONCLUSION
This work has attempted to show ways in which artists intervene within the abstract and
ubiquitous field of tourism. Social critiques of the field have intensified as the result of
the growing influence of tourism on globalisation and the awareness that tourism had
become increasingly politicised owing to the September 11 terrorist interventions and
their ramifications. This act of war was a liminal influence on the research and its
inception, rather than the primary focus or driver of this analysis. Both writing and
artwork have attempted to interrogate a field of seemingly apoliticised behaviour and
ideals that had developed around an increasingly influential economy built upon the
previous, emphatically political systems of Empire and culture, called tourism.
Moreover, this influential economy was built upon the presupposition of subjection and
inequality across the broad reaches of global geography.
Artists have worked alongside and responded to this imperial behaviour as it
altered the social and political landscapes of the numerous histories of global imagining.
Their work, from Corot to Rosler and Jacir, has often taken a subtle but penetrating look
at the accepted mores of the period in which they worked. Their engagement with the
abstract knowledge of the beautiful or the sublime often went beyond the purely
decorative to the transmission of a general intelligence that responds to the ongoing
construction of a system of modern Empire, whether conscious or not. The
contemporary, fluid field of capital and post-object brand speculation necessitates a
practice that responds to the increasingly conceptual arraignment of everyday life. The
open-ended opportunities for dissent or optimistic intervention within this area require
an awareness of the ambiguous systemic institutions of travel and more particularly
tourism, with all its baggage of happiness and positive association. There is no doubt
that tourism will remain one of the world’s largest industries, but it will increasingly
need to respond to a call for the ethical management of resources, local workforces and
national branding in relation to political sensitivities. The leveraging of mobility capital
is becoming an increasingly problematic endeavour and artists have responded by
encouraging encounters with a well-planted look at same, beyond the general consensus
of pleasure.
In tourism theory self-reflexive, performative and embodied philosophies are
those that draw upon post-colonial premises of cultures that hybridise across borders
both into the centre from the margins and from the centre to the margins. This exchange
seems to be validated owing to the rise of so-called post-human digital interactivity and
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digital discourse, suggesting that humans and post-human relationships are affected by
feedback from their surroundings and therefore that one cannot remain unaffected by
the other. Nonetheless, postmodern, post-structuralist philosophy, digital technology
and its assumptions have altered how tourism can be read and how it functions. The
process of a contemporary digital reality complicates the structural, performative
theories of embodiment used by sociology and the humanist sciences.256
Aspects of performative, embodied action and the constructed image arose
through the transferral of Ferdinand de Saussure and Claude Lévi-Strauss’ linguistic
models onto Roland Barthes’ semiotic analysis of the image. Barthes writes that the
image or action can be read as a language of distinct symbols, or signs. He suggests that
their representation or signification can be analysed for an insight into the image or
action’s social or psychoanalytical purpose. This was a structuralist ideal. Poststructuralism contends that there are moments in translation where mis-readings occur
and new understandings are formed.

Michel Serres argues such a point in his

information theories—he contends that the noise or temporal interruptions of digital
electronics (or perhaps the digital environment and its parasites) allows new elements to
emerge including new possibilities for programmers and for new combinations to open
up a dialogue on the breakdowns of the seemingly impermeable electronic field.257
Paolo Virni echoes a similar point in his concept of ‘general intelligence’, where
he suggests that the abstract knowledge systems of the Internet and the globalised field
are a site of potential dissension owing to their ubiquity. Tourism’s presence is
increasingly ghostly, maintaining both the roles of guest+host online and off, and in the
so-called physical world, a connection to a broader material reality of tourism is
supported by a multitude of minute perceptions that might or might not result in an
apperception of self and dissension in tourist world.
The tourist world is a continuum of sensations and immersions, as much an
abstract world as a physical one; as much a digital world as a sensate world,
experienced through affective choices,258 and both are connected. Yet this digital world
is also a controlled field of pattern-making projects using this affective participation on
which to base cognitive modelling, as well as corporate data-mining.259 Awareness of
256
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these postmodern or even contemporary digital critiques of photography, or the
integrated digital media fields, are increasingly present in common parlance and many
people are now aware that this is a constructed truth. They’ve realised that this
environment is composed, edited and posed for, and that this also applies to film, video
and popular media.260 This distinguishes it as a site of potential action or possible
conceptual intervention and processual, affective open-ended work. This sophisticated
abstraction is the product of an increasingly self-aware media but it is precisely this that
leaves it open to sampling and redress.
Martha Rosler’s early awareness of the uncomfortable social silences that sites
such as tourism can disguise or even
scramble with their field of ‘noise’261
led to a project that intervened within
the

social

media

space

of

the

contemporary airport. In Place of the
Public shifts the gaze of the viewer to
an awareness of their own experience
and the mnemonics of the airport. She
foresaw
Fig. 30. Martha Rosler, In the Place of the Public: Airport
Series, 1990, installation (detail).

the

possibility

of

the

alienation of the Supermodern and
latterly Postmodern spaces of tourism.

The abstract space of conceptual mobility was indicated materially in her photographs
and installations. These icons prefigure contemporary open-ended interventions as they
draw upon memes262 of contemporary tourism. They disturb the modern while opening
a spatial dialogue with their audience. This viral noise is the undercurrent of
contemporary social media marketing. Contemporary artists like Pierre Huyghe also
draw on this sophistication, implying that it is impossible to separate oneself from the
capitalistic construction of globalisation. Rather, he uses the spectacle to suggest forms
of alternate possibility. His l’Expedition Scintillante and A Journey That Wasn’t
presupposes this linguistic construction and continually slips around the discussion,
visually, to provide an avenue for thought beyond this branded field. In The Accident of
Art, Paul Virilio observes that ‘the way to resist the talking image is the conceptual
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image; the concept speaks. It speaks silently. But loud enough for us to hear it.’263 This
project has drawn upon conceptual imaging as an archive of action looking to transmit
perceptions and histories beyond the surface gaze. They document material
performances and critique allowing a narrative of différence to move beyond simple
stereotypes within the tourist industry. Huyghe’s work, like that of Rosler, indicates a
silent concept, a resonance that the viewer perceives and analyses, but ultimately
experiences in relation to the gallery space and its material construction. This is also
true of my own work, which also speaks across the field from action to archive.
Contemporary artists are shifting beyond this material space and have acquired the
techniques of the Dadaists, just as they have been educated in the actions of the Postmoderns and the post-structuralists. Ai Weiwei, Isa Genzken Emily Jacir and Yin
Xhiuzhen

have

learnt

from viral agents and
artists, they return to an
‘intelligent agency’264 to
engage

an

open-ended

mode of working with
participants

and

environments, predicated
on

Fig. 31. Isa Genzken, Oil (detail), 2007, installation

concepts

of

intervention

and

interactivity.

The

combined political and
artistic engagement with

the field of tourism operates as an institutional critique of its endemic and component
force in the artistic social arena. The materiality of these artist’s practice places their
dialogue firmly within the contemporary context and in a critique of globalisation, as
does the specific use of objects as knowledge compounds.
As has already been stated tourism has become a component part of the art
industry. Artists, curators and art-workers travel to and for exhibitions: it is discussed in
Fucking Good Art, Berlin, where it has been stated that there is a tendency for artists to
‘leave their own sphere and collect the strange images of another culture.’ The editor of
the magazine states that ‘[Catherine David] said, “tourism is not art”.’ She likens
263
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international artists who take on local motifs and political issues to tourists.265 Artist’s
site-specific installations can be critical and insightful. Occasionally they can seem to
purchase the capital of ‘the other’ by drawing on local examples and questions. This is
without clear examination of the touring artist’s own complicity with the dominant
Western imagination. It is possible to construct projects with this in mind. This is the
basis for my actions, performance and diptych: MOMENTO MORI, REMEMBER THAT
WE ARE ALL GOING TO DIE (the photograph kills me/the artwork makes me
immortal) and MOMENTO MORI 2001: delayed affects—travelling two weeks after.
Travelling to Portugal as an artist-in-residence, I was aware that I would be a
tourist and that my work couldn’t respond to the Portuguese environment from a
sustained, local point of view. The project was limited by the purview of the four weeklong residency. By default, or by sheer dint of being a curious foreigner, I was a tourist
and mindful that the power of my project hinged on the tourist motifs and the imaginary
of Portugal in the same way that much of Australia’s imagined identity was now
touristic and branded. My view of Évora was filtered through my response to Australia
and I filmed the crucible of Australian society within a dialogue. This space of culture,
Cook Park, Botany Bay overlooks the runway of Sydney’s airports, an uncanny
indication of the importance one of our largest exports, also uncanny for the suggestion
of the other major event that influenced this project. The links between Évora as a
historical monument and the Capello dos Ossos as a site for an artwork (it was already a
site of tourism) mediated a theoretical link between the death of the image and the aura
of art’s discussions extended by Paul Virilio and Jean Baudrillard, especially with
regard to the impact of the September 11 footage and the subsequent affect on
conceptual image-making and art. It would be a simplification to say that the awareness
of the touristic is an awareness of fleeting life or any great signifier of life itself.
In a conference entitled Curating the Other, Curator as Tourist (2008) Paul
Domela suggested that museums, art galleries and art fairs have become such a feature
of modern tourism that curators are curating touristic displays for tourists, that their
touring to other countries to curate exhibitions makes them see the country within which
they are curating as a tourist would, unless they maintain a critical and objective
perspective of the visited country and also of themselves. This also needs to be kept in
the mind of the artists’ art-making as they travel from place to place. As an artist
examining the contemporary open-platform media environment this ongoing
construction of touristic meaning seems problematic and worth further examination in
265
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relation

to

art

and

its

complicity. The collaboration
Fromonetouristtoanother and
its

companion

project

countrycitycultureartistcurato
rhostguest,

considers

this

relationship and its praxis. In
this work, the artist sets the
curator to perform as a tourist
in a local context and then the
Fig. 32 Victoria Lawson in collaboration with Joel Mu (curator),
Fromonetouristtoanother, 2007, performance/installation

curator sets the artist to work
as a tourist in his site of
extended

touring

and

working. Both are exhorted to perform in search of the sublime moment of the Stendhal
syndrome, both report the possibility of the opposite. The meta-narrative of tourism’s
implicit failure and unreachable desires based on historical imagining are evident,
nonetheless both perform the possibility of failure, both perform regardless, in search
the opposite.
Museums and art galleries like Tate Modern, Tate Liverpool, Guggenheim Bilbão
and Vilnius, Louvre Lens and Abu Dhabi have been developed with the idea that they
will provide the regeneration of their host city and diversify the brand of the city,
resulting in the growth of visitors and the resonant publicity. The underlying
dissemination of the idea of the ‘universal’ museum266 is spreading the Western view to
regional and neo-colonial outposts—the ‘seemingly globally incontestable Western
image.’267 It is important to relate art’s engagement with tourism in any critique of
tourism. It has been under-examined and this work makes the art-based strategy of
institutional critique explicit along with the critique of power structures in contemporary
art practice. The work has moved beyond the gallery space and has researched what it is
to make art beyond these boundaries, how it is possible and what are the affects. The
archive documents this endeavour rather than limiting it to a simple gallery
environment.
Tourist art and exhibitions are often made for an audience hungry for
“authenticity” in the same way that cinema is created by filmmakers for an audience
266
267
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who wants what they are taught to want. This authenticity is a western ideal and it
shifts depending on the tourist’s level of art education, formal or otherwise.268 High-end
tourist objects have become part of collections and remain in museums around the
world, for example in the Musée du Quai Branly, Paris, a museum of indigenous
collections from Africa, Asia, Oceania and the Americas. This perceived passivity
alters once new media is factored in. The possibility of sophisticated and discerning
audiences who develop a level of interest in work that engages with concepts beyond
the gallery or object-based practice generally occurs over the Internet, open-platform
media and, inevitably, by word of mouth. The art of abstract spaces can engage with
and be disseminated online or in real time and conducted with and for viral networks.
As museums play real time catch up, artists can move between sync-ed environments,
performing process-based imaginaries that alter the field just as they create it. The
exhibition site becomes a kraftwerk,269 an operational space to encourage participation
beyond the context of the institution and social construction itself.
Previous theorists have drawn on anthropological and ethnographic constructions
of culture and society to explain the dense visual field surrounding tourism and its
historical narratives. However, to continue the anthropological or ethnographic
discussion at an academic level can contribute to the uneven balance between
heterogeneous Northern American and European culture and peripheral nation-states,
regardless of the growing field of post-colonial studies and notions of hybridity. The
powerful disparities between these states and the periphery remain a vital area of
critique for contemporary practice by a number of artists who have chosen to examine
these spaces of privilege and the possibilities within tourism.
The Nouvelles frontiers de l’economie de la culture (New Frontiers of the
economy of culture) conference at the Musee du Quai Branly included papers on the socalled creative industries and tourism was discussed as a way of enhancing them and
heritage culture. The growing influence of tourism is mirrored in this conference and is
recognised with the development of the European Commission’s panel of experts set up
to deliberate upon the maximization of outcomes in this area and a recognised group of
experts on European cultural statistics. The authenticity of the tourist objects on display
in the museum and the creative economies, lend themselves to tourism development as
the result of a long history of engagement with that mode of activity. They are intrinsic
to one another and increasingly intertwined. As artists who work within this
268
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environment it is important to question the influence of the continuing neo-colonial
elements of tourism. Paolo Virni adds that
We are no longer inserted into a predefined ‘game’ in which we
participate with true conviction. We now face in several different ‘games,’
each devoid of all obviousness and seriousness, only the site of an
immediate self-affirmation—an affirmation this is much more brutal and
arrogant, much more cynical, the more we employ, with no illusions but
with

perfect

momentary

adherence,

those

very

rules

whose

conventionality and mutability we have perceived.
He goes on to say that
Cynicism reflects the location of praxis at the level of operational models,
rather than beneath them. This location, however, in no way resembles a
noble mastering of our condition. On the contrary, intimacy with the rules
becomes

a

process

of

adaptation

to

an

essentially

abstract

environment…[t]he impact of technology, even at its most powerful point
is not universal.
The abstract environment and its lack of universality is a point of dissent. It is one space
in which artists insert themselves to question the seeming all-encompassing field of
capital.
Academia also presupposes particular rules and creative economies. Theoretical
tourists can sense atmospheres from their familiar seats of perception. However, it is far
more productive to turn attention to the seat itself and question whether or not it is
constructed from histories developed by those embedded within the production of that
‘consciousness.’ The artistic, touristic subject can neither ‘perform’ nor intervene within
that with which they are implicit without questioning that self-same knowledge
construction. They can re-examine the power constructs of their discourse, and within
the abstract space of the mediated touristic environment, find a means to share the
possibility of dissent. Material action crosses the barrier of perception to find a place of
transition and transmission. A liminal site of exchange, knowledge and deconstruction,
a critical moment on the threshold of experience purveying open-ended practice and
participation. The body speaks, acting on tropes of performance, performative theory
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and communicating across an endeavour that alters the signification of histories and the
construction of the past, now present. These actions speak of the tourist imaginary and
the altered perceptions once performed or enacted. Documentation or archiving these
actions continues the dialogue and allows further discussion and hopefully further
action. Artworks made from this documentation has the potential to shift the discussion
out of the gallery space once more as stickers and websites engage with the viewer’s
responses and call on a decision to be made. Is the viewer a participant, or will they
remain passive in the gallery? Will they also find the means of acting artistically within
the amorphous and technological field of tourism? The kraftwerk continues.
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LIST OF IMAGES
1. Five Words, performance/installation, dimensions variable (4 x installation
views/detail).

2. Where in the world…, website, dimensions variable (installation view) and (10 x page
view [http://www.victorialawson.org]).
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3. Holiday Reading, installation, dimensions variable (5x installation view/detail).
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4. MOMENTO MORI: REMEMBER THAT WE ARE ALL GOING TO DIE (the
photograph kills me/the artwork makes me immortal) performance/installation (left)
exhibited alongside Momento Mori 2001: delayed affects—travelling two weeks after,
performance/installation (right), both dimensions variable (archival document,
installation view; 2 x detail, projection, projection still).
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5. Fromonetouristtoanother, performance, collaboration, installation (left) exhibited
alongside Fromonetouristtoanother—countrycitycultureartistcuratorhostguest,
performance/installation (right), both dimensions variable (installation view, detail; 5 x
documentation images of performance; 5x images of curator’s instructions; 9 x
documentation of performance).
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6. By Any Other Name, installation, dimensions variable (2 x installation view; 2 x
detail).
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